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Anti-Catholic Incidents
Continue in So. Vietnam
By REV. PATRICK O’CONNOR, S.S.C.
SAIGON, Vietnam (NC)—A
Vietnamese priest whom this
correspondent interviewed ic-
ccntly in a country village was
accused by a high official six
days later of slandering the
government The priest had
given information about the
Buddhists' attacks on Catho-
lics in his parish.
In anoiher parish Catholics,
beaten until they could not
walk, were warned by their
attackers not to talk under
pain of being shot.
Tlie official news agency.
Vietnam Press, has • " dished
nothing yet about the t
ment of Catholics in '
Vietnam which began
than five weeks ago. A :
daily, Viet Bno, published a
front page article on Dec IS.
voicing a "cry of alarm to the
government" over the situa-
tion.
RwC'RTS OK THESE out
rages fee~juJing up. and Cath
olics await some corrective
action by the government.
On Nov. 28, in one coastal
parish of the Hue Archdiocese,
a Catholic was seised, blind-
folded. badly beaten and
buried up (o his neck in sand.
When rescued by a passerby,
be could only drag himself
along the ground to his house
Some Catholic village
schools have had to close be-
cause the children are pre-
venter! from attending. A
priest in Quang Tri province
said: "No one dares come to
the priest's house now Many
are afraid to come to Sunday
Mass. The priest dare no*,
visit the people for fear of
causing trouble for them "
OUTRAGES THAT toox
pla.e * month ago in rural
village.- arc only now bccom
ing known
On Nov. 12 a hand of youths
in Van-tjui claimed the right
to search Catholic houses, en
tcred the church, ransacked
the sacristy, hacked at the
altar and tried to pry open the
•loor of the tabernacle
In one village north of Hue.
a young Catholic was accused
of poisoning a well to kill Bud
dhists. To disprove the charge
his father publicly drank
water from the well Still the
son wn* not released Three
Catholic children were ar-
rested by local police and held
for two days, in a .similar
rhaege They were released
only after their mothers had
signed documents the contents
of which they did not know be-
causewthey could not read
SOME LOCAL officials have
themselves incited the attacks
and have even taken part In
them On Nov 20 this corre
spondent was assured by the
then chief o( province tn Hue
that measures were being
taken to curb the anti-Catholic
campaign Two days later the
province r hirfs. representa-
tive sent to "calm" the peo
plr of Cu-Lac. made the public
accusation that 200 guns had
been found in the shnne of
THE NEW YEAR -On Jon. 1, Catholics began the New Year with the celebration of the
Mass for the Octave of Christmas (formerly known as the Feast of the Circumcision) In
this photo the priest makes the Sign of the Cross with his thumb on the Gospel text re-
lating to the circumcision of Jesus: "At that time: The eighth day come, the day for his
circumcision, and he was named Jesus, the name by which the angels had colled him
before he was conceived in the womb." (Luke 2:21).
Chicago Interfaith Group
Lists Fair Employment Plan
CHICAGO INC) - The three
major faiths have launched a
sweeping fair employment pro
gram for church-run institu-
tions In the Chicago area. It
calls for institutional hiring
and promotion policies based
on ability, not on race or other
accidental considerations.
It also pledges participating
institutions to "seek out”
members of minority groups
and encourage thc.m to apply
for Jobs, The program has
been approved by the Catholic
Archdiocese tf Chicago, the
Chicago Board of Rabbis, and
the Church Federation of
Greater Chicago. It U being
carried on by the Chicago Con
fercncc on Religion ami Race.
IN A SEPARATE develop-
ment, the Conference on Re-
ligion and Race has urged the
Chicago Board of Education to
adopt "an official policy. . .
favoring racial integration
wherever possible in schools '*
The CCRR took this stand
agatnst a background of con
troversy over allegations of
**de facto' segregatiop in
Chicago public schools
“We believe," the statement
said, "that interracial con
tacts and friendships have
positive value and must be
multiplied a hundred-thousand
fold if Chicago is to be a
healthy city a good place in
which to worship, live and
work "
The statement spoke of "pro-
found restlessness" among
parents who "desire to see all
our city's children unpenatUed
by rate or color and free to
develop to full capacity,"
"We ask the religious
schools to continue to lead in
preparing students for inte-
grated life because thetr duty
is so abundantly clear, but we
insist that no public or private
institution content itself with
waiting for another's India-
Jrve," the position paper said
It also urged such step* at
fw mation of an Interracial
commission to implement an
clficial policy; miegralion o!
school faculties; and sprclal
programs for children whose
scholastic achievement is be
low average.
THE ( ( RR'.i FAIR employ
ment program centers on a
hiring policy statement com-
mitting church run institutions
not to practice discrimination.
The statement pledges an in-
stitution "to s policy of hiring
and upgrading employees . .
solely on the criterion of abil
it> to perform the required
work
"We pledge moreover to
take affirmative action to
make this policy effective; to
seek out persons of minority
groups, to inform them of this
nondiserimlr.atnry policy and
to encourage them to become
applicants lor employment."
it says
The council is distributing
employment analysis forms lo
to Used by institutions in as-
sessing their current person-
nel policies and their imple-
mentation of the fair employ-
ment pledge
The pl*n envision* having
each denomination appoint a
"(air employment representa-
tive" who would seek to pro-
mote fair employment policies
in the institutions of his
denomination
Full Coverage
For Fpiphany
CLIFPSIDE PARK -
Epiphany parish here this
week became the Toth in
the Archdiocese of Newark
to enroll in The Advocate's
complete parish coverage
plan Rev William S Sr*
sclman is pastor.
Coder the plan, all par-
ishioners receive The Advo
cate In the mail at a rate
loner than that for other
types of subscriptions.
Pastors interested in in-
formation on the value and
operation of the plan are
invited to contact Allen
Bradley, our circulation
manager, at Market 4
0700
What Parts of Mass Wilt Be in the Vernacular
By REV. FREDERICK R. McMANUS
SCU'C Sru-t Sen it t
Ibt author a / ibii article. iht mood o / 4 irrin om the
Utargkai r* lot mi (no, ,J<J lor by ibr tt amtaita! toamtU. It oh,
of lb o tOMOiU't official adviim OH liturgical mailt,, and a
proftnar al lb, Calbolic V Hirer,ny of America. WatbiHglon.
Some have already summed
till the Second Vatican Coun-
cil** Constitution on the Lit-
urgy as • major concession of
the vernacular languages in
place uf Latin in the liturgy.
This la an ovcrsimplificaUun.
Thage are much more impor-
tant liturgical reforms decreed
by the council.
Nevertheless, the use of the
mother tongue in the liturgy
la the most striking of the
changes soon to be evident-!t
it hoped in a matter of a few
months. The constitution goot
into effect Feb. It.
TO UNDERSTAND the
council's decision in this mat-
ter of language, it is necessary
U> mention the background.
First, the Bishops recognised
the actual diversity in the
Church. Latin hr not even re-
motely a universal language
It is not the language of the
Scriptures, nor the language
of the Oriental churches. The
vast majority of the world's
inhabitants do not even have
ancestors who spoke Latin,
The Bishops were willing to
vote for the most radical lan
guage concessions, provided
they were made dependent on
the approval to be given by
the bodiea of Bishops for the
respective countries or regions
of the world.
Hie vernacular thesis la a
simple one. If the word* sre to
be meaningful and prayerful,
people must way in their own
language. Taking into account
"the pastoral and didactic na-
ture of the liturgy." I'ope
Paul VI and the Bishops pre-
faced Ihe vernacular legisla-
tion with these words "When
the Church prays or sings or
acts, the faith of those taking
Part is nourished and their
minds are raised to God, so
that they may offer Him their
rational service ..
"
IN THE CAKE of the sacra-
ments and sacramental*, as
distinct from the Mass, the
council was entirely open to
change the enure text, includ-
ing the very form of the sac-
raments. may be in the peo-
ple's language This affects or
may affect ordinations, funer-
als, blessings of every ktod.
Confirmation and Penance,
the very important rites for
the tuck and the dying. the
special services which on or
casion precede Mass, such as
the Holy Week rite*.
The council wg* similarly
generous with regard to the
Church'* daily prayer or of-
lice when this is prayed by
reUgtoug or the laity, but
made only a limited and indi-
rect concession of a vernacu-
lar Office to the clergy.
ALL THIN tH of secondary
interest compared to the
Mas*, where the council de-
creed 'tn Masse* which are
celebrated with the peopie a
suitable place may he allotted
to their mother longue. This is
to apply ut the fir*t place (a
Ihe reading* and the common
prayer,* but also. a. local
condition* may warrant, to
those part* which pertain to
Iht people "
This U out tU "Where*-r
a more extended use of the
mother tongue within the
Mass appears desirable." ft
may be introduced, hut only
with the consent or formal
permission of ihe Holy bee
Thu refers to the extra.ton of
the vernacular to Ihe "priest •
parts'* of Mass, namely, the
prayers called Use Colled, fe-
rret, ead PosUoramuaioe. end
•have eU the Ce»« itself
Even before the council's
sessWH ended, Duhep* Dam
some rostrums. r.peeuUy in
MfcMlao lands, were consider
lag petitions of this kind tor
the Hofy See's permission
ASIDE FROM such special
permission, what part* of
Mas* may the bodies of Bish-
op* allow m the vernacular*
Tuft, the reading* or lev
**»es I e, the Gospel and
Epistle a* i* obvious
Secure!, the prayer of lha
faithful or "tfe common
prayer" ta be reintroduced
after the sermon, belore tfe
Offertory begin* No precise
form or te*i for this prayer la
determined by the Constitution
on the Liturgy What is cer-
tain Is that tt should he to ihe
mother tongue and that tfe
people should respond to Ihe
petitions "for holy Church, for
the civil authorities, for those
oppressed by various needs,
for aU mankind, and for the
satvauoo at the enure world "
It could take the elaborate
form of the Good Friday
prayers: a senes of tovita
ttooi to prayer, period* at
rthml prayer by the people,
and refect*; or a brief cheat
or rhaota. followed by a terns
of verse* ami reapoo*** and
coociuduut prayer*; or, most
likely, a few invocations and
response* ta litany-form with
a concluding prayer said by
the priest, responded to by the
people
NEXT. THE "parts which
pertain to the people" by
which the council means the
part* which the people should
say or stog together.
The people's parts are two-
fold, (It-The "ordinary" pan*,
chiefly and traditionally the
Kyne. Gloria, Creed. Sane-
has, Agnus Dot, and. ac-
cording to recent usage, lha
Our Father before Commu-
nion (Jt-Tfe "proper" parts,
changing with each Mass, at
Ihe entrance or Inhrott. be-
tween the Epistle and Gospel,
at the Offertory, and at Com-
munion
Because the revision of the
Roman MUaal (and other lit-
urgical hooka) wilt take lev-
eral year* to complete, ft (a
poMibia and expected that the
Bishops will approve an in-
terim hut official translation
of the*# part* tt Mata.
Pope and Patriarch: Dramatic Encounters
WASHINGTON (NC)
Face-to-face pneountprs bp-
twppn Popps and thp Patri-
archs of Constantinople have
born few over the centuries—-
and always dramatic.
The last such meeting ended
In 1439 after Patriarch Joseph
II and Pope Eugene IV came
together in northern Italy in
an effort to he4l the breach
which had split Constantinople
and Rome in 1054
Theologically, this encounter
was successful because the
two bodies agreed to resolve a
major bone of contention. But
the agreement was popularly
repudiated and Pope and Pa-
triarch have not met since.
THIS IS THE background to
the possibility that Pope Paul
VI and Patriarch Athenagoras
I of Constantinople (now Istan-
bul, Turkey) may meet during
the Pope's pilgrimage to the
Holy Land Athenagoras is
honored by other Orthodox
Patriarchs as "first among
equals."
The first meeting of Pope
and Patriarch took place in
536 AD. Pope St. Agapitus
went from Rome to Constan-
tinople because he suspected a
newly named patriarch was
guilty of adhering to the Mon-
ophysito heresy which taught
that Christ had only one na-
ture. the divine.
When the Pope met the Pa
triarch, in February. 536. he
became convinced his suspic-
ions were true and he set
about to remove the patriarch,
Anthimos, from his throne. He
accomplished this with the aid
of Emperor Justinian I and he
himself consecrated the next
Patriarch, Menas, in March.
A month later, the Pope died.
While in Constantinople.
Pope St. Agapitus also had
asked the Emperor not to send
troops against the Goths, who
thrn held sway in Italy. But
eight months after the Pope's
death, the Emperor recon-
quered Rome. This led to the
next Pope Patriarch encoun-
ter.
THE EMPEROR’S wife
Theodora, was a Monophysite,
in defiance of Church teaching.
Theodora first brought about
the violent deposing of St.
Agapitus' successor, St. Sil-
Pope, Orthodox Prelate
Meet as Journey Nears
An Advocate Ntwi Summary
VATICAN CITY - The way
was paved (or a meeting be-
tween Pope Paul VI and Pat-
riarch Athenagoras of Con-
stantinople this week as an of-
ficial representative of the Or-
thodox Ecumenical Patriarch
talked with the Pontiff in a
historic meeting
Metropolitan Athenagoras of
ThyaUra met with Pope Paul
Dec. 28 the first meeting
between a Pope and a repre-
sentative of a Patriarch of
Constantinople in more than
five centuries.
Meanwhile, preparations for
other aspects of Pope Paul's
Jan. 4-6 trip through the Holy-
Land continued. A detailed
timetable was announced
which will include meetings
with King Hussein of Jordan
and President Shncor Shaiar
of Israel.
METROPOLITAN Athena
goras arrived in Rome Dec
27 as the guest of the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
Unity. He said on his arrival
he had come to discus* the
"eventual possibility of a
meeting between Ihe Pope and
the Patriarch in the holy city
of Jerusalem."
The Metropolitan stressed
that he was an official emis-
sary of the Ecumenical Pat-
riarch and the Holy Synod
THE TEXT OF the Vatican
Radio communique on hi* au-
dience with the Pope stated,
in part
"Today’s meeting of the
Metropolitan Athenagoras and
the Holy Father was a special
significance because, unlike
preceding visits of Orthodox
prelat#tA»h!ch were of a rtrtPT
■y private nature, today, for
the first time in five centuries,
an official representative of
the Constantinople patriarch-
ate ha* arrived in Rome
"Tlie visit occurs within the
framework of the pilgrim***
of the Holy Father lo the
Holy Land, which has as one
of its aims that of advancing
peace and understanding
among all men and cspecially
among Christians.
"The Metropolitan ad-
dressed a speech to the Pope
Paul VI replied with thanks,
expressing m the course of the
long and affable conversation
hi* conviction regarding the
importance of this first meet-
ing.
"His Eminence Athenagoras
handed to the Pope a letter
from the Patriarch Athena-
goras and the Pope gave the
Metropolitan an artistic and
valuable pectoral cross. . ,"
OFFICIALS OF both Jordan
and Israel are extending every
possible courtesy to make the
Pope's visit memorable and
smooth.
The plane bearing the Pope
and approximately 30 other
dignitaries is scheduled to
land at Amman airport in Jor-
dan at l p m. Jan
Waiting at the foot of the
stairs of the plane will be
King Hussein, together with
members of his court and sen-
ators and deputies of the Am-
man district.
The welcoming ceremonies
completed. Pope Paul and his
entourage, preceded by a mo-
torcycle escort, are to drive
through Amman and on to
Jerusalem, a distance of about
63 miles.
Pontiff Stresses Peace
In Christmas Messages
VATICAN CITY (NO-On
the first Christmas of his pon
tificate. Pope Paul VI celc-
braird three Masses, visited
the sick and preached the
gospel of peace
Al midnight. Ihe Pope cele-
brated Mass m the Sistine
Chapel for the diplomatic
corps al the Holy See At
*3O am, he was driven to
the working class Rome dis-
trict of Piclralata lor his sec-
ond Mass, and al It 30 am
he celebrated his final Mass
for 15.000 people in St Peter's
Basilica.
Throughout the day. the
Pope stressed the theme of
peace and ID Intimate con-
nertirwi with the birth of the
Prince of Peace.
THE MOST tumultuous mo-
ment of the day occurred as
Pope Paul arrived in Pictra
laia. where thousands had
turned out to welcome him
From apartment balconies
hung bunting, blankets, bed
spreads and makeshift Vat>
can flags of gold and white.
As he stepped from hti car.
the Pope was greeted by Luigi
Cardinal Traglta. Pro-Vicar
General of Rome, and by par-
ish priests of the district The
Pope was presented with mi
merous gifts of flowers and
spiritual bouquet* one little
girl handed him a live, kick-
ing white lamb The Pope de-
lighted all around him by lift
ing it up above his head to
show it off
Ho said he had come so
that he could spend Christmas
among his people.
IN Ills llRIEi'
sermon.
Pope Paul said
"Christmas is the feast of
peace—the peace of God.
peace in our consciences snd
therefore peace with our
neighbor If this became a so-
cial phenomenon, if it should
spread in families, in cities
and in nations, men indeed
would become brothers and
the fare of the world would
be changed
"
Alter Mass, the Pope was
driven a few hundred yards to
an apartment house. Alighting,
he sktrtrd mud and rain pud-
dles to enter the building ami
vtait Emilia Pro-
Ifttl. who foe tfe past IS year*
has been paralysed. On bt*
return to the Vatican, the
Pope stopped at the Don Car
lo Gnoechi .School lor Mind
and deformed children. Re
was tsked by one of Ihe chi)
dren il they could go with
him to the Holy Land The
Pope said "You pray for Ihe
visit and I promise to visit
you again "
THE POPE'S FIRST Mass
in the Sisttne Chapel, was
filled with a quiet crowd of
diplomat*, their wive* and
children The congregation an
swrrrd the prayers in a dia-
logue Mas*. While Ihe Sistine
choir sang.
To the diplomats, the Pope
said
"Gentlemen, is it not your
mission to work to break down
the wall* which divide peo-
ple* and to announce peace to
both those near and far away"’
Words are not enough, and the
Babe of Ihe Crib who gives
witness to us by His example,
and daily experience as well,
unfortunately confirms this.
We are obliged to do more.
We must be men of peace,
completely given over, if pos-
sible, to thoughts and feelings
which are those of God and
which led Christ to become
man Thu* only can one an-
nounce effectively peace to
other* and have it penetrate
the heart "
AT HIS THIRD Mass of the
day. Pope Paul was carried
into St Peter'* while 15.000
voice* chanted the Creed. The
whole nave of Uie church re-
malaed empty except for the
unoccupied hank* of scats of
the suspended eumenicat
council, but the apse as well
a* both transepts were jam-
med
The Pope allowed no signs
of weariness after his morn-
ing acrovs the city at Pietra-
lata In fact, he seemed to
have been buoyed up by it.
Ills voice w»» strong as the
carefully enunciated words of
the prayer* at the foot of the
altar were carried by loud-
speaker* throughout the
church
Delivering a short homily.
Pope Paul said peace is to be
found tn the mystery of the
Incarnation He added:
"Peace Is God coming into
the world, a God who knows
us, who speaks to us ...
Christmas is the feast when
God reveals Himself not in
greatness, but as the Lord
who come* to love and good-
ness
"
In the Gospel account, "so
beautiful, so enchanting." the
Pope said, one read* of peace
and Ihe crib ol Bethlehem.
"There is the crib, the human
scene, the sensible scene, but
not only that Behind it lx an-
other immense scene. Im-
mensely mysterious .
.
Be-
hind the crib scene Is the
mystery of the Incarnation."
At the end of Ihe Mas*, the
pope Went to the central ha!
cony of SI Peter's from
which he gave hit blessing to
the city and the world.
Related Material,
Pages 2, 14
POAU Pledges Test
Of New College Bill
WASHINGTON. DC CRN'S)
- In a Statement attacking
new legislation providing di-
rect federal grant* to public,
chureb related and other pri
vale colleges. Protestant* ami
other American* United for
feparaltoa of Church and
State said it would make every
effect to test the law * coo
slitutiuoafily before Ihe Su
preme Court.
Dr Glenn L Archer, egret*
live director of POAU, said
the attempt wilt hr made d«-
•Pltr obstacles raised by ar-
tloa of the Congressional com-
mittee which killed an amend-
ment providing a "built
in" constitutional lest of the
measure
WITHOUT ROME special
pron.hM m the law itself for
a court le*t. be *atd. a re-
view ol tfe constitutionality of
the church school aid program
will be exceedingly difflcull "
■ The law authorise* aid to
all private and public college,
lor construetton of facilities to
teach mathematic*, modem
foreign languages, natural and
physical sciences ami eflgm
erring, and foe ihe establish
romi or expansion of college
libraries
Add Telecast
On Papal Trip
NEW YORK (NC) Tha
CBS television network will
carry a 30-minute new* ex-
tra Sunday. Jan. 5, on the
arrival of Pope Paul VI In
the Holy Land
will be in addition to a
previously announced full-
hour CBS news extra od
the Pope's trip on Monday,
Jan 6. from to to 11 p.m.
Entitled "The Pilgrimage
of Paul," the Jan. 5 video
tape program is scheduled
to include Ihe Pope's ar-
rival in Jordan, his motor-
cade to Jerusalem, and his
pilgrimage on loot through
Ihe old city.
Bethlehem Services
Attract Pilgrims
BETHLEHEM (RNS) -
Some 10.000 Christian*, many
of them pilgrims who crossed
the armed frontier betwren Is-
rael and Jordan, gathered here
(or Christmas celebrations
From Jerusalem, thousands
of pilgrims streamed across
the border guarded by heavily-
armed sentries. The crowd in-
cluded more than 3,000 Chris-
tian Arab* from Israel who
are allowed to cross into Jor-
dan onJy at Christmas time
WHILE ISRAELI and Arab
troop* watched from machine
gun port* on roofs, the line
of pilgrims passed through the
Mandelbaum Gate in Jerusa-
lem.
In Bethlehem. Catholic wor-
shippers gathered to Manger
Square outside the 1,800-year-
old Church of the Nativity
for a Midnight Mass.
Two hundred Jordanian po-
lice were assigned to special
duly with armed desert troops
to keep order to the square.
Earlier, to a tiny grotto to
the church, a carved wooden
figure of a child in swaddling
clothe* was laid to a stone
manger. The grotto lx believed
to be the site of Christ's birth.
Thousands at pilgrims also
jammed Naiareth.
FROM HIS SCHOOL-Archbishop Boland received the
Xaxler Insignis Award from Very Rev. Henry A. Boyle,
S.J., rector of the New York Jesuit high school Dec. 28 at
the Robert Treat Hotel. Newark. The Archbishop is on
alumnus of Xavier.
(Continues! on Page 3i
(Continued on Page 2)
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verius. The next Pojie, Vigi-
lius, was seized and kidnaped
by the Emperor while he was
at worship in Rome in MS.
Pope Vigilius was taken to
Constantinople, arriving in M7.
and held there. In 553
Emperor Justinian summoned
the Second Council of Constan-
tinople, expecting Vigilius to
preside.
However, the Pope saw the
council as an attempt to re-
pudiate some of the Church's
teaching and refused to ap-
pear. By February of SM, the
Pope overramc his misgivings
and confirmed the council's
decisions.
The Patriarch at the time
was Eutuichios and it is as-
sumed that in the years the
Pope was held in Constantin-
ople he and the Patriarch
met. Pope Vigilius died in
Sicily on June 7, 555, on his
way home to Rome.
THE NEXT MEETING be-
tween Pope and Patriarch
came in the middle of the
seventh century, after Pope
Martin 1 was seized and car-
ried off to Constantinople. The
Pope had condemned the her-
esy, Monothclism, which
taught that Christ had only one
will. Emperor Constans II
charged him with treason and
in 65t sentenced him to death.
Through the intervention of
Patriarch Paul II the sentence
was commuted to exile in the
Crimea. The Pope died there
in 655.
TUP. LAST encounter before
the formal schism in 10M
came when Popo Constantine
I went to Constantinople in 710
at the "Invitation" of Emperor
Justinian 11.
Rome and Constantinople
had serious differences over
canons adopted by the Council
of Truilos in 692, Rome had re-
fused to recognize them. Pop#
Constantine 1 met the Emper-
or and the Patriarch, Kyrot,
Through skilful diplomacy, he
was able to avoid confirming
the decrees and still keep bla
throne.
However, relations deterio-
rated badly In the next cen-
turies. culminating in formal
schism in 1054 and a fanatical
sack of Constantinople in 1204
by Latin crusaders. The city
was destroyer! and a Latin
Patriarch as well as a Latin
emperor were forcibly In-
stalled.
AN EFFORT was made at
reunion in the 1430's during
sessions of an ecumenical
council held In Ferrara and
Florence, Italy.
The council was summoned
specifically to seek reunion.
Catholic ami Orthodox leaders,
led by Pope Eugene IV and
Patriarch Joseph 11, reached
accord on June 8, 1439.
However, two days titer the
Patriarch died and with him
went the accord. Orthodox
Christians could not yet for*
give the sack of Constantinople
and the agreement was popu-
tirly repudiated. In 1484, It
was formally voided at an
Orthodox synod held In Coo-
stantinople.
Before reaching Jerusalem,
the Pope is scheduled to make
a visit to Bethany, the borne
of Mary and Martha and Ij«-
arus At 4 p m he ts due to
arrive at the Basilica of the
Holy Sepulcher in Old Jeru-
salem. He will celebrate Mass
there at the site of the Hesur-
ration.
POPE PAUL Ls to enter the
old city at the Damascus Gate
and to leave his car at the
Via Dolorosa. He Is to climb
the more than 100 stairs, mak
ing the Station* of the Cross,
as he proceeds on foot to the
church that rise* over the
grotto of the Sepulcher
-After these ceremonies, the
Pope wtll go to the residence
of the Apostolic Delegate,
near the Mount of Olives, for
dinner.
At 10: Jo p,m, the Pope wUI
go to the Church of the Agony,
also called live Church of All
Nations, on (Jethsemene. to
participate in a holy hour.
THK FOLLOWING day. the
Pop* will cross into Israel
from Jordan at 8:30 a m.
coming Into Taanach from
Janin He will be welcomed
on Israeli sail by the Israeli
Ambassador to Italy, Maurice
Fisher. The Pope and hts par-
ty will motor across the old
Janin road to Megiddo, where
Israel's President Khncor
Shazar will be on hand lo re-
ceive Pope Paul. Premier Levi
Fihkal. Deputy Premier Abba
Phan, and other top govern-
mrnt trader* will j.*« in the
welcome
The Megjd-i) meeting is la
last minutes, the |N>pw
moving off for Nai.sreth at
910 am Ha *iH cefetarate
Mast at the attar <n the tirncio
of the Aanuntrelmn and then
to go to Use Terra haunt*
monastery nearby lor break
fast Then he will return i»
the unfinished Ano-mw atiw
church far a brief sun
At It. Pop* Pa«d Ssatft
Naiarcth fur Ml. Tafcar. *****
» church com memo* s!*s the
Transfiguration Twenty men
Ulrt later, he stepert* fa* dbsr
billowed place* Close to the
V» eg Gable* He is to ar
rice at Taggba at t pm. to
pray at the church of the
Miracle at the tassss ant
Pishes and St Prtac s foe 13
minutes
THUN MC Wild. g» in Cafe
atnaum. -a whose ancient ay*
ogogue Jesus spnhe the ««***
“I am (V bread of id* “ After
» minute* m ClfltlOT,
Pope Paul goes to the a*«r«y
M»mi of Urn Bestead**, to
meditate m the sds where
Christ t«cash**! urn v<m«n
on the Mount There tm ts to
have * brief t*»t at tha <«*-
vent of the Italian Pramtsean
nuns
At Ito pm. in. papal
motorcade seta eut for the
southwest, around us* !««**
bulge by the Wadi Ar*
through Alula. Iladrr*.
Ijdda and Raml.t Affixing
in 55# Israeli sector c 4 Jeru
**km at * JB. the r*pe u to
straight to Mount JUm».
resetting the lVaerie the
f«**n of the Lard » Sup
t*» ~ at * ti At J 10 he <«rs
to the Church of the Doc mi
tar*, which one tradition bolds
to he the place of the Blessed
Virgin's death and assumption
into heaven
Then lh* Pope leaves la re
turn tn Jordanian Jerusalem,
feaehsng Use newly enlarged
Maadeihaom Gate si 7to
President Mister will hid him
farewell The Pope is to pass
through the gate at i,l;n
THE notCtit I t for Jan
• the Peait of the Epiphany,
ha* the Pope leasing Jerusa-
teas to go about ft an Has to
Bethlehem. where he is to
rotate ale Mas* in Use gtotti
tetew the Basilic* of the N»
Utrttjr
Bethlehem he* prepared a
treat welcome for the papal
P*ft> The ceremony wilt be
bent in the square in front <4
the ChWrt of the Nativity,
where an ancient pine tree
steads wtus a reptea of the
Crth m fmnt The mayor will
4e«*er a speech of homage,
and the pope M turn wul de
htssr a major disesmrse Then
he wilt return to Jerusalem
and from there drive is Am-
man
Mi* plane Me Is land
at Beene'* ilamptsm Aup«el
at i 3» that afUrnenn
Msgr. Oesterreicher Hails Papal Trip
'Confident' on Council's Stand on Jewry
Jerry Costello interviews Miyr. Jobss Af. Oesitrreicher.
director of St ton Hall University's Institute of Judeao-c hrsstian
Studies. A netite of Austria and a convert Iron* Judaism. Mtfr.
Oesterreichcr has served at a contullor to the Secretarial for
Promoting Christian Unity. He discusses the Vatican Council s
progress and some aspects of Pope Paul's trip to the Holy I and.
Q. I have heard it said that
yon are pleased with the out-
come of the second session of
the council. Now that more
than three weeks have passed
since Its end. do you still feel
content?
A. I am afraid I have to
begin our interview with a
disclaimer. “Pleased" or
“content" are not exactly the
right words to describe my at-
titude. In fact, I should never
w-ant to feci that way on mat-
ters of faith There is a kind
of contentment that is the very
opposite of the spirit of this
council. The council, after ail.
owes its existence to the pas-
toral eagerness and the spir-
itual energy of Pope John who
hoped that it would stir the
Church to new vitality.
When I think of this ever-
growing vitality, I cannot be
but happy and grateful at the
outcome of the session just
passed. Contrary to its pur-
pose. some people like to
measure the council's accom-
plishments by the number of
decrees It passes. But num-
bers In themselves are no
achievement at all.
Take the one great ordin-
ance accepted so far, the Con-
stitution on the Liturgy This
decree alone will rejuvenate
the Church If Catholics every-
where listen fo ILs teachings.
If the reforms it suggests sre
zealously adopted
The constitution was accept-
ed with near unanimity. Vet
only a few years ago, the pio-
neers of the liturgieal move-
ment were suspected of being
dreamers, even accused of
unorthodoxy
Again, at the session just
passed, one Bi*hop after an
other praised the schema on
ecumenism. But a short while
ago, the Catholic promoter* of
the ecumenical movement
were lonely men, frowned
upon as if they preached in
difference to the truth.
These and other example*
f.?ove that the Church Is alive,
that the council, despite its
long debates and slow delibr-
ations, i* on the move And
this i* ample reason for grat-
itude.
ti- Are ron not disappointed
that the draft on the Jew* wa*
left undecided? Ami have been
widely identified with It; t
even remember seeing a ref-
erence to yo« «t “asm of it*
draftsmen." I JtetM think,
therefore, that yon wontd be
unhappy at its unsettled state.
A A'rtu wonder whether I
am disappointed The answer
is "yes" ami "no " Ry nature.
I am impatient When I have
bought something and the
salesman asks me how soon
I expect jJejlrery l always like
to joke "A'esientay"' 1.-et us
say. then, that my instinctive
reaction to the delay i« a let-
down.
Yet. I have grown old
enough and wise enough to
know that thi* i* a childish or
unrealistic attitude After all.
you caruiot evpect that the
draft on the Jews should far*
better than all the others
None have been accepted right
away, and non* remained un-
changed It Is true, they* could
have been a preliminary Vote
accepting th* draft at a use-
ful basts for discussion
Cardinal Rea's final address
on the la«t day of discwMtnn
meant almost as much Not
only did he say that jw»st-
jionement it not ranewtia-
lion." he ask'd th* RisKips
to tend in Ukit suggestions,
their emendations The in
trrim between the sec*-ad and
the third sessions with its op.
portunity for thought, studs,
wtiting. and prayer will, f am
sure, redound to the good of
the draft
t). It there ms re»m fee (OSS
tern. then, that chapter f«r
will be sidetrack'd*
A May I first refresh the
memory of our reader*.
"Chapter four - u. of owr>».
the fourth chapter of th*
schema an ecumenism It
makrs the following pnsnit
It) Tb* Church's mti are h»
the Israel of out Her ha-gin-
ing* are with the patriarchs
and prophets. (2) Her deepest
link to the Jewish people is
Christ s humanity Ills mother
was of the house of David:
His apostles and disciples
were of Abraham's stork, in-
deed. so was the whole infant
Church. S3) Those among the
Jew* who did not arrept
Him as the Christ were not
therefore cursed Neither are
the Jew* of today. On the
contrary, they are loved by
tied if) It is wrnng to call
the Jews "deicides." Godkil-
ers The burden of Christ’s
death is on the whole of man-
kind: The sinners of every
land and time brought Him lo
the Cross. (5) The Church re-
jeeti and deplores the abuse
or oppression of Jews as
something that hurts her own
heart ffi) Finally, fratrrnal
conversations, studies that will
increase mutual understanding
and respect, are to be wel-
comed
There was some opposition
to the opportuneness or the
place of hi* decree but none
sgstnst it* content 1 have
heard no Bishop object, either
in public or in private, to **
much a< a single sentence of
this decree
Now. you asked whether it
could possibly be sidetracked.
If you mean whether or not
it roukl be pushed out of sight
and *o sink into oblivion, the
answer t* an emphatic “no "
Rven if this draft were not
returned to the floor, it could
never be forgotten . . .
But in mentioning this pos-
sibility. t do not wish to pre-
dict that there will be some
m»n*urver. some diversionary
tactic* to keep it out of the
general meeting* of the o*sl
session There are. however,
many other drafts lo be dis-
missed and vofed on It is Just
possible, therefore, that chap-
ter four may have to give way
to others that in the mind* of
their promoters are a* urgent,
or even more urgent, than this
otse
To say that this is possible
ts not lo say that i expect it
on the contrary. I continue to
hope that the decree will be
brought again before tv Fa-
ther* at the council and over-
whelmingty adopted But if by
some accident t! did not com#
up at the next session, they*
at* other ways la publish it
The Pop*, could make it hi:
own or x postconciliar com-
mission could issue it a* * di-
rective.
The major difficulty I »cp
i* this: If the majority folt
that the decrees on the Jews
and on religious liberty should
not form part of the schema
on ecumenism and wished that
they he included in the forth
coming proposal on the
Church and the modern world,
the present drafts would have
to be reduced In size and thus
perhaps suffer in substance.
Still. 1 am confidrni that the
outcome will bring honor to
the Church and Messing to the
world
Q Why do some Arab
spokesmen see chapter four as
a political fartor? Is there
anv justification for their
view”
A. No There is not a word,
not even a syllable In the
draft that has political signi-
ficance. nor the slightest in-
dication that the state of Is-
rael I* favored above ita
neighbor*. Yet. the conflict be-
tween them ha* become so
filled with emotion, so bitter,
that Arab spokesmen may see
In any friendly remark about
the Jew* even If the con-
test is entirely spiritual
something that gives not only
the Jews hut, above ail. th«
state of Israel special pres-
tige
I am sorry to say that one
or another Jewish journalist
h*« not been very helpful. I
am thinking particularly of a
frequently reprinted article of
some months ago in which the
wtiter declared that a con-
ciliar commission was about
to be formed whose task would
be to prepare for the reeognl
tioo of the state of Israel by
the Hot) See There is not a
word of truth in (hiss
ti »*s there any official
Jewish reaction to the fact
that the coocll did not lake
a definite stand on chipter
tear'
A First There ran he r.o
such thtng as an official Jew
l«h reaction. No one— no
scholar, not even the mast fa
moo*, no rabbi, not es-en the
meet influential, no writer,
not even the mast rerogntird;
no organisation, not even one
often in Dip news —c% repre-
sentative nf the whole of Jew-
ry None has a right to speak
111 the name of all Jew*.
Second: The pres* gave the
draft on the Jew* wider cov-
er and so created a happy
excitement but alto the un-
reasonable expectation that
the council s pace would rival
that of the Jet age One must
no« forget that the council ti
not a mechanism Ita taws *re
organic, in other word*, time
ti needed for convictions to
mature Now. when it became
clear that the council's pace
was slow, there was disap-
pointment among Jew*.
Tb* disappointment would
have been deeper, more wide-
spread and lasting, had nut
I'ope Paul announced hr* pil-
grimage to the Holy Land
Jew* have welcomed it as a
memorable event." “an *-x-
-lr»ordinary gesture of good
»iU
"
Great hope*, not alway*
realistic one*, have been pin-
ned on tf.
ti At* ye* il'pli log that we
rsated etpect tbs Pops- % trip
to have any mrstiatiag effect*
oss Israeli Arab IrasiMt?
A To pul thing* in their
peeper frame, on* must never
to** sight of tV fact that
Pop* Paul wtll leave Rome a*
a pugrtm not a* a diplomat.
Hu first latent ti not to visit
the modern stale* of Jordan
and Israel hut the land wtwro
Jesus was born, where H*
lived, loved, taught, suffered,
died, and ms* He ti going
there *• e man at prayer, to
pray, above all. for the suc-
re** of the council and the
t**ee of the world.
The deeply spiritual char-
acter of his trip does not ex-
clude the possibility of con-
sequences In tho realm nf
politics, even though the visit
is in no way a political move,
either open or disguised It
may contribute to peace in the
Middle East, to the reconcilia-
tion of its peoples, if no na-
tion seeks to exploit it for its
own purpose.
1 nfortunately, some news
reports have not been 100
heartening On the one hand,
an Egyptian newspaper is said
to have suggested that the
Dope will be slain by Israeli
agents so that the Israeli gov-
ernment could blame the
Arabs for the murder On the
other hand, it Is reported that
the President of the state of
Israel is planning to give the
I’ope a gold medal with the
Inscription "I visited Israel."
The first ti g crude attempt
to sow discord; the other lacks
the deiMacy necessary to this
sensitive'aituation.
To sum up: As of this mo-
ment. 1 should say things are
In auspension. Pope Paul's vis-
it may well bring Arabs and
Israelis a little nearer but it
could also be used by some
irresponsible men to worsen
the situation in the Middle
East. We must pray for the
Pope that his example will
open hearts, that his desire
to unite men will make dis-
ciples.
While I was still in Rome,
a European Bishop approached
me saying: ''This is the Pope's
answer to the chapter on the
Jews." Again, the editorial
writer of a Catholic weekly in
this country hailed the Pope's
visit as “a fatherly gesture
toward the Jews who gave us
Christ, his mother, foster fa-
ther. the first Pope, and all
of the a|)ostles."
His pilgrimage is indeed an
embrace of Jews but it is also
* warm embrace of Moslems.
Pope Paul himself has spoken
of his trip as an embrace of
all the peoples of the earth,
an embrace full of love and
respect.
q. Can you tell us more
about the real significance of
the Pope’s pilgrimage?
A It seems to me that Pope
Paul's "journey of search and
hoiie." as he has called it, Is
an answer to many of ;lie
problems that face the coun-
cil A.s of today, it ti not clear
if the Patriarch Alhenagorns
and he will meet. In any case,
the Holy Father's visit ls an
Inspired ecumenical enter-
prise As his trip will span two
continents, so it cannot help
but bring, at least in the long
run. the churches of the East
and the Church of Rome clos-
er together.
Protesting against certain
acts connected with the found-
ation of modern Italy almost
a century ago, the Popes be-
came voluntary prisoners in
the Vatican. Some 30 years
ago. this self-confinement end-
ed Ever since, Popes have
traveled again, but not very
far. Now thnt Pope Paul will
enter a Jet plane, his trip will
be the final breakthrough from
aelf imposed restrictions.
It will be more than that.
It ts a signal to all of us to
relinquish a merely defensive
attitude and to go forth to
meet the world of today with
confidence. It is a summons
to every Catholic, not to a sla-
vish modernity but to an open-
ness to and a mastery of the
modern world.
By going back to the sites
that held Christ and saw the
birth of the infant Church, the
Pope calls us all to go back
to the mainspring* of our
faith, to Scripture and the
Liturgy, and to live by them.
With hie visit. Pope Paul has
taken up the great proclama-
tion with which he opened the
council'* past session: "Christ
our beginning. Christ our life
and our guide, Christ our
hope and our end."
The HolyFather's Week
Calls for Curia's Cooperation
Vatican city s.\c>_pop#
Paet ha* told tv Cardinal*
M Uto Horn so Ctitto IVI IV
•**#**• at tv Second Vatican
CseatS depend* on Utetn
He *la» emphasued that hi*
tiip is Us# Holy Lead it a
Mlgnauge to obtain wevs
tor IV council He spoke at
IV traditional ChnsimaiUde
meeting between the Pope amt
IV Cardinal* of Rem*
OF TUB COUNCIL. V Mid
**ll i* accessary that II be
to ought I* a happy conefu
tea ' He added
*hti# *e owe «U of you
surer* thanks tor lh* (abort
n*s ««ft >ms has* sustained
rn IV etfaaMh at IV Inn
sesa-em* at toe Coomrtl which
ha*e a- *edj been held, we
muw turnmoe you to more (ml
fid tie,third phase, which (torn
•tikjf fotfts of *ww u grave
ami ciuis* Mwrh *uU ie
mam* to* don*
though tV emtecti ha*
ft**® a**tt a structure of It*
*w« of fatuities able sire ami
eotnptoauy, this doe* not eg-
cner et* tv Roman Cum Horn
ll* productive operation, both
******** IV activity of the
tsteetliar com mission i, unfold
tog with!* IV framework of
tv reilgtout problem* with
which tV Homan office* ar*
suVtaetiifly occupying them
**!**«. and because nut a few
at m« has* personal reapon
*1tidily and work within tV
coos mm tom themselves
~<kh y*m cooperation do
pends largely IV practical
icKrome of the •*« conciliar
petted"
TV Pop* dented that IV
council u • IfUl of strength
anwM eppnaing power* “*a
tense tuts* and inrauuou*
Vtnulut* have insinuated ’
He celled it rather "tv #x
prenaton at en* supreme pew
#4 Uaeif, Which expresses it-
*«M with an* wngie me* re
MftM* (runs to* sou* at tV
council member* joined to the
sovereign voice of the Pope."
Talks to II omvn
VATICAN CITV (NC) - A
religious sen** instilled at a
tender age will "realat any
cmU." Pope Paul VI told
members of the Women's Cath-
olic Action youth organization
here.
The organization cares for
about 390,000 girl* between the
age* of 7 and 10.
"II you teach love of Christ
end a religious sense, this feel-
ing will resist any crlaia. If
from a tender age children get
lo know the Chrlat of the Goa-
pel - such a* the Child Jetua
of our crib., then the children
will have understood Who this
Mi«or ia. thti Model, thla Son
of Mary and Son of God
"Religious criaee will be for
them progress, development,
victory and deepening In
Christ, the Son of the Living
God," the Pope said.
'Be Calm
, Be Calm,' Pope Told
Paralyzed Woman He Visited
By JAMES C. O'NEILL
ROME (NC) - "The Pope
fame to my room ami said to
me. 'Merry Christmas,' but I
could not answer."
Emilia Proictti, 28-year-old
victim of paralysis dun to ar-
thritis, who has been bed-
ridden for 15 years, talked with
wonder and warmth of Pope
Paul's visit to her room on
Christmas Day.
NEWS OF the visit was
given to her just before mid-
night by her pastor.
"I thought lie was joking.”
said Miss Proictti, “but then
I heard him Jell my sister to
tidy up the room for the next
morning."
The room that was tidied up
was one of two in the cramped
apartment. Nino people nor-
mally sleep in the room and
only one person in the house-
hold brings in money, Miss
Proictti's brother, Mauro, who
who is a day laborer.
"THE POPE came close to
me, took my hands. I kissed
his hands and started crying
and then lie said: ‘Be calm,
my child. Tell me what your
name is.'
“1 found strength to answer
‘Emilia Proielti' and to look
into his eyes. They were shin-
ing and I thought that he too
was about to cry. Then, re-
membering that so important
a person was showing interest
in me, I felt the need to ex-
press my gratitude and said:
" 'Your Holiness, thank you
for coming to this humble
home.'
"The Pope then said: ‘Let
us now recite the Hail Mary
together.'
"He folded his hands and
waited for me and the others
to make the Sign of the Cross
and then he began to reede
the prayer. . and we were re-
citing it with him.
"WHEN WE finished, my
sister's smallest child, who
sleeps in a little bed near
mine, woke up and began to
cry. Tho Pope went to him.
caressed him, saying: ‘Here
is another babe, let us give
him the one given to us.’."
Miss Proictti said Pope Paul
turned to a prelate with him.
who gave him a statuette of
the Infant Jesus which had
been sent from Los Angeles
in September.
“The Pope gave me other
gifts, a pink cradle for Carlo,
my sister's five-month-old
baby, two little blankets, two
bibs, four sets of swaddling
clothes, two knitted jackots
and pink shoes to match.
“My brother-in-law Rcnato
also spoke to the Pope and
said- 'Thank you so much.
suur Holiness, lor Uie presents
you have given tho child ' Pope
Paul replied, speaking in a
rather Milanese accent, and
then carcsscdTiziann. my 2-
>car-old niece, and waited un-
til she smiled at him and then
gave his blessing."
MISS PROIETTI told repor-
ters that she had one secret
request to make of. the Pope
but lhat in the excitement she
forgot to a«k it while he was
in the room
“I wanted to tell him that
my mother has asthma, and
that in the room in which he
was now standing nine of us
sleep at night nnd that the only
one of us who has work Is my
brother Mauro, but only oc-
casional work "
She confessed she felt some-
what ashamed to ask the P ipe
that he think of her family 'o
provide work, especially after
“he had brought us useful
presents, things that we really
needed.” She said she railed
out to him juat after he hnd
Irft tlic room and that a mon-
signor returned to her bedside
and “asked me if there was
something I wanted to say to
the Pope. I said yes, but in
secret I hope that my with
inay rcaeh the Pope."
PASTORS COMFORT-Pope Paul VI comforts and blesses bod-ridden Emilia Proietti
during a Christmas Day visit to her home in the Roman workers' slums of Pietralota.
The Pontiff was visibly moved when the 28-year-old girl, who has been crippled with
deformant arthritis for 15 years, said her Christmas wish was "a decent home" for her
family. As the Pope left, one of his aides gave the family a large gift parcel.
Russian Prelate
Attends Mass
BERLIN (NC)—Orthodox
Metropolitan Nikodim of Len-
ingrad. who is in charge of
foreign relations for the Mos-
cow patriarchate, attended
Christmas Eve Mass at the
Church of St. Louis of the
Erench in Moscow according
to reports here.
Reports said it was the first
time such a high-ranking Or-
thodox prelate had gone to St.
Louis, Moscow's only Catholic
church,
On ScpL 15, Metropolitan
Nikodim—who had visited the
US. six months earlier—was
received in audience by Pope
Paul VI at the Vatican. While
in the U.S., the Metropolitan
said he had been impressed by
the ecumenical council's ef-
forts toward Christian unity.
He has since set up a special
commission for Christian unity
for the Moscow patriarchate.
Council Commission
Meets in Vatican
•VATICAN CITY - The Co-
ordin.uing Commission of the
ecumenical council held its
first meeting since the end of
the council's second session in
the apartments of its presi-
dent, Amleto Cardinal Cicog-
nani, papal Secretary of
State, on Dec. 28.
The commission's task Is to
study the work of the various
council commissions "in the
light of Pope Paul’s speech
at the closing of the second
session,"
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Our Lady at La-Vang. In Cam-
Lo an official charged that
Catholics had persecuted Bud-
dhists, and militiamen argued
with Catholic converts to
make them apostatize.
The recent converts, singled
out for abuse, threats and
blows, are usually peasants
who never held any office un-
der the former regime and
could never have interfered
with Buddhists. In 13 parishes
composed entirely of recent
converts, many have ceased,
through sheer fear, to practice
their religion.
"But there have been some
acts of heroism," a priest of
the Hue Archdiocese said, “es-
pecially among the youngsters
and the Christian mothers.”
THE GOVERNMENT gave
sites for churches as it did for
pagodas. Now the Buddhist
extremists are demanding in
some places that the land be
given back, even though the
church is already built.
“It’s a communist cam-
paign," said a priest deci-
sively, “but they find many
among the Buddhists who go
along with them."
“Our province chief an-
nounces that there is religious
freedom but he takes no action
to enfore it," a Catholic from
a central province said. “Our
district chief does not inter-
vene either. They're afraid to
lose the favor of the Bud-
dhists."
PRETEXTS GIVEN for at
tacking Catholics Include fan-
tastic allegations about poison-
ed wells, pits dug inside
churches for burying murder-
ed bonzes, Buddhists tied into
sacks and thrown into rivers.
Alleged favoritism shown by
the government of the late
Ngo dinh Diem toward Catho-
lics is not given as a pretext
for the attacks, as one news
agency report suggested
Buddhist spokesmen have
repeatedly stated that their
quarrel was with the govern-
ment of Ngo dinh Diem, not
with the Catholics. The recent
attacks, however, in the vil-
lages of some nine provinces
have been made on Catholics
as Catholics, by bands claim-
ing lo be Buddhists.
Although Intimidation of
Catholics continued, outright
attacks decreased as the end
of the year neared
Abundant decorations were
strung around the square fac-
ing the cathedral in Saigon
BEATEN Blood stream*
down the bock of ibis Vi**,
no me so Cotholic who wos
beaten about the head dur-
ing recent ottocks on Cath-
olics in parishes in the cen-
tral part of South Vietnom.
for outdoor midnight Mass at
Christmas, in accord with gov.
rrnment wishes
According to a well in-
formed sourr. ttw govern-
ment was anxious to offset
some of the bad effects of the
attacks made on Catholics in
central Vietnam
Spiritual exercises just be-
fore Christmas have been cus-
tomary for Catholics in the
\ ictnamese armed forces in
Saigon The military authori-
ties in the present govern-
ment gave all facilities for the
observances this year as us-
ual
Christian Democrats Scored
Major Latin American Gains
NFW YOflK (NC>-ChrUt-
Un Democratic parties in Lat-
tn American enjoyed a banner
year tn 1963
Venezuela. Chile and Pent
were the scene* of Impressive
Sains by these parties, tn
which Catholic influence is
strong
In Brail), Argentina and
the Dominican Republic
there was also evidence of in-
creasing strength, according
to a summary issued here in
the Christian Democratic in-
formation Bulletin
Till: PARTY in Veneiuela
raptured the most world at-
tention. advancing its vote
total from 430.000 in I»8 to
tto.ooo in 1963 In Braid the
Christian Democratic Party in-
creased its representation In
the federal congress from J to
2i members, and in Argentina
doubled its electoral coottn.
gent
In the Dominican Republic
the Christian Democrats are
an important force holding the
balance for democracy *o the
aftermath of the military
overturn of the Roach regime
In Chile, following recent
municipal elections. the
Christian Democratic group is
regarded as the strongest po-
litical party In the nation, ac-
cording lo the Information
Bulletin
In Peru the support of the.
Christian Democrats is seen
as a decisive element in the
election of President Fernando
Belaunde. whose government
includes the Christian Demo-
crats in its coalition lineup
Scholar Takes a Cautious View
Toward Common Bible Proposal
ST. LOUIS (NC) - A na-
tionally known Biblical scholar
had a cool reception here for
news that English Bible schol-
ars may have succeeded in
adapting the Protestant Re-
vised Standard Version of the
Bible into a common book for
Catholics and Protestants.
Rev. Bruce Vawter, C M,
professor at Kenrick Major
Seminary and author of many
works on Scriptures, said he
feared the tendency toward a
"common Bible" might have
harmful effects on future
Scriptural scholarship.
ADMITTING THAT a com-
mon Bible might have advan-
tages. especially in the ecu-
menical movement, he never-
theless was worried that such
a book might lead people to
consider the work "definite”
and thus inhibit future scholar-
ship and new translations.
"This is what happened to
the King James Version," said
the Vincentian scholar.
"King James has always
been harmful to scholarship
because the people became
wedded to it and resisted any
attempts to change it,” he
said.
As to the Revised Standard
itself. Father Vawter called it
good, but he thought that the
American-produced Confrater-
nity of Christian Doctrine work
was better in many respects.
THE EDITORS of RSV. he
said, were hampered by their
attempts to retain much of
King James in order to win
over those who preferred the
classical English work.
Father Vawter said the Eng-
lish effort to adapt and get
the RSV approved for Catholic
use is not based so much on
ecumenical reasons as it is on
convenience.
English Catholic scholars do
not have as good a translation
to work with as the U S. Con-
fraternity editions. Father
Vawter said, so they "became
dependent on Protestant schol-
arship" already done on the
RSV.
Former Minister
To Become Priest
HARTFORD, Conn. (NC)
A former Protestant clergy-
man who five years ago
browsed through some books
on Catholic doctrine and sub-
sequently entered the Church
expects to be ordained to the
priesthood next March.
Now completing his studies
Is Rev. Mr. Richard P. Lay-
man. who in 1958 was an
Anglican clergyman serving as
a chaplain with the Navy in
the western Pacific.
THE: STORY of his conver-
sion was told by Rev. (Lt.
Cmdr.) Charles E. Webb, s
priest of the Hartford Arch-
diocese and Navy chaplain,
who received the former min-
ister into the Church.
"In 1958," said Father
Webb, “Mr. Layman was ihe
Protestant chaplain assigned
to Amphibious Squadron No.
5. of which I was senior chap-
lain. In the summer of J9SB
this squadron was on duty in
the western Pacific area dur-
ing the crises in Lebanon
and at Quomny.
“A normal chain of circum-
stances under those near-war-
time conditions brought Mr.
Layman to my cabin as its oc-
cupant for six weeks while I
was away in another sector.
During this period he read
most of the books on my shelf
and upon my return announced
without ceremony but with
strong conviction that he
wished to become a Catholic."
Father Webb said that in
December. 1958, he baptized
Mr Layman conditionally and
received him into the Church.
The former minister, who had
never married, expressed a de-
sire to study for the priesthood
and was accepted as a can-
didate by the San Diego Dio-
cese.
Bishop Walsh
Reported Well
CUMBERLAND. Md.. (NC)
Rishop James E. Walsh,
M M., held for years by the
Chinese communists, is well
although hospitalized because
of age. his brother. Judge Wil-
liam C. Walsh, said here.
Reports that the veteran
missionary Bishop was ailing
were spread after Raymond
Schcyvcn. a Belgian legislator,
said last September that dur-
ing a visit lo Red Chins he
had been refused permission
to visit Bishop Walsh, on the
grounds that the missionary
wa» sick and in a hospital. He
had been held in a Shanghai
prison.
"So far as our family knows,
my brother is not sick." Judge
Walsh said, speaking on the
basts of letters reporting that
the Bishop ts well.
INTRODUCE The Advocate
to your neighbors.
Polish Youth Losing
Faith, Survey Shows
CRACOW. Poland As the
result of a recent survey on
the nation s religious habits.
Polish Catholics are reported
to be concentrating on making
religious instruction more ef-
fective for young people
The survey, published tn
Tygodmk Powszechny. Catho-
hc weekly, showed that while
many Pnlith youth* r*
main oomtnjUy Catholic they
have given up many religious
practice* and display a skep-
tical attitude toward religion.
ACCORDING TO the study,
conducted by a Catholic priest
and a social research worker,
Polish youths are interested m
knowing more about God, but
have little interest in confes-
sion or regular attendance at
Mass
A large percentage of those
questioned Mid they enjoyed
feasts such as Christmas for
non-religious reasons.
Some youths expressed the
opinion that tn time all reli-
gions would disappear. How-
ever. these youngsters said
they did not believe religious
faith would disappear altogeth-
er since It remain* * vital
force in the world today.
The Church, in instructing
young Catholics m Poland, has
king been known to be up
against many obstacles. State
pressure against religion has
been on the increase and athe-
istic propaganda has been
stepped up. In the last year
and a half, some 40 semina-
ries and a large number of
Catholic Schools have been
closed by Poland's commun-
ist rulers
St. Joseph's Guild
Receives Award
NEWARK The Guild of
SI Joseph the Worker has re-
ceived honorable mention from
the National Council of Catho-
lic Men for it* program of
"apoitolic and meritonoua
service." it was revealed thi*
*eek by Rev Aloyaloua
J Welsh. moderator.
The award »»U be accepted
at a dinner following the
monthly evening of recollec-
tion Keb S The neat evening
of recollection is scheduled
for Jan. I at Essea Catholic
High School
Repair School
After Vandalism
ELIZABETH - Msgr Mi-
chael G. Kemezis, pastor of
SS. Peter and Paul Church
here, said that the parish
school would most likely be
ready to reopen Jan 2 despite
damage inflicted by vandals
there early Christmas morn-
ing
The invaders caused over
13.000 damage as they broke
windows in the eight class-
rooms, smashed doors and
blackboards, tore clocks from
the walls, destroyed nature
displays and stole a television
set.
Train Chaplains for Day
They’ll Need Certification
WASHINGTON, DC. (RNS)
The first Catholic Pastoral
Institute for Hospital Chap-
lains was conducted here to
qualify chaplains for antici-
pated certification require-
ments.
According to the institute's
director. Dr. John R. Cava-
nagh. a movement ts under-
way to require hospital chap-
lains to meet certain mini-
mum professional require-
ments before they sre eligible
for hospital posts. This move-
ment ts headed by the Ameri-
can Medical Association and
the American Hospital Asso-
ciation.
The movement Is spurred on
by the growing desire of fed-
eral and state government! to
have only certified hospital
chaplains in institutions re-
ceiving federal and state ft-
(uncial aid. said Dr. Cavanagh,
a Washington psychiatrist and
special lecturer in the School
of Sacred Theology at the
Catholic University of Ameri-
ca.
"An investigation revealed
that there was no special train-
ing courses for Roman Catho-
lic hospital chaplains." said
Dr. Cavanagh, "so we organ-
ized tot* institute."
"It t* to be a pilot institute.”
he added, "to serve as a model
for other Institutes throughout
the country at a later date "
The institute brought 00 spe-
cialists tn toe fields of medi-
cine. psychiatry, theology,
marriage counselling and so-
cial service from various posts
throughout the nation lo con-
duct course* at Catholic Uni-
versity.
During the two-week Insti-
tute. the to enrotlee* beard
lour or five lectures a day.
engaged in seminars, listened
to panel ducusiton* and viitied
area hospitals.
Bishops Condemn Apartheid Policy
Miracle Needed to Stem S. African Racism
By ANDREW J. MURRAY
CAPE TOWN. South Africa
(SCI South Africa's racial
crisis is so serious that in
l»t there is little lime left.
The stand of the Catholic
Church against the National-
ist government's increasingly
stringent segregation policies
is against the tide
The Catholic Bishop* round-
ly condemned the government
policy of apartheid, or racial
aeparateness. in joint stale
menu in IM3. l»7. iho and
l**3 Anglican Bishops and
some other Christian lead*«»
have also spoken out on civil
rights
The only lasting solution is
a change of heart among the
segregationists The Republic
of South Africa has only some
three million whiles in her to-
tal population of l« million
There are 11 miilioo Negro
Bantus
THIS CATHOUC Church in
Route Airies numbers about
tn at the total population and
about •% of the whites Even
among Catholics there are
deep political divisions, sod in
South Africa that means divi-
sions on '‘native policy.*4
A few Catholic intellectuals
support the tiny Libers! Party
which stands far "000 mao,
on*- vote" and the total abo-
lition of all color bars (today
U has no members of Parlia-
ment).
Mure, but stiU not many,
support the Progressive Party
(one member of Parliament)
whose Catholic members
claim that ita policy closely
resembles the joint statements
of the Catholic Bishops The
policy of the Progressives n
summed up m the phrase
"merit, rot rotor ." II stands
lor a universal common roll
franchise far all ah|e to meet
certain education and property
qualifications and a constitu-
tion frimed »o that no one ra-
cial group ran domtnata the
others
MOnT CATHOLICS are be
lieved lo support the L'nilesl
Party, lbs main opposition
party in Parliament This
standi fur "wtuia leader-
ship," modifier'tons of rotor
bar law* t including abolition
of M) reservation) and a race
federation whereby each group
has a real say tn the framing
of taws affecting that group
The government a National-
-Ist Party t» not without u*
Catholic supporters a main
Item in NatiooaUal policy, by
which it hope* to regain the
good will of the West, u its
"Baniuttaa" plan. Coder this,
the Transit el—an area neatly
twice the sue of New Jersey—-
la to be given limned sett gov-
ernment All members of the
Xhusa tribe (one of the larg-
est Bantu groups to Itowih Af-
rica). whether Uviog to I be
Traosket or to the "white
areas will have the sou for
Traosket s government
Other smaller BantusUns *
•re also planned tor the other
tribe* to all these trvas ton
Air scans will govern them
selve*. on toe theory that this
measure aI sett government
will offset their todt of repc*.
senuuon us ton central white
parliament
UPPUnmtiN parties say the
Bantus!an policy it « mere
smoke screen, that the whit*
•an i« util the uium.u how,
ami that the majority of Afri-
cans will always have to earn
their livelihood tn the "whit*
areas"—the national economy
would collapse if they did not
—suffering the same discrim-
inatory laws which are earn-
ing South Africa the hostility
of the rest of Africa.
If the policy should succeed.
It would amount to a dismem-
berment of South Africa and
the creation of potentially ho*.
W* states within her borders.
The Catholic Bishops have
Issued no statement on the
merits or defects of this policy
but. in general, all thetr joint
statements have called for
unity, equal laws for all and
mutual cooperation for tho
common good All have de-
plored Ihe evil multi of the
migratory labor ayatem. which
the Bantuitan policy envisage#
remaining
In IMO (he Buhopa specif-
Icatly advocated extending the
franchise within a united South
Africa to those with “the abil-
ity to eaereise the vote to a
truly responsible manner."
All this adds up to a eon-
detonation u advance of the
Bantustan pot try A unified
South Africa baaed on broad
principles of social justice lor
nil has been consistently ad-
vocated by the Bishop*
CATHOUC SCHOOLS u
South Africa are segregated.
Despite that fact, the Church
has shown enough real evi.
dence that integration u her
ideal to command a large
measure of good will among
the country's non whites
Catholic churches are un-
questionably the most into-
gratod in the country. With
very few exceptions there Is
no apartheid at all in them.
Member* of one race may
tend to sit together but there
is no obligation to do so.
Big Catholic gatherings are
always totally integrated.
When Pop* Paul Vl—then Car-
dtnal Montuu—visited the
Transvaal to July. 1962, a big
reception arranged for him tn
Pretoria, perhaps the most
tegregsted city tn the Repub-
lic. was conspicuously multi-
racial
The largest Catholic lay as-
sociation. the Society of St.
Vincent de Paul. t» totally In-
tegrated. aa are other Catholic
organisations
The Church conduct* sepa-
rate schools and hospitals lor
white* sod non-whites In the
rase of government-aided)
schools she t» legally obliged
to do so In the ease of private
schools the main reason is un-
doubtedly that the while*,
even Catholic*, are mostly not
psychologically ready for u>-
legralioo to this extent Alto,
cultural differences between
rare* remstn great.
IF SHE WERE free to pur-
sue her ideals, the Catholic
Church tn South Africa would
undoubtedly he one of the
mam forces educating this
multiracial country towards a
common nationhood tn which
Ihe human dignity of each
person i* recognised irreapee
live el racial origin AU her
statement* no the subject are
directed to ward* this end But
the deadweight of Nationalist
legislation is set inexorably to
the other direction. Contact
between the venous race
group* t* becoming more and
more difficult.
Threats of war and encour-
agement to revolution from
outside the country only make
South Africans leu inclined to
lower their defenses. For that
ta what white Nationalist pol-
icies are ultimately based up-
on—the white man's fear, root-
ed tn 300 year* of history, of
being overwhelmed
Archbishop Dents E. Hurley,
O,M 1.. of Durban sees this
fear as Imaginary. "The ogre
that be (the white man) fear*
doe* not exist." he said last
May. characterizing it as "the
ogre of non-white humanity
ready to pounce and rend and
destroy his economic well be-
ing. his freedom and his
'Christian civilization*."
The problem, said the Arch-
bishop, is that "the white
man'* prejudices forbid him to
get to know the warm human-
ity and friendliness of Die col-
oed people, the unity, dis-
cipline and affection oo toe
Indian household, the cour-
tesy. respect and good humor
of African life."
BUT BATHER than lose all
opportunity of preaching her
message to the noo-whitos,
the Church la turning her at-
tention tn training non white
priest* and reltgtoua Govern-
met policy make* it con-
stantly mure difficult for
white priests to minister to
non-whites.
Government pressure to in-
tensify apartheid continue*,
and opposition from the
churches U becoming increas-
ingly difficult. Advocacy of in-
tegration ts teen aa "un-Bouth
African behavior," and 1* even
equated with communism.
Family of Eight
Adopts Four
MASSAPEQUA PARK. N Y
(NC) A family of eight
here has opened its home to
four orphans from Chile.
Mr. and Mrs. William Quinn
and their six children greeted
the four orphans, who range
in age from 1 to 11, on their
arrival in the US. by plane
Dec. 2fi. The Quinns arc adopt-
ing the youngsters.
The adoption is the result in
part of a letter from Quinn's
sister in law. Maryknoll Sister
Patrick Mary, a missionary in
Tcmuco. Chile.
She wrote last .September
describing the plight of the
four Inostroz* children, whose
parents had died.
Quinn, a National Broad-
casting Company production
manager, said he and his wife
decided that "these kids need-
ed a break.”
Recollection Day
The monthly day of re-
collection for priests will
be held Jan. 9 at Immacu-
late Conception Seminary,
Darlington.
Sunday Closing
Law Challenged
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
loiulsville department store
bs* challenged Kentucky’s
Sunday closing law u> anew
appeal to the US. Supreme
Court.
Arlan's Department Store
contends tost toe taw'* ex-
emption for -work of nevee-
•tty" i* "so vague and uncer-
tain" tost it viola tee toe )4to
Amendment's guarantee of
due process of law.
The store's appeal arise*
out of tu conviction lor vio-
lating toe law in IMO. It waa
fined $lO and costa. The Ken-
tucky Court of Appeals upheld
toe conviction and the consti-
tutionality of the law in a rat-
ine l»et May.
Students Named
EMMITEBURG. Md. - Ed-
mund Aldotu of Wyckoff and
Thomas Derovitsch of New
Providence have been named
co-chairman and secretary of
the newty-formed Religious
Cooperative Council on toe
campus of Ml. St. Mary's Col-
lege here.
Cardinal Offers
Mass at South Pole
RYRD STATION. Antarctica
(NC) Francis Cardinal Spell-
man celebrated two Christmas
Days in the Antarctic, offer-
ing Masses under the ice for
US. Navy men and scientists
at three different stations and
another Mass on shipboard.
Because the International
Dateline passes between nyrd
Station and certain other
American scientific bases in
Antarctica, the Military Vicnr
of Catholics in the U.S. Armed
Forces was able to mark Dec.
25 a second time here.
Cardinal Spellman offered
his first Christmas Midnight
Mass in a small dispensary
at South Pole Station, man's
southermost outpost in the
world.
The Cardinal on his 13th
Christmas trip to Americans
overseas, was accompanied
by Rear Adm. Floyd Drieth,
Navy Chief of Chaplains. Adm.
Drieth held a Christmas Eve
candlelight service in the sta-
tion's recreation room for
Protestants.
CARDINAL SPELLMAN
joined Adm Drieth in visiting
the exact geographic south
pole, about 1.000 yards from
Uio main sl*tUoa builtim#.
After his Mass, the Car-
dinal greeted each man per-
sonally and presented each-
w'lth a special medallion struck
for the occasion of his visit.
After the services. Cardinal
Spellman, Adm. Drieth and
Rear Adm. J. R. Reedy,
commander. US. Naval Sup-
port Force. Antnrtica. flew
back to McMurdo Station, hub
of the Navy'l "Operation
Deepfreeze."
There Cardinal Spellman and
the party visited the Navy’i
largest ice breaker, the U.S.S.
Glacier, on Christmas Day.
Flown to the ship by helicop-
ter, Cardinal Spellman first
heard the confessions of Cath-
olic personnel and then offered
Mass.
NEXT STOP, DEEP FREEZE-Fronds Cardinal Spellman of New York, Military Vicar for
Cotholic personnel in the U. S. Armed Force s, gets filled with Antarctic clothing in Christ-
chureh New Zealand. The Cardinal went on, by ski-equipped plane, to offer Christmas
Midnight Mass at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole station. C. B. Gilbert, storekeeper 2nd
class, USN, tries a parka on the Cardinol for size.
Grants Ready
For Linguists
SOUTH ORANGE - The
Department of Aslan Studies
of Seton Hall University is ac-
cepting applications for Na-
tional Defense Foreign lam-
guage Graduate Fellowships
for the study of Chinese and
Japanese during the 198465
academic year
Dr. John Tsu. chairman of
the department, said that both
year-long grants and summer
fellowships arc available. Ap-
plicants must have a bachelor
of arts degree by the time
studies begin and must have
some knowledge of Chinese or
Japanese.
Formal applications will be
accepted unUl Jan 28. Suc-
cessful applicants will be notl
fted by the U.S Office of Ed
ucation by April 1.
Guild Names
Father Ryan
NEWARK—Rev. John P. Ry-
an. assistant at Immaculate
Conception. Elizabeth, has
been appointed moderator of
the Elizabeth catechetical
school for the deaf by Msgr.
Joseph A. Pooling, archdioces-
an director of the ML Carmel
Guild.
The school holds classes
weekly in Immaculate Con-
ception School. The teachers
are volunteers from Newark
State Teachers College who
have been trained by profes-
sional educators of the deaf.
Dr. Zimmer
Heads Staff
NKWARK-Dr Louis E.
Zimmer ot West Orange, as-
sistant chief and senior attend-
ing physician tn toe depart-
ment of medicine, has been
elected president of the medi-
cal staff at St. Michael'* Hos-
pital.
Dr. Zimmer succeeds Dr.
Francis P. Carrtgan. director
of roentgenology, who had
served since December, 1963.
The new president la a gradu-
ate of Seton Hall University
and of Jefferson Medical Col-
lege. Philadelphia.
Dr. Olga Haller, the senior
attending pediatrician, waa
elected secretary of too medi-
cal staff and Dr. John F.
Master son wa* elected trcaa-
urcr.
Calendar
FRIDAY. JAN. 3
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey. Upper Montclair Apol-
ogetics meeting. Common-
wealth Club. Very Rev. Mar-
tin J. Bume, OS B , speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. George Degneo,
chairmen.
SUNDAY. JAN. S
St. Thomas More Council,
K. of C., Westwood Christ-
mas party for children of SL
Dominic's Home.
Carroll Lodge, New York
Ctly 4Sth annual Commu-
nion breakfast at New York
Hotel, following 9 a m. Mast
at St. Patrick's Cathedral.
Frank Shred speaker.
Vietnam.
..
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The Goal—Christ
Orce upon a time there was one
Crib, one Cross, one Christ. Then the civ-
ilized world broke apart and the original
unity of the Kingdom of Christ on earth
was shattered. Mankind lost sight of the
oneness of the Faith manifested at Beth-
lehem. It was a onertess that could attract
all men to one destination, the learned
and the simple, wise men and shepherds:
WHEN POPE PAUL VI, announced
his burning desire to visit those shrines
whose holiness derives from their associa-
tion with the person of Christ, he was
shattering traditional patterns. Surely,
his desire was not the result of a personal
whim alone. It represents his conviction
that lost unity must be rediscovered.
What better place could he have chosen
than that land whence the Faith of Christ
had its beginning, where the Faith of
Christ had its ratification in the message
of the Gospels, the miracles, where the
Faith of Christ had its culmination in the
Crucifixion and Resurrection.
Men will follow the Pope's journey
through tho wonder of television. As he
kneels in silent prayer at the site of the
Nativity, men will be reminded, forcibly,
of the Incarnation. They will suddenly
recall that the Word was made flesh and
dwelt among us that while heaven and
earth will pass away, the Word will not
pass away. Men will move with His Holi-
ness along the route of the Cross. As he
pauses at the traditional spots, men will
be reminded, Inevitably, of the Redemp-
tion. They will recall that there is no
greater love than that which accepts suf-
fering and death for others; that the
world Is marked with the agony of the
suffering Christ.
WHEN THIS LATEST successor of
Peter comes to the Hill of Calvary, men
will realize again that the death of Christ
Is a continuing guarantee; that the death
of Christ is an assurance of life for all
men In all the world.
The Holy Father has chosen the
Feast of the Epiphany, the traditional day
of the Manifestation of the Divinity of
Christ to the Gentiles, for his approach
to Bethlehem. What he teaches as spiritu-
al ruler of Christendom is most obvious.
Wise Men from the ends of the earth
must once more find their way to the
Incarnate Christ. Christ must be the goal
of those who are wise enough to know
that they are not truly wise until they
find unity in Christ Incarnate. The Pope
is a w ise man and he leads the way.
Italy's Enigma
Friends of Italy were puzzled at the
news of the coalition in the Italian gov-
ernment which brings Socialists to a num-
ber of key administrative posts and gives
them what amounts to veto power over
the policies of Christian Democratic lead-
ers.
After close to a score of years of a
soaring economy, why do the Socialists,
though temporarily declaring themselves
the foes of Moscow, retain so great an In-
fluence on the industrial and rural class-
es? Why does the Italian Communist Par-
ty still remain the largest branch of the
Party outside Russia?
IT IS SURELY an enigma that a
land whose present prosperity waa found-
ed on American aid and subsequent close
cooperation with capitalist-orientated pow-
ers of the Common Market should still
show sympathy toward a system that has
signally failed to raise the standards of
millions behind the Iron Curtain. An even
more amazing enigma Is the fact that the
land that produced men of the eminent
calibre of Plus XII, John XXIII and Paul
VI should also exalt men like Nenni and
Saragat.
Several factors contribute to this at-
titude. One is that some working-class
Italians still identify the Christian Demo-
crats with the unrestrained capitalism and
Irresponsible aristocratic sentiments of
paat regimes. It is true that certain of
these elements itlll have an influence in
this party. The Socialists and com-
munists, on the other hand, have been
consistent through the years in their
declarations in favor of the working man's
interests.
Only an Infinitesimal minority of
Italians are doctrinaire Marxists The
majority of leftist voters, the "bread and
butter" Socialists and communists, are
merely using the threat of communism as
a lever to force the Christian Democrats
to continue their liberal policy. The dan-
ger is that one false move in a strategem
of this kind could result in permanent
communiat control.
WHAT ITALY needs today, from all
Its active citizens, is a deeper knowledge
of the traditional Catholic social princi-
ples coupled with a greater determina-
tion, based on mutual trust of all classes,
to put them into practice. It is the duty
of Italy’a responsible leaders to create
such an attitude if Italy is to retain its
position as one of the great bastions of
Christendom
The Walls Remain
In one of his Christmas messages,
given to the diplomatic corps in Rome,
Pope Paul addressed this solemn question
to his listeners: "Is it not your mission,
gentlemen, to knock down walls which
separate people?"
Most of us immediately understood
this as a reference to the Berlin Wall that
separates brother from sister, fathers
from their families and even children
from thoso who provided for them.
BUT WE CAN also be sure that the
Pope had in mind the Wall of Jerusa-
lem. It is just as tight and just as forbid-
ding as tho Wall in Berlin. Crossing the
line from Jordan over to Israel in Jerusa-
lem is forbidden. In the lobby of a promi-
nent hotel in the Jordan section of Jer-
usalem. a poster gives this stern warn-
ing: “No telephone call to Israel is per-
mitted and none can be received. No
letters or postcards can be sent to Israel,
nor can they be received.”
What can we expect or hope for at
these sensitive points around which so
much of the peace of the world revolves?
Both issues are deeply imbedded in pow-
er politics. Until they are solved the peace
of Christmas seems very far distant. West
Berlin is a thorn in the side of East Ger-
many. and the whole Arab world simply
does not recognize that there is a stato
of Israel
Everyone hopes that the visit of the
Pope to Palestine may lessen the tension.
Since the trip has no political overtones,
the picture may brighten somewhat but
the wounds will not be healod
WHAT CAN WE HOPE for or ex-
pect from the permission granted to West
Berliner* to pass through the Wall at
Christmas time? This is how one daily
paper views the picture: "Red police on
Christmas Day shot down and fatally
wounded a young man who was trying to
cross the Wall from East Borlin to free-
dom while communist loud speakers
were hypocritically broadcasting 'White
Christmas'."
This may look like a somber note to
strike at the beginning of the new year,
but we must learn to distinguish between
sound, firm hope based on facts and wish-
ful thinking. We must get back to funda-
mental thinking and put our complete
confidence in Almighty God.
"Unless the Lord build the house
they labor in vain who build it." Psalm
126.
Role of Apostles
Takes a New Turn
By FRANK J. SHEED
Moat of ths parables team
dear to us; we have known
them ail our Uvea. Yet wa
may be missing the principal
meaning in Our Lord's mind
a* Ha spoke them.
They are about the Kingdom
tt God. We remind ourselves
that the Kingdom of God la
wherever God la King In
the aoul of each believer, for
Instance.
THE PARABLE* are Indeed
about God's Kingdom in souls.
But they were first and fore-
most about the Kingdom Our
Lord was to found In the
world. .That this Is their pri-
mary manning la perhaps the
lea eon for our finding them
only in the first three Goapela,
written within a generation of
Our Lord's death. There are
none in ft. Jobs's Gospel,
written SO or 40 years after-
wards. They are never alluded
to la the remainder of the
New Testament. For Uia
Church was already in exis-
tence, with every character-
Istlc foretold by the parables
•ore and more plainly to bs
seen- Later they would return
to the Christian consciousness,
but In their second signif-
icance, their meenlag for
us Individually.
When Our Lord gives the
Twelve the clue to their first
significance, we aee Him at
last following up the promise
He made when be called them
Six months earlier, that they
should be fisher* of men,
drawing mao Into HU King-
dom.
Since their calling, no
one of them baa raid or 4"***
anything much, or anything at
all.
Now they ask why Our
Lord teaches la paradise.
A READER cooing to the
Gospels tor the first time end
towing nothing of the history
of the Church, would he totally
naprepared for Ov Lord's
saying to these (artless, voice-
Use man: "To you It la given
to know the mystery of the
Kingdom of Ood” (Mark IV.
U). The darkness closes on
They had been called to the
epostoUte In about June of
tha ftrat yaar of Our Lord'*
Public Ministry. The months
that followed arc given a ato-
ll* v«r*a by St Mark, and
four verve* by ft. Matthew.
Wa Ivarn that Our Lord apaqt
foam going from town to lowa,
"toadun* is tha araagogtwi,
proaefoag ib* Uoeple at Ota
Kin«doa, beating every dia-
•a**'' (MaUhaw IX.Sg). And
U> March, Ha aenl out Hia
twelve apostles, two by two,
"to preach tha Kingdom of
God aod to haal tho atoh"
(Luka ULS).
Tha word "apaeU*" mvtnj
ooa who la seat. This is th*
only Uma wo at* told that Oar
Lord "**nt
"
tha Twelve.
Ha prndaMd their aaoding
moat movtngty; "Booing tha
multitudoa, Ha had -—-pey
«• Jhm. bocasoa they
ware rtirtrmad. aod lying like
1; cep that had SO afa.p'tgnL
Than Ha said to Ilia dlvctpto.:
Tba harvest indeed 1* great,
but tha laborer* are few
Pray y* therefore tha Lord of
tha Harvest, that H* tend forth
laborer* Into His harvest”
(Matthew IX M S)
Build a New Year!
President Kennedy
And U.S. Catholicism
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
A* tho pain the whole na-
Uon feel* over the death of
President Kennedy slowly be-
gins to ebb. the task of evalu-
ating hia contnbuUon to the
history and development of
our republic commence*
It is much too early to at-
tempt any kind of definitive
evaluation, but when an at
tempt la made. It w-.1l certain-
ly have to consider the Ken-
nedy contribution to American
Catholicism
AT FIRST. SITU a state-
ment may seem strange. Wh.ie
no one ever questioned the
sincerity of the late Presi
dent'* faith, there were many
people who felt that hr leaned
over backward to avoid an>
signs of partiality toward the
Church. What the romplaincr*
seemed to have forgotten wn»
that appearances of favoritism
especially on tho delicate
school issue would have
heen an unmitigated disaster
(or the Church.
Part of the Kennedy con-
tribution surely came from
the (act that as the first Cath-
olic President he finally per-
suaded non Catholic Ameri-
cana that a Catholic
could serve as president and
feel no pull of divided loyal-
lita.
Nor must the Kennedy con-
tribution to the growing Amer-
ican Catholic view of religious
freedom be overlooked. The
American Bishop# would have
pushed this sublet! al the
council even if tl had not been
for the 19*0 election rampaten.
Rut it is at least probable that
the campaign amt the
Houston speech in particular
created a climate in which
* cooctllar statement acemed
even more important
HOWEVER, it would
seem to me that the real con
tributiona of John Kennedy to
American Catholicism did not
have to do with tha Church's
Image among nonCatholn.,
but wuh Die Church's image
of IlsaU.
U la unlikely that the Presi-
dent over thought of btmsrif
as an "emerging layman" or
* "lay spostle." yet lie did
represent in many way* the
"lay tally'* of the American
Church.
He would not have made
much of a head usher, be did
not belong lo a Holy Name
Society nor even to CFM, he
did not give Cana Conferences,
and be did not look to Church
leaden for guidance m policy
decisions
Yet. according to the new
concept of the role of the
Uity. he had no lest a claim
to the UUa of "Catholic lay-
man." However important tha
more strictly eccta*t**iir*t
retea may have beeo, dm
President was no tea* a rep-
resentative of tba Cborch in
the work! becauaa he paasad
up these ecclesiastical role*.
HR WAS WORKING to those
area* which have come to be
called that of "Independent
Initiative" or "lay com-
petence
"
He practiced the po-
l.tical rrafl precisely at that
time when the Church had be-
gun to realire that potitlcs
(and the other temporal activ-
ities) has a religious value, a
"hearing witness" value, In it-
self and apart from any lies
to specifically Catholic organ
ira lions
For the firat time In the his-
tory of the Ainertran Church,
the best known American
Catholic was not a cleric but
a layman; and we found that,
)u»t as the lay apostolato the
nry ha-l argued, this layman
w»» ablr to represent the
Church in many area* far
more effectively titan any cler-
ic We further learned that he
did zo by being exactly what
the theory said a layman
should be— A master prac-
titioner in tho field of his own
competence
The conclusions to he drawn
by American Catholics from
the "Kennedy Experience" are
inescapable; and there ran be
no doubt that large numbers
of Catholic young people who
have been persuaded that to
be a "layman" Is an authentic
vocation will draw these con-
clusions They would have
drawn them eventually per-
haps. but the life of John Ken-
nedy has notably accelerated
the process; and became of
•hat life, the American Church
•' going lo he a -iiffrrenl
phenomenon than it has beeo
In the past
January Intentions
Tho Holy Father's gen-
eral tataotion for January
fo:
That all Chruttaas may
nnnltnui to pray and work
for reunion
Tito mlasgon Intention sug-
gested to tha Apo.tlr.htp of
Prayer hy tha Pope U:
Thai the Uoapel msv he
freely preached la Buddhist
countries
The Press Box
New Approach
To the News
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
Like brand new fathers,
most journalists worry - and
fret over overy new publica-
tion that holds promise of a
fresh approach to their craft.
So if It today with those of
u« who IaIvor in tha religious
press We are anxiously
watching to see if Report, a
monthly magazine now five
month* old. can survive Its
incubation period.
WE WATCH AND fret he-
causa Report offers two fresh
ideas In the highly competitive
new* magazine field.
One. of course. U • monthly
rather than a weekly approach
to new«. Tho oilier la Report's
attempt to present this news
to a Christian frame of refer-
ence. a novel tack for new*
magazine*, they being secular
and perforce neutral
The handicaps Report faces
are truly staggering, not the
least being the absence of
tome sort of official becking.
Such backing would at least
give anew magazine an en-
tree to a market Bui It would
be a iricet market, a religious
market, one with limitations.
Report would find Itself talk-
ing to the convinced, ahunned
hy the unconvinced.
Instead, the hackers, while
making no bones of their reli-
gious orientation, want to ap
peal to a mas* market. Thus
the magazine It religious In
outlook hut not lo appearance
or support And to it will be
judged by the same technical
standards by which Time,
Newvweek, etc. are judged
RY TUtME standards. Re-
port baa a tong way to go. 1U
news and picture reeources
•re limited, although It has an
Impressive list of expert* on
whom It can call. The quality
of it* reproduction to spotty.
Ha formal U exceedingly dull.
But ultimately the magsxlne
will sueceed or fail on the
basis of its content and here
Kepon fare* better, although
it seems lo be uncertain of
Its direction at time*.
The magazine 1* special re-
port a-tuch ee those on
Christmas. Vatican It and
Foreign Aid In recent Itausa—-
•re generally coneise, expertly
written eseeye on the news
which fulfill tiie magazine's
stated purpose of putting "the
news of the month to perspec-
tive."
Other articles, however, ere
nought but e rehash of out-
dated materiel .Some are in-
complete because of the lim-
ited amount of space available
<32 pages) even though the
editor* attempt to trim out the
trivia Still others appear to
have no rrlatlon to the maga-
zine's overall purpose
DEPARTMENTS which are
more or less regular features
include the economy, medi-
cine. the arts, science ami
aporu Of these, the entries
on medicine end the arts have
been the beet, although the
magazine makes no pretense
at giving thorough coverage
of any field
Those on the economy have
been good but have been of a
technical nature which other
magazines are capable of
doing better. Those on sport*
have been a flop if viewed
with Reports purpose in
mind.
With no advertising revenue
at title time. It u obvious Re-
port need* increasing circula-
tion to aUy alive. If you ere
interested in the experiment,
rate* are ft * year end the
subscription office ti it 30
North LaSalle ft., Chicago.
For myself, I think If Report
were to concentrate on newa
easaya and special reports
and rhangt Ua format It would
aurvlv# to report another day.
For Vocations
Members of the Apoeto-
late for Vocation* can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary condition* on:
Jan. J, Feaat of the Holy
Nam* of Jeaus
Jan. t, Epiphany
And once a week, for re-
citing daily, wMh piety,
any prtyer for vocations ap
provtd hy the ecclaeiaiucal
authority.
A partial indulgence at
100 day* can be gained for
each act at charily or piety
performed for the intention
of (ottering vocation* to the
priesthood
The QuestionBox
Whites Perpetuate
Negro Ghettoes
Q. May a white Catholic put
his house up for sale upon find-
ing out that a Negro family
is about to move Into the
neighborhood? (Continued
from last week.)
A. As long as whites con-
tinue to move cn masse from
neighborhoods where Negro
families have gained entrance,
so long will the cancer of ra-
cial injusticz remain rooted In
our society. A ghetto Is a
ghetto regard’ess of whetner
Its dwellings are cheap, un-
sanitary, cold-water flats, or
comfortable $25,000 homes It
can be improved in only one
way: out of existence.
The experience of so many
Irish, Italian, and Polish im-
migrants in this country is by
no means ancient historv.
These nationalities also lived
the degrading and demoralizing
experience of the ghetto. Iso-
lated from rociety and stig
matized as inferior, they be-
came the convenient scape-
goat for the s.ns of the nation.
Consider, for example, the
following entry in the diary of
Philip Hone, Mayor of New
York City in 1825: "There
Irishmen are the most ignor-
ant and consequently the most
obstinate white men in the
world, and 1 have seen
enough to satisfy me that, with
few exceptions, ignorance and
vice go together . . . These
Irishmen, strangers among us.
without a feeling of patriotism
or affection ir common with
American Citizens, decide the
elections of New York.”
Consider, aho, a Congres-
sional Report issued in 1856
which, after noting that most
of New York's delinquent chil
dren were of Irish or German
parentage, went on to state
that "the source of this great
moral evil may be almost
wholly traced to the many
vices of the foritgn population,
who afford no other examples
to their children than habits
ot disorder, Idleness and un-
cleanliness. end degrading
vices of all kinds, and who
exercise no parental authority
whatever or. them."
Finally, consider the verdict
of a committee, appointed in
1P57 to examine Uie condition
of tenements in New York and
Brooklyn "Ru! we must pass
over without description hun-
dred* of dialapidatcd dirtv
and densely populated old
structures which Ihe commi*
Ire Inspected In most of
(hern the Irish are prertomln
stit, at occupants, though in
some streets Negroes are
found swarming from cellar to
garrett of tottering tenant
houses In this connection it
may he well to remark, that
in some of the better class
of houses built for tenantry.
Negroes have been preferred
at occupants to Irish or Ger-
man poor; the incentive to
possessing comparatively de-
cent quarters appearing to in-
spire the colored residents
with more desire for clcitn-
liness and regard for property
than is impressed on the
whites of their own condition."
TO WHAT EXTENT do these
statements and simitar ones
made of almost very Immi-
grant nationality tn this coun-
try paint a true picture? We
feel that they paint about a*
true a picture as many state-
ment* made indiscriminately
today of Negroes and Puerto
Ricans. Many of those who
condemned the Irish, the Pol-
Ish, the Germans, the ttahanx
en masse did *o because they
distrusted and looked down
upon all foreigners.
These were the so-called na-
tives whose altitude is aptly
ru turned up in the following
statement "We must, at a
people, act upon this foreign
element, or it will act upon
us. Uke toe vast Atlantic, wo
must decompose and cleanse
the impurities which rush tnto
our midst, or Uke the inland
lake, we will receive the poison
into our whol* system." Many
who condemn the Negroes and
Puerto Ricans today, reveal g
similar prejudice.
Unlike the others, however,
Ihe Negro has been unable to
escape his ghetto the border
which divides him for the rest
of the world is elastic; it just
keeps stretching instead of
breaking.
In the words of James Bald-
win, "The people who have
managed to get off this block
(Harlem) have only got as far
as a more respectable ghetto.
This respecable ghetto does
not even have the advantages
ol the disreputable one—-
friends, neighbors, a familiar
church, and friendly trades-
men; and it is not. moreover,
in the nature of any ghetto
to remain respectable for long
.... What has once been a
neighborhood turns Into a
turf."
PERHAPS SOME will sec In
this statement support for
their charge .that among Ne-
groes there -s little respect for
property. We will bypass tho
question of how true this stcro-
type of the Negro really Is,
to ask a more basic one. In
the words of the eminent
priest-sociologist, Rev. John F.
Cronin, "If some (Negrons)
steal, or arc incontinent, or
are violent in venting their an-
ger, are '.hey acting any dif-
ferently from the way whites
would act tinder similar con-
ditions"?
"That question." replies
Father Cronin, "can b* an-
swered by reading accounts of
behavior to concentration
camps and prUooer-of-war
comps Far too many product*
of our so-called superior white
culture succumb when treated
barbariously."
It seems to come down to
this. By refusing to accept Ne-
groes as neighbors, white
people keep the Negro down.
They then use the fact that the
Negro is it the bottom of the
pile as an argument (or keep-
ing him there A most vicious
circle Indeed And those who
perpetuate U by actively op-
posing the entrance of a Ne-
gro family into an all-white
neighborhood, nr. by Im-
mediately selling their homes
once such scee-s is gained,
stand guilty of a crime against
humanity.
They sin not only against the
Negro, hut against their white
neighbors, who while no op-
posed to an integrated neigh-
hood. are now faced with the
serious problem of pantc-aell-
ing with Its fai reaching con-
»«quenrei
AMONG Til tine rorur
quences are the dramatic al-
teration of the romptexion of
the neighborhood to which
they arc accustomed and their
ultimate isolation from the
white community and tts cul-
ture. The Negro himself, would
>h the last to insist that the
remaining whites pay this high
a price
The tragedy it that It need
never happen A tittle initia-
tive on the pari ot the re-
sponsible member* of pre-
sently cxtsUng all-white com-
munities not only in educating
thetr communities to the prob-
lem but in establishing a liaison
wtth responsible member* of
the Negro community will
signal the beginning at Inte-
gration. the end of the ghetto.
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Your World and Mine
Spain: Years of Victory,
But Not Years of Peace
By GARY MacEOIN
BARCELONA Some
dreams die hard.
I always approach Spam
with the irrational hope that
this time a change of heart
will have occurred in the re-
gime. For more Jhan a
quarter century, the regime
has had the power and oppor-
tunity to unite and modernize
the country.
There are so many good
things about Spain, so much
vitality and growth and prog-
ress. These are marvelous
hardworking people, outgoing,
easily pleased. One might
think they are at peace, united
In the reconstruction and now
in the vast program of devel-
opment wmch the regime is
touting as its supreme accom-
plishment.
But behind the facade the
reality is as before, with manv
dements, all closely linked
and interacting. For analysis,
they must be considered one
by one.
FIRST, ONE CAN note 'he
modified feudalism which
shows little sign of being
transformed into a more
Christian social order. It is
hased in part, especially in
the south, on big landholdings.
But it survives even in the in-
dustry and commerce of the
big cities. The privileged few
reap great benefits in wealth
and power. •'The many"
struggle constantly to live and
can never hope to rise above
their station.
Such a system is Inefficient
of its very nature, it is riddled
with graft, ridden by bureau-
crats and rotten with loafers
and fealherbedders. Not only-
are the truits of labor mal-
distributed but the output per
bead is inevitably low to start.
Another element is the po-
litical repression based on the
notion that nothing has
changed since the civil war.
that Socialists. liberals, Chris-
tian Democrats ail who
differ with the regime must
be trampled on This attitude
is reflected in the prohibition
of independent trades unions,
including those of Catholic in-
spiration and leadership, and
the bitter wa- waged again*,
the Basque and Catalan lan-
-Cyagcs. two of Spam's
proudest glories.
But in Spain's heroic tradi-
tion, one man will not be si-
lenced, one whose prestige
places him beyond Franco's
reach, the prior of the great
Benedictine mansstery of
Montscrret. "Where there la
no true liberty, there is no
Justice, and that is the condi-
tion of Spain." he thundered
recently in his pulpit Then he
put his finger on the essen-
tial (act. "We have had." he
said, "not 20 years of peace
but 20 yean of victory.'*
CENSORSHIP is an inevit
able, an Integral element It
Is part oI th? air one breathes
Not merely are certain Items
deleted or action taken against
those who publish them, but
sycophancy and conformism
dominate all expression. Even
reports of Vatican Council 11
were regularly blue pencilled.
The official and monopolistic
news agency deleted all crit-
icisms made by Council Fa-
thers of state interference n
the naming of Bishops for the
very good reason that Franco
p.cks Spain's Bishops.
Judicious use of this power
has insured wide support of
the regime by the official
Church and has kept criticism
at a minimum. But even Bish-
ops raise dissenting voices,
though more often against
the denial of human rights.
For the Church rulers belong
in the same tradition of pa-
ternalism. distrust of the
judgment of the common man,
and a belief that an atmos-
phere of obscurantism and
strict censorship laws can
preserve a people from the
"wickedness" of the 20th cen-
tury
The young priests, especial
lj those from the Basque
country and Catalonia, where
the spirit of Franco has never
prevailed, are the one bright
spot on this dark horizon.
They are intelligent, well edu-
cated, filled with the spirit of
the social eneycicals from Leo
XIII to John XXIII But they
are frustrated. "I no-longer
put myself in a situation
w here workers can question
me," one told me sadly. "I
cannot in conscience defend a
wealthy Church in a starving
society ... I can only wait
and hope in silence."
Heroic Story
Of 22 Martyrs
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Twenty-two is the number of
them—22 martyrs who gave
their lives for God and who
w-ill be canonized soon
Priests? No. Nuns’ No. Lay-
men? Yes laymen with the
strong fresh vigor of manhood
upon them The eldest was
50; the youngest 14.
White laymen’ No. Bia-k
laymen Negro laymen: Ban
tu Negro laymen In Africa
ALMOST ALL of them were
working in the lay apostolatc.
They died licroically a little
less than ko years ago. befc-e
people had started talking
about the lay apostolatr.
In their part of the world at
that time, it was a cave of
tithcr a strong lay aposto.atc.
or no Chureh at all
The priests had been ex-
pelled from Buganda. leaving
behind them a Christian com-
munity of a couple of hund*cd
members. They were ruled by
King Mwanga, an absolute
despot.
TO MWANGA'S court. Arab
traders had brought such cor-
ruptions as homosexuality.
The king was infuriated when
pages who had become Chris-
tianj spurned his approaches
He had a superstitious fear,
too. that tribal spirits, angered
by the new religion, might
take revenge on him
He ordered Christianity de-
stroyed
In two years. 200 Christians
12 of them Protestants
were tortured to death But
Christianity did not die it
spread like wildfire.
In the cases ol 22 o( the
martyr* who were Catholics,
Church authorities later wore
able to assemble enough evid-
enre to meet the rigorous re-
quirement* for official procla-
mations of sainthood.
THE CHI R( II declared
them blessed 43 years ago
22 new patrons for today's
widening and deepening apos-
tolate of the laity.
Of the 13 who were burned
[live at Narrugongo. one wa*
roasted over a slow fire. He
was blessed Charles l.wanga.
an attache a', the king's court,
aged 25. and so zealous in
spreading the Faith that the
Popes have given him the ti-
tic. Patron of Catholic Action
in Africa
Lwanga took to God along
with him the youngest of the
21 Kizito, a 14-year old 'ad
lad who had been studying
Christianity, and now was
baptized by Blessed Charles a
short lime before he was bap-
tized in his own blood
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Letters to the Editor
The neme end aAAret, of the writer mutt be Included In a lett.-r•nlcnded for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
State Ruling
Questioned
Editor
Recently, N.l Education
Commissioner Raubingrr de-
cided to reinstate a group of
students suspended by the
Elizabeth Board of Education
for refusing to pledge alle-
giance to the American flag
It is difficult to believe that
those who ehjoy the freedom
of our public schools, paid for
by public funds, need not af-
ford any respect for the pub-
lic; the public is America.
We wish not to belabor our
country's recent tragedy, but
through a situation of non-alle
giance, are we not fostering
future Oswalds’ Are we also
to foster "men without a coun-
try’" What are we to teach
our children to cherish’
Hudson County Chapter.
Caldwell College Alumnae.
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Mass Calendar
Jan 5 Sunday Mn*l Holy Nam#
of Jr*u* 2nd Claw. Whit#. 01. Cr.
Prrf only of Nativity
Jan * Monday. Thr EptjiMny of
Our Lord. I*l Ciaaa Whit# Gl. Cr.
Prrf and Communtrantr* of Epiphany
Jan 7 Tur«dav Mau of Eptpltany.
4th Clau Whit* Cl. No Cr PrW only
of Epiphany.
Jan I— \Yrdnr«dav Mm of
Epiphany Hh Claw White 01. 2nd
Coll. C <P>. No Cr. I’rrl only of
Epiphany.
Jan. ** Thursday Man of Epiph-
any 41 h Gan White Gl No Cr Prrf.
only of Epiphany
Jan 10 Friday Ma*« of Epiphanv
4th Claw White Ol 2nd Col! C <P».
No Cr. Prrf. only of Epiphany
Jan. II Saturday Maw of Blraatd
Virgin Mary for Saturday. 4th Claw.
W’httr 2nd Mam i* u*ed Gl 2nd Coll.
St llyrlnua Pr«f. of lllewed Vlrcfcl.
Jan 12 Sunday Holy Family 2nd
Claw Whltr Cl. Cr Prrf only of
Epiphany.
Key Gl Gloria: Cr Creed; C from
th* YoiJtt M#m of ||o|y Ghn«t. N Arch
diooew of Newark; P Diocrar of Pat
rrann; Coll. Collect; Pref Preface
Sees Motive
In 'Deputy'
John Smith,
East Orange.
Editor
Some people think that the
play "The Deputy" is intended
to stir up bad feelings against
Catholics, but there is another
possible explanation
Ihe author is a former
member of the Hitler Youth
and a recent publisher of anti-
Semitic poems Is it not pos-
sible that this ex nazj is
making a subtle attempt to
stir up had feelings between
Catholics and Jews with the
deliberate object of doing in-
jury to both . . . and of causing
bad feelings between Protes-
tants and Catholics’
Unfortunately, some Protes-
tants and some Jews and some
Catholics are falling for this
nazi propaganda and are en-
gaging in hitter and angry de-
bates on the play
Too Much
Coincidence?
Gertrude E. Unsel,
East Paterson.
Editor
Joseph Breig's "True Me-
morial Found in Love" in The
Advocate of Dee 19 contains
some pious sentiments but is
far afield from fact The
American people are not hate
ridden Their generosity and
openhandedness towards one
another and toward* the world
belies such implications!
Whitewashing propaganda
cannot conceal the deeds of
Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack
Ruby as the result of simply
hale. Oswald was an admit-
ted communist and commu-
nists act under orders. The
TV audience saw enough to
realize the role that Ruby
played. The whole set of cir-
cumstances fit too neatly to be
coincidence
Love means respect, not
sentimental gush. We cannot
respect communism and we
cannot close our eyes to the
acts of its agents. We cannot
hope to separate the commu-
nists from their evil doctrine
as long as we are willing to
coexist with them and loving-
ly overlook their inhumanity
to our fellowmen.
God Love Yon
Giving Where
It Helps Most
By BISHOP FELTON J. SHEEN
Rich people may find -it-
hard to enter heaven, so the
Lord said.
Those who are blessed with
the world's goods do leave
some of their money to so-
called "charity." such as add-
ing another million to an in-
stitution that already has mil-
lions. However commendable
this may be, the comfortable
may well ponder the words
Uur lyord will say on the Day
of Judgment; "I was hungry
and you gave Me to eat."
Giving more riches to the
wealthy may merit reward,
but this is less certain than
when giving trr-thosc who have
nowhere to lay their heads.
WHEN THE TIME comes to
make your will, or if you want
to take out an annuity because
you need the Income to live
on. here are some points to
remember;
Leave the money or take out
the annuity so that it serves
the impoverished Christ in
Asia, Africa and Latin Amer-
ica
Arrange for its distribution
to the hungry Christ by leav-
ing it to his Vicar on earth.
Pope Paul VI.
Be certain that none of it is
invested again, but that it is
given immediately to those
-who need it.
These three conditions are
fulfilled by taking out an an-
nuity or making your will in
favor of the Holy Father for
the propagation of the Faith
among the poor of the world.
For further details, write to
me (including the date of
your birth when requesting the
pamphlet on annuities). Pray
for me and the missions I
GOD LOVE YOU to L B. for
5 cents: "I am 10 years old
and don't get an allowance,
hut I want to send this in
thanks for a good Mom and
Pop and the good food I eat."
To J.M. for $2: "I was saving
this for a bicycle, but although
1 can wait for that, the poor
can't wait for food." To
Anonymous for $10: "I am try-
ing to reduce without the aid
of reducing pills. I have lost
lo pounds so far and am send-
ing a dollar for each pound."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 366 Fifth Avc., New
York, or Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St., New-
ark. or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 Degrasse St., Pater-
son.
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iHEAR...
ALL
NEW
FROM
-'I
TAPE
RECORDERS
Come in today for a demonstration
of these magnificent new tape recorders
from world famous Sony—l 2 exciting
new models for family fun or professional
precision recording and playback.
EZHJSE2J *«#«*•# »# !«**«
MERE!
Schaeffer
tub mr in
Sight ft SuumJ"
Opo* Wod. ‘till 9 Sot. 'till 6
59S BROAD STREET, NEWARK • MA 2-2383
EVERYTHING IS PRICED RIGHT AT SHOP-RITE
VA
K
<0
£** MAS
STEAK SALE
HAPPY NEW YEAR &
BEST WISHES FROM ALL
AT SHOP-RITE!
e— Erexh From Shop-ltite —^
Grapefruits
Florida Seedless
for 59
Firm Ripe
Tomatoes 2,^29
Colifofrua Sunk at Navel
Oranges 10im 49
U S. • 1 Whit. N.W Gap Boiled
Onions 2 <!iu 29c
U S. » 1 Dtliawn Weitern Red
Apples 2 s, 29
PORTER-
HOUSE
79
SIRLOIN
Well
Trimmed 69.
Tutf 4 Uen
Chuck Steaks
Cm* Pen
Rib Steaks
Shoulder Steaks
Shop-Riu-
WHIPPED
CREAM TOPPING
7-o*.
con
Pot Roast
Newport Roast
RoundRoast
4"»I»m Beet
Cut for Stew
Regular Git
RIB ROAST
* 39'
p 65'
»89*
p 59*
a 99*
* 89*
p 69*
Ser Nrlf kwdi
Chicken Legs » 39*
Chicken Breasts k 49*
Chicken Wings * 33*
Pot Roast Boiidldii * 69*
A• Meat He We.u
CubeSteaks * 99*
SHRIMP SALE
JUMBO WHITE
26-10 COUNT
V6ki
89; 4”
SMELTS CA.
69;
LARGE
41-SO COUNT
L 4. Sri
2«
.2 Z35*
69 *
IST 89*
_ BOTTOM BOUND No Fat Added _
59V ROAST SALE SHSZ79
Beef Short Ribs
MiLUh
Ground Chuck
Sewe In
Shin Soup Meat a 39*
Sweet e* Het
Italian Sausage a 69*
p 39*
C
3*l to 4 lb
Chickens avftop
EVERYTHING'S PRICED RIGHT AT SHOP-KITE! WHY PAY MORE?
Natural Swiss Slices » 59*
m. . .
Cream Cheese *V 25*
SHOP-RITE or MORTON
FROZEN PIES
Cream Pm; Chocolate. Lemon. Banana.
Strawberry. Cocoanut and Neapolitan
Brody to Babe Apple Dutch Apple. Cut-
tord. Pumpkin, ond Miner.
MAXWELL
HOUSE COFFEE
lb. 67
YOUR
CHOICE 89'
ORANGE PRINK
TOMATOESMM
CLUB SODA
fHgHWMAYONNAISE 1WmZDHA
TOMATO Sa
hmlmh'CE CREAMWH
ASPIRIN
Shop-Kite
Fruit Punch.
Grape or
PetffiwrOwrtttiM r—> k C-U.T i— L
C»«w< li—rmi in, 4 Dm
Vegetables SuBS 4 & 99
R»4 ire « Itep Aie
SweetPea» 6'lT89*
ARMOUR
Sliced Lean Bacon * 49*
Her* er itan *e u-u Uy, PrllUMr
Luncheon Meat 4 89*
Appt. Dept, where available—^
Mwwd OwMf
Hard Salami m *.•*.» ** SO*
Boiled Ham m >..*l ha 59*
Swiss Cheese iu wwe.) *69*
Provolono (**„*.) * 69*
Pride of the Farm
orGINGERALE
Shop-Rite No Deposit
SHOP-RITE
SHOP-
RITI
HOLLAND
DUTCH TREAT
4 »: $ 1
6 - 83‘
8s $ 1
t39‘
10:89'
x59
SHOP-RITE—WHY PAY MORE? •*.45'
CATSUP I CHOCK TNUTS
PRIDE Of
THE FARM
SHOP-RITE
o. STOKELY
COFFEE
Price* effective through Set . Jan 4th. 1964. Not retponiAle for typographical error* We reeerve the right te tmit tpmntitie*.
\Tlwre’s a Shop-Rite A ear You —Cull ESsex 5-73001
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
Marathon ’S3 Showy, ef-
fective theater piece, with
■JullcHarri* as a plucky young
actreaa briefly caught up in
the sordid dance endurance
contests of the Depression.
■ A JT> t>i »* n«p».««a a« ns. w. T
*• tba Fanim Ipw, !*.rub f» r-».
«n»» wmun. b«m) m mw
ally r»ri hvt la I’Uulu
,M C,H - **••**
Attaa *' I b** T' drama .brat a maa-
malad (wr»d* and a dwarf »Nt (ram
a Ufrthta irunaia „, umrtad lam,
•arafawl h. tha earl) - UnaV
** all rwlwll am Ik
a«MnwM praMam <d **lr**ea
.•r,rn rt ‘U1
wwSmSJjnf't “'•&('"!}
r>in* aoiMMrw I’vriada* mi am*fair ultra rd STtaSer/arr*'i Mrf-ry
Baermim, bttl.r rarm»tr
NaaUng ill nwpriwi raapaaalMa
fwravlAlMMrtlrw. IMS diatmna aod
frmtal MDrrt an m«I1, *KaSm«
TSa laMa| aimr. nrimm
MaajjTjwt ratSL mS
s&Mfi.vr -
*?!*£*!&*****"»rwrwu rtad dam bamtra atm bnpw-
W«dr rfgm.
Canatow *a me Cawn W Mm -
£f£w "MW Ifar fa> -*«» nm
JDdCM maw c 4 uktog hrlbw. «*.
*• fK - Viai.M
WW.tpa.il wMtn i tM nSS
IOTI . (««'r m awis a«*w b»«»,
tamr twism _ riiaaj, aftan tarn*.
N. ■«■!<». m wbM) a JnM I*4
«ar«a« IM a»anaa) lia la tintwM.ig aa
sam« krowau aa aa arw
e aatwMM _ la aimak U ». ram*r.
aWSaaalr aff**Ur. la wife* fvw
pa* amWM find iWi mur. man
aaruiad >M aMUataa ara daauadL
. Oiri WM Cam* H Uaaar _ WaCI
•(aaad M» (wawraii, ..a* amwral
ataiMrWM a »a«Ma a»aM>r */'«.
feuTJßr*- - -
S«»fa" »• *ad iwaa af a aartr mar
•M* ftoOm a inti»
wys? .tern. - rmamif,. *.n*ap
■>*< rn *Mr» a *taa laaa.uami
*«a I»U ata IM Irak J > M
marakai CTO* airl. r.mil? Itaa
Km M hrraaa m »«i«aaa wnoma
••••r Tom CWaar. ral-a.-
mk *1 «•»««* aMarlaOr IM laam
»M nma la IM k* br aaarrmuMakr
•MFtM ail IM amtWa
LaaMa _ Uamv*’, forafal aemtr
•T Raf.rns.wrai WaMa Nat anna Mia
IrtSOrff**. <Mff 4M*rit !*+
maa faa <aaaaWwwßm«.
da
M M''j'Sfr'Wirm"Jl ,r, ‘ ,n f "« M <**+JTJT „**?* in which a half hiJhm* wmaa almoat wlaccrack.a har-
aan cat or • ma marrlasa
a
c°"wdr ahoul
C
J*# aoddanly aaimdantf**g MaH*. * lot on tba aarthjr aid*.i MiwrwiM •mußirtf
. Holt comedy aboutprTK^uo *r cynically (ailing
tXaP*?' ***• ~ 0« **Ur-
tc f»rr». v#rftnf on th*
ftroC# * tern#* In poor
■ r wodiidlod and
SmL'nHM'% 551? w* ««wrally *nimraoia »*r«lon or u>« balovad Dktana
J*** C “ tko *' hall
with much raw
v* l" ravnli nl ■
dan*d auMa
* * pnwar mad-
Engaging, ro-
ntMrt a Mrhi hul
,7™ '.•rn ' «?' glaaa a naadad moral#Imoai by a rtarairucv con-man
’**
v
*"d Tha eublia
*" ’‘^•r y>on noiiah olaya.
rrr. 111. roi * n *hlly hulaling
« Ihoaa
iP- 11 ** _ > ”* l *s* rom*nc« of two
y ***• In thli on#.
(J*** 'i 'Want la Oal
PAvT.IJ* £'*”’*’■ ralhar laadnallng
_
cfabraclara tham
•# N#«* York Klfhlv ifrgj.
'«J*n "« •
X'°" ■ n<’
i’wm
*" n*T M *. 1 JS* <* Mnr and hit mia
Mffc hot In th# nrlog
iw~
« rw»l IMU
prt## cn
Blarkfriarn' Caslins
NFW YORK Rlnckfrlsrs’
Guild will Interview setors for
its forthcoming production,
’’Finis for Oscar Wilde," by
Rev. Edward Molloy. CSS R
,
Jsn 8. 7 snd 8. 6:30 to 9 p in.,
•t its theater. 31&57th St. One
woman ami eight men will
make up the cast of the two-
art play based upon the death-
bed conversion to Catholicism
of the poet-dramatist.
Color Telecast
Of Pope’s Trip
NEW YORK (RNS) A full-
hour special program on the
visit of Pops Paul VI to the
Holy Land will'be presented
in color over the NBC-TV net-
work Jan. 8.
Entitled "The Pope’s Pil-
grimage,” the program will in-
clude reports from three NBC
newsmen who will accompany
the papal party to the Holy
Land.
Visually, it will follow Pope
Paul from the time he leaves
Rome Jan. 4 until bis return
Jan, fi. The Pontiff is expected
to visit a number of Christian
shrines in Israel and Jordan
during his pilgrimage.
Movie Reviews
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
America, America (Fair;
adults) Rather gloomy, slow-
paced drama based by Elia
Kazan upon his own book
about a poor young Greek in-
tent upon emigration to Amer-
ica
Move Over, Darling (Fair;
adults) Flippant affair about
a wife, thought to be dead,
who returns from a Pacific is-
land on the day her husband
remarries. It is much more
suggestive than "My Favorite
Wife,” of which it is a re-
make.
4 for Texas (Weak; objec-
tionable in part) Tasteless,
tiresome mess which was or-
iginally intended as a satire
of Western heroics.
Ladybug, I.adybug (Weak;
adults, adolescents) This slow-
paced, Implausible story about
an isolated group ol school
children under apparently im-
minent nuclear attack is too
frightening for youngsters, too
childish for adults.
MOVIESP«V BS,•lon ef Motion Picture Department Inter*
national Federation of Catholic Alumna*.
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Captain Slndbad
Drum* of Africa
Flipp#r
Gathering of
Kagl#a
Oldget Go#a to
Rom#
Row W#«t Waa Won
H a Mae Mad Mad
Mad World
Jason 4 Argonauts
Legend of Ixibo
Lilies of Field
longest Day
McLintock
No Time for
Sargeants
Papa's Delicate
Condition
Raiders
Reptlllcus
Sword In Stone
Swordvman of
Siena
Tamm's 3
Challenges
1.1 Frightened
Girls
in v„., r, nf__Fim
t Stooges Go
Round World
) Worlds of
Gulliver
Ticklish Affair
70.000 leagues
Under Sea
Voyage to Bottom
of Sea
Who'# Minding
Store?
Zota
Unobjectionable for Adults
,
Adolescents
Number Can
Birdman nf
Alcatraa
Black Zoo
Castilian
Charad#
City Light#
Donovan s Rwf
Fantasia
Good Soldier
Schweik
Haunting
Hootenanny Hoot
Just for Fun
Ladybug. Lfldybug
Lawrence of
Arabia
Lord of Flies
I*ost Continent
Magnificent 7
Man From
Galveston
Man With X Ray
Eyes
Mary, Mary
My Geisha
Old Dark House
Pirates of Blood
River
Stolen Hours
Tales of Terror
Thunder Island
To catch Thief
Wheeler Dealers
Yellow Canary
Young Racers
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
America. America
Reach Tarty
Cardinal
Condemned o#
Alton#
Crooks Anonymous
Gunflght at
Comanche Creek
Head
Love With Proper
Stranger
Maniac
Move Over
Darling
Pyro
Something Wild
Sundays 4 Cybele
Susan Slada
Taka Her. She’s
Mine
Twilight of
Honor
J Women
V I P’s
Victors
for Adults (With Reservations')
:ss«tss&a&a&ss?**!
2F““ 3ST
fhgfghtju
Cleopatra
Conjugal Bed
Cry erf Battle
Dementia 13
Devil 4 10
Commandments
Elmer Gentry
4 For Texas
Cod'* Little Acre
Gun Hawk
Johnny Cool
Lil Aimer
Marilyn
Now Kind of Leva
Palm Springs
Weekend
Rampage
Splendor In Grass
Condemned
Come Dane* Lee Liaisons
D.mgereuae
Navar on Sunday
Stripper
Waif of Not,*
Who's Been Sleep-
ing in My Bed?
Wv*s 4 Lovers
Women of World
Television
SUNDAY, JAN.’ I
745 a.m. <3> The 2€hristopbcra.
"Gear Yourself To a Fast Changing
World.**
7:30 a.m. (7) Christophers. "Strength-
en Your Organization.**
• a m. (4) Talk About God.
9 a.m. (7) For Thou Art With Ma.
"The Council. Tope, and Dignity of
Mau.-
• :30 a m. f4> "Inquiry," Paulist
F athera.
10 a.m. (J) Lamp Unto My Feet.
"Six People. Ten Lega."
10:30 a.m. (1) Look Up and Uva.
1 p.m. <7> Directions '64. "Music of
the Psalm."
1:30 pm. (4) "I Am With You."
Cathollc Hour.
MONDAYg JAN. 4
11:13 p.m. (7) "Pope Paul** PU-
grimage."
SATURDAY, JAN. 11
• a.m. (11) Christophers. "Dearly
Beloved."
Films on TV
Following la a list of films on TV
Jan. 4-10 There may be changes
In some due to cuts for TV use. hut
generally the original Lesion of Decency
ratings may be accepted as correct.
FAMILY
Angel 4 Redman King of Khyber
Atlantic Convoy Rules
Baby 4 Battleship Lost Horizon
BankHhaU Fix Lost Tribe
Battloe of Chief Murder In Air
Pontiac Raiders of Old
Combat Squad California
Dark Alibi Smite Fo Trail
Emergency Squad Scandal St
Fort IfiMAcra 7 Cities of Oold
High Treason Sunday Dinner
His Butler's for Soldier
Sister Time I*ock
Ranters of Deep Toward the
In Our Time Unknown
Jungle Patrol You Were Meant
for Me
ADULTS. ADOLESCENTS
Acroee the Padfio Margin For Error
Bride ('am# C.O.D. Money Madness
Bullet Scare Mr. Smith Goes
Charge of Lancers to Washington
Claudia Now Voyager
Craig's Wife Purple Heart
Dark Past Run For Sun
Deception Strawberry
Desert Sand! Blond#
Drango Tall Texan
Qnalight Tarxan 4 Leopard
Happy Go Lovely Woman
Human Cargo They Made Me
I Sho< Jesse Criminal
Jam— Time. Place
lUa Small World Girl
Uopboto Trouble Along Way
Man Broke Bank
at Monte Carlo Winged Victory
ADULTS
Faratroop She Gods of
Command Shark Reef
Speed Crazy
OBJECTIONABLE
Always Leave Kid Monk Baroni
Timm Laughing Man Behind Oun
Bigamist My Blue Heaven
Crash Out One Touch of
Egyptian Venus
i
c ‘«*m t™.,. iMru*
rrankaoatala Wild Hurt
SL
Father Welsh
Race Speaker
NEWARK R«v. Aloyilui
J. Welih, Newark Archdlocei-
an Coordinator of Interracial
Justice Programs, will diacuaa
the forthcoming N.J. Confer*
ence on Roligion and Race on
the radio program, "Perspec-
tive," Sunday, Jan. 12.
Father Welsh will be a pane-
Uat with Rabbi Israel Dresner
and Rev. Alexander Shaw.
Rev. Dr. Howard Hageman of
North Reformed Church, New-
ark, ta moderator of "Perspec-
tive." which is heard at 8
e.m. on WABC and 12:30 p.m.
on WNJR.
Radio
WNEW 1130, WNBC MO. WHOM1430. WCBS 830. WOR Tin. WMCA
510. WWRI iaoo WVNJ <W. WBNX
IMO. WABC 770, WERA 1500
WFHAFM 104.1. Wruv-FM >O7WSOU-FM M. 5 a). ft
JUNOAV. JAN. J
~.*-m,..*- m - WNNJ Hour of CnirMtad.
Hunger is Healthy.*’
? :4J »*'nW!r JNS Sarmona.7 a.m. WPat Christopher*.
7 a.m, WNEW Hour of Crucified
7 k.m. WHN - Christophers.
I m ffitT Ho 2* 01 *• Francis.7:30 * rn -WHOM Sacred Heart.
WPAT - Sacred Heart.•tSO a.m. WMCA Ave Maria Hour.
St. Porphrv.
*:3O a.m, WWRL Ave Maria Hour.
*t?on * m “* Christian In Ac-
a.m. WCBS "Audit." Paulist
Fathers. Ra-^:Norman J. O'Connor.* Francis 1 - The Hour of St.
Living Rosary.
w r«A TrflfL^FwalmSf
'iv.z^r'A ,nn - n -- vi-
-11 noon, wnni (FMI _ Max Ffotn
Rlua Chapal,
'^on,
U noon WfHA (FM) _ Frirndlr
flull Sfoth .r r,,A
<tM>
- °” St"r-
‘oiVE* ,FM ' - "*»"•* -
J'i'Y T. Th * Catholic Hour.Rav. Jowph E Manlon. cSS R
'J" *™ 'FM) - Marx Produc-tion. Nru.notaa.
J WBNX - St. Jude Novana.
WFUV (FM) Hour af Cruel-
wSt,
W fJ™mrM ’ “ r,Mr " <owfl l '"*-
T^-nv^X0 ’- A '~ rV *
' rM TnL”. U;: ,r*' M “-
MONDAY, JAN. 4
« p.m. WniV (FM) - Sacrad ll.art
ZjJO p.m. WSOC DM) Ava Marla
j:4J p.m. WBNX _ Novana
• p.m. wruv (FM) -o Roma Falta.-
TUBIOAY. JAN. 7
4 p.m. WFIJV (FM) - Sacrad Heart
.... issriffiiv&A
TISO p.m. Wsou (FM)
T:S
p m.
THURSDAY, JAN •
p.m. WFUV (EM) Sacrad Hurt
V.M p.m. WSOU (FM) - ScrlMurc
TiAS p.m. WSOU (FM) Sacred Heart
FRIDAY, JAN l>
4 pro
pin. WSOU (EM) - Hour of
Cruculed. "Hungar ta Haallhr."
5 p.m. WBNX - Novana
SATURDAY, JAN. U
' «*‘M' Sacrad Haart.1.04 p.m. WOR Eamlly Thaatcr.
Drama Ratings
Following ara moral rating! of Broadg^fezSC^ArS
E
FAMILY
al Sabbath dCvort
• Uz. tb. Üb„ M.
K 5? to iSSSI0c,,1] Tambourlnaa to
Ik Ruslneta Glory
Legion Warns
On ‘C’ Movie
NEW YORK (NC) - The
National Legion of Decency
has cautioned that "Women of
the World," an Italian-made
movie which it evaluated in
its Class C (condemned) cate-
gory, is headed for movie
houses catering to family au-
dionc?W
"It was originally thought
that this film would he re-
stricted in its exhibition to the
so-called art theaters," the
legion stated in an advisory to
all its diocesan directors last
week.
The legion has posted the
following objection against the
movie:
"This film, which makes a
pretense at being a documen-
tary. is completely unaccept-
able for mass entertainment
because camera ingles and
editing pruriently concentrate,
wherever possible, upon nudi-
ty; erotic dancing is sensation-
ally exploited for the purpose
of audience titillation, and its
accompanying narration is fre-
quently suggestive and even
occasionally socially irrespon-
sible."
Distribute Gifts
To Orphans, Aped
NEWARK Member* of
the Holy Name Society of St.
Caslmlr’a parish distributed
Christmas gifts to children at
St. Peter's Orphanage and the
Little Sisters of the Poor
Home for Aged here and Im-
maculate Conception Home In
Lodi last week.
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A ST. JUDE
NEW YEAR GIFT
▼•v# to"-*"** »i| K«#fi
I* /*£• i M. n.ft*
I#-nI m •»■+•*
**V. UONIOAS OANOASAN
t o Box OM M, Tho Advocate
31 Clinton sf., Newark, NJ. 07102
i>»iiiimmniumniiimini>imimn»mn>nniii>l mmi„, lll||[|||t[l[[[tl||
BUNAEO
I)EC,NAN
lIUTMI l«l->)««
HOMES!
Wh«o rou boy <x trii
M*«ri irt o«r tiitnru ui In Wn liar* Hu
Conault DEGNAN!
with coatMitic*
m MAIN ST,. WEST ORANGE DA lisoo
_
*unn* umw «**»*■*
■ »—«*» <i t*. <*«•*•* m 4
R
• ttm MOOIIM All CONOITIONID
robert treat • KNOn HOTEI
Invite* your rmruaHowi
• COMMMON HiAIIAITI
• MOINAfIO* OINKItI
• Wtoeor* IKVtiOMI
• cohvihiiohi mmimam Mi
um Mitimo
»l Nam Imw - <** C **■■»> to Om Imx UJO
lIIMfT A AAVI I.M*.. AU4SI W triHOII, hnllMl
•0 FARR FUCI. NEWARK - MARKET *.lOOO
THE NUN
WHO UPSET
POP MUSIC
At 27, o gultar-ttrummlng Belgian nun It well on
tho way to winning o Golden Dlk. "Dominique,"
•ung by Sitter Smile, hot told neorly one million
copiot and headt every hit parade. It hat netted
o fortune for Phlllpt Record t and o tidy turn for
Sitter Smlle't Dominican mlttlont. In thlt week't
Pott, you'll rood the ttory behind her amoilng
luccett. And you'll meet tome American nunt
who hope to win timilor renown. Don't mitt the
January 4-11 Pott. On tole of newtttandtevery-
where.
DQ2Q
:• -
-
**tnm Mott Quoted u*^a*wv.
Winter
Cruises
lilkii
U*« ot iun and IoH el funl
iwimmiftg. loftdng, excel.
*•"» food. entertainment.
Yen'll Ko«e *He of
yew* life no motter where
yew decide ie «o -
Wee* led lee
America
SUGGESTION
OF THE
MONTH ESf-TTSE:
*- aw ite»i*M w«
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
Tieerf Sendee
121 free* lb tel. eewei. Nee tweet
MASIM)
~
APPAREL FOR
THE CLERGY
4
a Rta*y.
C attacks
i Jwltl • TDtHN
i Shift frantt
■ Ctllart
' Balticaa ft A Hitt
■ Altar lay Cattackt
Suppllat
Duffy and Quinn
Note Our New Addreti
IJ I. 51 Sr.. N. Y. 37. N Y.
MU 8-3585
RECTORY SERVICE INVITED
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
78 CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArket 3*2831
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KI/.7NY, N. J.
010*01 J. BOROOI
AUIIT H. BLAZE
WIIUAM J. OIACCUM
WYmon 14700
Make Your
Reservations
NOW
for
Communion Breakfasts,
Parties, luncheons
and other
Group Affairs
Special
BANQUET
ROOM
Facilities
at them
RESTAURANTS
LONG ISLAND
141-57 Northern Bird,
(at Parsons Btvd.) Flushing
independence 1-9711
Roosevelt Field
Shopping Center
Carden City
Phonal Pioneer 7-7544
NEW JERSEY
Oardan State Plaza
Piramue
Phone: Diamond 3-163 J
Art for the ttenaier. Ha elu be
pleaud to provide complete details.
"The Public Appreditea Quality”
Jmxm&
IrmfiESItlnl f HONI
746 5584
"£=HOW
ITHEWEsfI
was won]
Ib-JTECHNICOLORI
RtIIIIVATIONt BY MAIL 0* mONI
For Porsons Ovor 2<
tiOO P.M. to 12i30 A.M.
DANCING
ivmr FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market *l., at the ReuUverd,
■art htoiiM, H. J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHIITRAI
Direr tlemi Driving South on Oarden
Stale Porkway, lull lIS. Driving
North on Oarden Slate Pathway.
Sell IST.
(One Minute troy either kit)
CONTINENTAL fOOO
Shomm’b
MuhcJico*. & 2>i*t*t**
NEWARK
HU 4-7100
Unexcelled
for QUALITY!
IWEBCOR
"SQUIRE"
STEREO HI-FI
TAPE RECORDER
I ... irnfliro
track «nd automatic
•hut-off . . . digital
tap. counter . . . «!lt Imr . . .
dual rolum. contrail. Medal US?.
AT THE BEST DEALERS IN TOWN
FREE »0 Day S.rvlc.
For Nsarstt Authorized Dtalcr.
Call WA 3 4900
ALL STATE Distributors, N. J.
FLORIDA
VACATION
IN
PALM BEACH
Modern efficiency apartments ond
Oueil rooms each with private both
ond full mold service. Ocean beach.
Complimentary breakfast. tosy walk*
Ing distance to Church, shops, res-
taurants and nightlife. Here you
will enjoy holidoy living In a friend-
ly, informal otrnosphere. Reasonable
rales.
WHITE SANDS
fee tllsrilure end Risenilleei
Write THOMAS ROHAN. M|r.
IJO Sunset Ate., Film Resell, tie.
m N.T.C. ptiene TUIIR 11)11
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A Year of Loss and Retrenching
By JERRY COSTELLO
A headline on page two of The Advo-
cate’s May 23 isaue reported a news item
of more than passing Interest: “Presi-
dent Kennedy to visit Pope John " That
the meeting would never materialize would
have seemed improbable; that both men
would be dead before year's end was be-
yond belief.
For all Americans, the assassination of
President Kennedy was the year's moat
eventful story; for Catholic Americans the
tragedy compounded the grief they still
felt over the loss of the Holy Father who
had captured the imagination of the world.
For many, 1963 would be remembered
always as a year of tragic loss, and yet
even before the realisation of that loss
had fully taken hold the transition of one
reign to another, of one administration lo
another had begun. Angelo Roncalli was
succeeded by Giovanni Battista Cardinal
Montini of Milan as Pope; I.yndon B.
Johnson followed John F. Kennedy in the
presidency. Both new leaders seemed des-
tined to carry on the historic work of their
predecessors.
THERE WERE other morqentou* de-
velopments involving the Church in 1963.
The Second Vatican Council completed its
second session, a session which disap-
pointed some and yet which produced revo-
lutionary changes in the Church's litur-
gy. The spirit of friendly communication
among faiths continued to flourish. Pope
Paul produced major surprises when he
announced his intention to bring about re-
forms in the Roman Curia, the Church’s
administrative body, and when he dis-
closed plana for hU January trip to the
Holy Land the first time a Pope will
have left Italy in 130 years.
In the U.8., the civil rights struggle
provided 1963’a top running story. The
year saw a greater Catholic involvement
in the campaign, beginning with Jan-
uary'a National Conference on Religion
and Race, continuing through the March
on Washington and climaxed by a Joint
pastoral letter by the U S. Bishops.
POPE JOHN, apparently recovering
from a gastric ailment which plagued him
toward the end of 1962. continued his trail-
blating ways early this year. He received
Mr. and Mrs. Alexei Adzhubel, the son-
in-law and daughter of Russian Premier
Nikita Khrushchev, in an historic audience.
He was declared the winner of the Balzan
Peace Priie, and promptly announced he
wrould use the flfio.ooo prize money as a
perpetual peace fund. He appointed a com-
mission of SO Cardinals to revise the
code of Canon taw, a project of which
he had long spoken
During Holy Week he gave the world
lli* "Easter gift" _ the 11,000-word en-
cyclical Pacem in Terris (Peace on
Earth). Rarely if ever has a document
from a religious leader been so enthusias-
tically received by the world.
The Holy Father'e eighth and final en-
cyclical, dated April 11, provided an
analysia of the nature of peace, des-
cribed the means of attaining it
and outlined practical measures for en-
suring it. It ranked with Meter et Magistra
as the main formal statements of his pon-
tificate.
IN' MAY THE persistent reports that
Pope John’s illness had reached serious
proportions grew too frequent and too au-
thentic to be ignored. On May 21, short-
ly after the plans for President Kennedy’s
visit had been revealed, the Vatican an-
nounced that the Holy Father was omit-
ting audiences to enable him to make n
nine-day “spiritual retirement."
The Pope made his.laat appearance
May 23, Ascension Thursday. Soon after,
his death agony began an unbelievably
heroic struggle against raw pain which
was not to end until June 3. Then, with
a prayer for Christian unity on his lips,
the incomparable Pope John died.
THE CONCLAVE to choose his suc-
cessor was comparatively brief. Cardinal
Montini, the pre-voting favorite, was elect-
ed June 21 on the sixth ballot. He was
crowned June 30, in St. Peter's Square.
The new Pope received President Ken-
nedy July 2, complimenting the President
for his stand in the civil righta struggle,
and later in the month acclaimed the
United Nation*' efforts for peace when he
met with UN Secretary General U Thant.
Perhaps his most significant act of the
year which was not eonnccted with the
Vatican Council was hi* address to the
Roman Curia Sept. 26. While applauding
the curia’s historic role in Church affairs,
the Pontiff nevertheless aaid the organis-
ation had grown "ponderoui with age” and
required some changes. He Indicated that
the administrative body would have a
more international representation and that
some of its traditional powers would be
given instead to local Bishops. This trend
was reflected to a degree early last month
in a motu proprio in which 40 powers
previously reserved to the Holy See
were formally granted to Bishops.
THE COUNCIL technically ended
by the death of Pope John was recon-
voked by Pope Paul, with the starting date
for the socond session sot for Sept. 29
rather than Sept. 8.
There were marked changes at the
outset. Four moderator! with a heavily
“liberal" balance Cardinals Gregory
Agagianian, Giacomo Lcrcaro, Julius
Docpfner and Leo Sucnens were ap-
pointed to direct the council's day-to-day
operations. A dozen lay auditor* In-
cluding Rumson'i James J. Norris were
named to attend council sessions.
One of the most popular changes for
Catholics around the world was tho aban-
donment of the secrecy which had been
in effect during the council’* first session.
This year, daily summaries were issued.
When Uie session ended Dec. 9, two
of the 17 schemata on the council'* agenda
had been finally approved and promul-
gated. The schema on the liturgy provide*
for broad changes in the Church’s pub
lie worship, including use of vernacular
languages. Tho schema on communica-
tions sets forth tho Church’s view of mod-
ern communication developments to
spread the word of God.
Voting and discussions during the ses-
sion consistently reflected the so-called
liberal view in questions involving the col-
legielity of Bishops, ecumenism and the
Church's social responsibility. Two items
caused disappointment In some quarters:
the pace of the council which was con-
sidered slow, and the fartlure of the
Fathers to take action on chapters four
and five of the schema on unity, involving
relation* with Jews and the topic of reli-
gious liberty. The disappointment was
tempered for many when the Pontiff dis-
closed at the closing session his intention
to travel to the Holy Land.
DURING THE YEAR there were *ign*
that in *ome land* the Church and com-
munist government* had reached a modui
vivendi, far from ideal for the Church
but preferable to outright periecution.
Some notable prisoner* were granted free-
dom. Archbishop Josyf Slipyi of Lviv was
released Feb. 9; three Bishops were freed
by Czechoslovakia July 20, and on Oct. 3
tho Czechs released Archbishop Josef
Beran of Prague and four other Bishop*.
Despite frequent rumor* to the con-
trary, however, Josef Cardinal Mindszen-
ty remained In the U.B. legation in Buda-
pest, where ho had been since the abortive
Hungarian upriaing of 1956 And in Poland.
Stefan Cardinal Wysyznski condemned in-
creasingly harsh treatment of the Church
at the hands of the nation's Red rulers.
Religious liberty was a central Issue
in South Vietnam, where a small but vocal
Buddhist group charged the administra-
tion ot President Ngo dinh Diem, a Cath-
olic, with persecution. The charges were
climaxed by the killing of Diem and hia
brother and chief political adviaer, Ngo
dinh Nhu. in the wake of a successful mil-
itary coup. Pope Paul voiced hope that
the new regime would achieve ’ peace and
concord" in the nation.
IN THE U.8., the assassination of
President Kennedy as he rode in a Dallas
motorcade Nov. 22 overshadowed every-
thing else, sending the nation into deep
and personal mourning. It was widely felt
that the slaying and the subsequent mur-
der of the alleged assassin by a Dallas
nightclub owner had grave moral im-
plications challenging the national con-
science. In sermons, clergymen echoed the
plea addressed to all citizens by Presi-
dent Johnson “to close down the poison
springs of hatred and intolerance and fan-
aticism."
The new Chief Executive began his
administration with a call for passage of
the civil rights bill behind which Presi-
dent Kennedy had thrown his full support.
Strong backing for the legislation had
been voiced at the first National Confer-
ence on Religion and Race held in Chicago
last January, a significant interfaith en-
deavor which was to spawn hundreds of
similar local gatherings.
Racial incidents flared in unprecedent-
ed numbers during the summer, drawdng
cooperation from the Church in many
areas. Priests and Sisters joined picket
lines in Baltimore and Chicago.
A VARIETY OF controversies in-
volving the Church popped up in 1963.
One occurred at Catholic University of
America, where the names of four inter-
nationally-known theologians Rev. John
Courtney Murray, S.J., Rev. Gustave Wei-
gel, S.J.; Rev. Godfrey Dickmann, 0.5.8.,
and Rev. Hans Kueng —• were withdrawn
from a list of speakers to be invited to
take part in a lecture series . . . obstensib-
ly because they held "a similar, definite
point nf view on certain pivotal ecclesias-
tical issues" being debated in the coun-
cil.
A scries of complaints against the
Holy Office was aired by Rev. Robert
Graham, S.J., in an article in America,
prompting publication of a statement of
principles by tho Holy Office in Rome.
In June tho Supremo Court ruled out
Bible reading and prayers in public
schools. The decision met with near-
unanimous Jewish approval, general back-
ing from Protestants, with some notable
exceptions, and a mixed reaction from
Catholics. Unfavorable reaction was less
severe than It had been in 1962, when the
court ruled against the state-authorized
Regent's prayer in New York.
The new decision became an issue
primarily in the southern and north east-
ern states, where, in a number of instanc-
es, ways wore improvised to circumvent it.
In the legislative field, Illinois began
a public birth control program April 1.
The state gave free birth control devices
and information to women receiving pub-
lic relief who have children or spouses
and who have sought such assistance. The
program was curbed by an injunction,
however, and faces a court test. A court
test also looms for a Rhode Islam, law
which permits the loan of science, mathe-
matics and language textbooks to student*
in non-public schools.
Congress passed a $1.2 billion college
construction program and a $236.4 million
medical school construction bill.
IN ROME, A NEW name was added
to the roil of saints: St Vincent Fallout,
19th century Italian founder of the Society
°f the Catholic Apostolate, who was can-
onized Jan. 20. Seven beatifications took
place, one that of Mother Elizabeth Seton,
foundress of the Daughters of Charity of
St. Vincent del'aul of Emmitsburg, Md.,
the first native-born U. 8. citizen'to be
proclaimed Blessed. Another was that of
Bohemian-born John N'epomucene Neu-
mann, C S-S R , Bishop of Philadelphia
from 1852-I*6o.
Four Cardinals died during the year,
reducing Die number of the Sacred Col-
lege (o 80. The four were Cardinals Wil-
liam Godfrey of Westminster, who died
Jan. 22 in London; John D'Alton, Primata
of Ireland, Feb l in Dublin; Manuel Ar-
teaga y Betancourt of Havana, March 20
in Havana, and Valerio Valeri, prefect of
the Sacred Congregation of Religious, July
20 in Vatican City.
Other* who died in 1963 included Arch-
bishop Alfonso Carinct, at 101 the world'*
oldest Bishop, and Rev. John LaFarge,
S J., 83-yoar-old founder of the Catholio
Interracial Movement.
Bishop Navagh came to Paterson from
Ogdensburg, N. Y. to succeed Bishop
McNulty named Bishop of Buffalo. Hero
students of St. Philip's, Clifton, welcome
Bishop Navogh to his new See where ho
was installed May 9. In Vatican City foe the council are Auxiliary Bishop Stanton,
Archbishop Boland, and the two Auxiliary Bishops consecrated in
1963, Bishop Dougherty and Bishop Costello.
Bishop Stephen J. Kocisko was named
to hood tho new Byzantine See of Pas-
saic. Hero, during the Mass at which he
was installed, Bishop Kocisko gives Com-
munion to his father, John Kocisko, in
the Eastern Rito manner.
At left, Pope John is shown on Palm Sunday, a week before he issued his
peace encyclical and less than two months before his death. At right, John
F. Kennedy meets with Pope Paul three days after the latter was crowned
Pope, five months before the President was killed.
The Negro campaign for equal rights was supported by Catholic individuals
and organizations, as indicated by this scene from the March on Washington
October.
1963 in Catholic North Jersey
By ED GRANT
The arrival of ■ new Bis-
hop la Paterson, the conse-
cration of two aew Auxiliary
Bishops in Newark, the for-
mation of the Ryaenline Ep-
archy of Passaic, the beattfi-
cation of Mother Satan -
these were among the hap-
pier event! of a generally
somber year In North Jersey,
TUB CIIANGKfI in the hier-
archy actually began lata in
18CI with the announcement
from Rome of the elevation of
Bishop John J. Dougherty and
Rlahop Joseph A. Costello. But
the twin ceremony lUetf took
place Jan. 24 in a crowded
•acred Heart Cathedral.
On Feb. 13. the announce-
moot was made In Washington
that Bishop James A. McNul-
L"f Paterson, former Aua-ry Bishop of Newark, had
been appointed to the Bee of
Buffalo and that he would be
replaced by Bishop James J.
Nevagh of Oidensburg, N.Y.
Hundreds of North Jersey
priests. Slaters and laymen
made *J» long trip to Buffalo.
May 1 to ace Bishop McNulty
Installed in hia new diocese.
And hundreds more packed St.
John’s Cathedral, Paterson,
eight days later for the in-
stallation of Bishop Navagh.
A lad note intruded here aa
the prtae-wlnalttgKt. Philip the
ApostU Church, Clifton,
burned to the ground the night
before the ceremony.
tn August, It wai announced
that anew Byiantlne Eparchy
of Paasale had been farmed
and that Bishop Stephen J,
Koclako, AuaUlary Bishop of
Pittsburgh, would be Its head.
It. Michael's Church became
Ute cathedral of tho naw ep-
archy and tha installation was
bald Utare Kept 10.
IVWT BEFORE leaving for
the second session of Ute Va-
Ucan Council, Archbishop Bo-
land announced that Msgr.
James F. Looney, chancellor
of the Newark Archdiocese
Since IBM, had been appointed
a vicar general and that Bis-
hop Costello would be the new
chancellor.
Honors also came from
Roma to priests and laymen
of the area. In January, Arch-
bishop Boland announced pa-
pal honors for 23 laymen of
Ute archdiocese, and in No-
vember. Bishop Navagh an-
nounced honors (or seven
priests of the Paterson Dio-
cese. The respective ceremon-
ies were held Feb, 22 and
Dec. 13.
The BeaUflcation of Mother
Scion in Rome March l? was
attended by s delegation from
the Bisters of Charity uf Bt.
Elisabeth, one of the congre-
gations which trace their ori-
gin to the first nstive AmrrW,
cen clttien to gain this honor.
Two other congregations also
had reason for celebration dur-
ing the year the Bisters of
St. Joseph of Newark marked
their 73th anniversary a tv I the
American province of Feticlan
Bisters in Lodi marked its 36th.
HIE RACIAL revolution of
1963 had a marked effect in
Uus area. Both Archbishop Bo-
land and Bishop Nevagh spoke
out strongly in favor of equal
rights for the Negro minority.
The Councils of Csthohc Men
and Women In both dioceses
took slope to meet the prob-
lem in e practical manner
through participation ig con-
ferences such at the Interre-
llgtoua one held it Kssea Cath-
olic In September.
Individual Catholics wort
also getting more and more
Involved In such organisations
ai Ute Fair Housing Commit-
t«« springing up in so many
suburban areas. Through Be-
ton Hall University’s depart-
ment of sociology, visits be-
tween while and Negro cou-
ples were arranged In Octo-
ber, Ttie Catholic Human Re-
lations Council of Union Coun-
ty also went Into this area, a*
well as arranging speakers
for parish societies.
Bishop Navagh announced In
June the formation of a for-
mal Spanish Apostolate In Pa-
terson with Rev. (later Msgr.)
Vincent J. Puma at ita head.
Centers were set up in *ev-
era) Paterson parishes with
priests assigned specifically to
this work. In Newark, the Re-
collect Auguetinlans, who have
been conducting curatllos for
men of the arehdioceae in New
York City and Kuffern. mbvod
Into a now provincial house
In Weal Orange.
Nor waa the apostolate to
I••lln America negteeted dur-
ing the year. The Pateraon
Diocese undertook to *Uff it*
aeeond pariah there - in lee,
Peru —and Rev. George A.
Dudak and Rev. James F.
Jannucci volunteered Rev,
John P. Egan joined three
other Newark print* In Te-
gueigalpa, Honduras Tho Sis-
ter* of Charity, the Benedlc-
tine priests of St. Mary’s Ab-
bey, Morriituwn, and Ute Ben-
edictines of g|. Paui'a Abbey,
Newton, sent their first volun-
teer a to Ltltn American ml*-
stun*.
EXPANSION continued at
home with four new pariahet
created m tha Newark Arch-
diocese In June and two In
the Pateraon Dtoeeie in Sep-
tember. Two former mlasloni
were at*o rataed to pariah at*-
tut, ooe tn each dloceae. The
new Newark parishes are In
Jersey City. North Bergen.
Union end Felrfteld (formerly
Caldwell Township). Both now
Peterson parishes are In
Wayne Township.
T«m new schools opened tn
North Jersey, two high end
eight grammar achooU. Final
plan* were also announced lor
the new Jersey City boy* 1 high
school, which will open next
(all.
In other school newt, Scion
Hall made another appeal to
the residents of Saddle River
to review their position against
the opening of a liberal arts
campus there. The Newark
Archdiocese scored a clear
victory tn Superior Court In
id suit to gain rights to build
on a plot It owns In llohokus.
A priest from North Jersey,
Rev Vincent T O'Keefe, S J ,
was named president of Ford-
ham University and two lay-
men formerly connected with
Seton Hall University. Ur. WU-
liant H Conley and Dr. Mau-
rict J. O'Sullivan, were named
president and vice-president of
the new Sacred Heart Uni-
versity, Hridgeport. by Bishop
Walter W. Curtis.
I’lans were announced by
Archbishop Boland for the
Archdlocesan Council of Catho-
lic Men to conduct a full cen-
sus of the archdiocese, be-
ginning in IM4 Representa-
lives from Newark and Pater-
son attended a symposium on
census work held In Washing-
ton this fall.
NU MAJOR legislation spe-
cifically affecting the Church
Spared the N.J. legislature
duriog the year, but a com-
nrehenaWe arming bill was in-
troduced which would have
eliminated the provision which
now gives equal treatment to
public and private nonprofit
schools on grade and high
school levels,
The victory to the Hohokus
caae we* countered by a set-
back suffered by It. Caasitn'e.
Upper Montclair, before the
Supreme Court on Its bid to
escape the effect of a roitrlc-
tive zoning practice. The court
ruled the above-mentioned zon-
ing law did not apply dc jure
to the case and asked that it
ho considered again on the
tact* involved. The case hinged
on a requirement that St. Cas-
sian's provide a certain
amount of square footage of
play area for each student.
Thore were also two court
decision* involving obscenity
towards the end of the year.
One upheld the constitutional-
tty of the new law which for-
ces distributors to take back
unwanted magazines or books
on 48 hour* notice. The other
threw out a conviction of ob-
scenity against Hudson County
New* Inc, on tho grounds that
the community standards
which must bo applied in such
cases have lo be of national,
rather than local origin.
MANY NEW building plan*
were announced during the
year In addition to the new
Jeraey City High School. Chief
among theae was the $2 mil-
lion project for anew abbey
at St. Alary'*, Morristown.
Progress was also reported on
the plana for new building!
at St. Mary's Priory and St.
Benedict’* Prep, Newark,
which are involved in an ur-
ban renewal projact. Ground
was broken In July for tha
|6.7 million addition to SL
Joseph'i Hospital, Paterson.
The Diocese of Paterson an-
nounced in September Ita plain
for medical Insurance cover-
age for all of ita eniployeaa,
clerical and lay. while the
Archdiocese of Newark, the
lame month, announced that
It would obtain health and lift
Insurance coverage for the
Clergy and religious. The arch-
diocese had put a general pen-
sion plan in effect for Us lay
employee! in n*|.
ti* Advocate
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Dominicans, Lay Teachers Share Ideas
CALDWELL The Caldwell
Dominican Lay Teachers As-
sociation, formed by Sister
Mary Margaret, O P., super-
visor of Dominican elemen-
tary schools, is looking for-
ward to its second semester.
The association holds its
meetings at Caldwell College
here the second Wednesday of
every month. It was formed to
help the lay teachers and
enable them to become ac-
quainted with other teachers
in Dominican staffed schools.
"We feel we have the lay
teachers in our schools and
we should make them feel
wanted and do all we possibly
can for them,” Sister Mar-
garet said.
EACH MEETING has a
speaker proficient in the psy-
chology of teaching. Sister
Agnes Joseph. 0.P., who dis-
cussed discipline, was the first
speaker. Another was Dr. E.
Cecila Kernan, head psychol-
ogist, Union County public
schools.
Teachers gather after the
meetings according to the
grade they teach enabling
them to share ideas, Sister
Margaret said. Each meeting
is designed to give helpful
hints and stress something
special.
Future association activities
include a day of recollection
during Lent and workshops.
Response by the lay teach-
ers, according to Sister Mar-
garet, has been "tremendous.”
"They like the ideas of the
talks and have been thrilled,"
she said.
WORKSHOPS ARE designed
so everything that is presented
to the Sisters will be pre-
sented to lay teachers.
"We are helping our stu-
dents by helping the lay
teachers. By training them,
we are doing it for the
schools. Trained lay teachers
are essential," Sister Mar-
garet said.
Social studies will be the
subject of the next workshop.
The subject was requested by
the lay teachers themselves.
Workshops are also held for
parents. One of the work-
shops was on modern math
Sister Margaret said, it
"helped the adults to realize
the change that has coma
about.”
"A future workshop will
show parents how the children
have accepted it" she added.
Officers of the association
arc president, Mrs. Paul
Copia, St. Aloysius School,
Caldwell; vice president, Mrs.
George Strongman, St. Vir-
gil’s School, Morris Plains;
secretary, Mrs. Andrew O'-
Hara, Sacred Heart, Lynd-
hurst, and treasurer, Mrs.
Neil Rogers, St. Peter the
Apostle School, Troy Hills.
HONORARY MEMBERSHIP-Sister Mary Margaret, O.P., presents Rec. John Ansbro
with honorary membership in the Caldwell Dominican Lay Teachers Association Observ-
ing the presentation left to right are Mrs. Andrew O'Hara, Mrs. Neil Rogers Mrs George
Strongman and Mrs. Paul Copia.
Centenarian
Gets Wish
BERLIN. Germany Mrs.
Juliana Mueller. 100 years old.
got her wish to see modern
Berlin, thanks to the Sacred
Heart Guild here.
Mrs. Mueller lives in St.
Elizabeth's Home. Two nuns
from the home, two members
of the guild and Rev. (Maj.)
F.N. Maguire, Berlin Brigade
assistant chaplain, escorted
her on the tour by car.
The guild, which is made up
of the wives and otheT women
relatives of US. servicemen
stationed in Berlin, is an af-
filiate of the Military Council
of Catholic Women and the
NCCW in the U S.
Newarker
Takes Vows
ATCHISON. Kans. Among
the Ifi Benedictine novices of
Mt. St. Scholastica making
their first profession of relig-
ious vows Dec. 27 in the con-
vent chapel was Sister Jona-
than.
Sister Jonathan, the former
Ellen Richardson, is (he
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Richardson, Newark.
She is a graduate of Bene-
dictine Academy, Elizabeth.
North Jersey Date Book
InlwiMlkm muil be receiv'd be 10
f-™: «" M»od«» al Ihe week „< pub.UcoUen if It t* to be included in
D»u Book liMiiui unless there to on
m»iied'l** dl " W A " noUc ** •»
t*ubtktt» chairmen are invited to
make use of this service. We will need
„****» “me, place, the name of
and the name of the chair-
FRIDAY. JAN. 3
Sacred Heart Junior Altar
Rosary. Irvington Meeting,
after 7:30 p.m. Mass, audi.-
tori urn.
SUNDAY. JAN. 5
Immaculate Conception Ro-
sary Altar. Montclair Tea.
3-5 p.m., Madonna hall; A M.
Sullivan, speaker.
MONDAY. JAN. 6
St. Aloyslus Rosary, Jersey
City Meeting, 8 30. auditori-
um.
Assumption Rosary. Morris-
town Meeting, after novena,
choir room.
St. Antoninus Rosary Altar.
Newark Meeting. 8:30. au-
ditorium.
Our Lady of Visitation Ro-
sary. Pnramus Meeting,
after novena, auditorium; de-
tective sergeant Alfred
Smith, speaker; Juvenile de-
linquency cause and pre-
vention. topic; Mrs. George
Boyan. chairman.
Sacred Heart Rosary Altar.
Vatlsburg Meeting. 8:30. au-
ditorium.
League of St. Mary’s Hos-
pltat. Orange Meeting, 8:30.
education building.
Our Lady of the Lake Ro-
sary. Verona Meeting. 8:30,
auditorium; Elizabeth Me-
Namarra. speaker.
THURSDAY. JAN. 9
Catholic Women’s College
Club Bible study group; 8
P- m -. home of Elizabeth Ken-
nedy. Montclair.
Auxiliary to St. James' Hos-
pital Guild, Newark Meet-
ing-cocktail party, 8 p.m., Rob-
ert Treat Hotel.
Sacred Heart Junior Altar
Rosary, Irvington Family
dinner, 4 p.m.. auditorium;
Mrs. Joseph Semac and Mrs.
Bernard Mieliwocki, chairmen.
Priests May Wear
Open-Neck Shirts
BATHURST, Australia (RNS)
Bishop A. R. Thomas of
Bathurst has given permission
to priests in his diocese to
wear open neck white shirts
instead of the traditional Ro-
man collar during summer
months.
The Bishop stipulated, how-
ever. that two small gold cross-
es must be placed on the
priest's shirt if the clerical
collar is not worn.
Course Set for
Lay Missioner
EVANSTON, 111 (NC)
Women 18 to 30 interested in
overseas or home missions
service are eligible to attend
the mission orientation course
Feb. 2 March 30 at the In-
ternational Catholic Auxil-
iaries (ICA) center here.
Tlie course will feature a
leadership seminar by Doug-
las Hyde, former editor of the
communist London Daily
Worker and a convert lo Cath-
olicism.
Cost of the course is $25 per
week.
Applications may be ad-
dressed to:
Yvonne Vanden. ICA Cen-
ter. 1734 Asbury Ave.,
Box 1453, Evanston. 111.
60204.
PRESENTED -Archbishop
Boland is shown in a formal
picture with the 25 young
ladies presented to him at
the sixth annual Presenta-
tion Ball held Dec. 28. The
day-long ceremonies com-
menced with a 9:45 a.m.
procession of the debs and
pre-debs followed by a Sol-
emn Pontifical Mass at 10
a.m. in Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral. Debs wore white floor
length gowns with scarlet
capes and white chapel
veils. Pre-debs wore pastel
dresses, white
capes and
white chapcl veils. A formal
dinner proceeded the actual
presentation in the grand
ballroom of the Robert Treat
Hotel at 8 p.m. The tradition-
al boll followed.
NCCW
Directors
To Meet
WASHINGTON (NC)
- The
27-member board of directors
of the National Council of
Catholic Women will meet
here Jan. 14-16 to discuss
1964 plans for the federation,
including it* November na-
tional convention here.
Mrs. Joseph McCarthy of
San Francisco. NCCW presi-
dent. said sessions will be
held at the headquarters build-
in* of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference.
Among those also expected
are Archbishop Leo Blnz of
St. Paul. Minn,, newly ap-
pointed Episcopal Chairman
of the NCWC Department of
Lay Organization*. Auxiliary
Bishop Stephen A. Leven of
San Antonio, Tex., assistant
chairman, and Margaret Mca-
ley, NCCW executive director.
Selection Made
ENGLEWOOD "For a
Better World" by Rev. Riccar-
do Lombanrdi. S.J., will bo
the spiritual conference re-
leased In January by the Con-
ferencc-A-Month club here, ac-
cording to Rev. Ronald Gray,
O Carm.. director.
The recording is one of a
12-rccord series issued this
past year to over 3,000 con-
vents and monasteries through-
out the English-speaking world.
TELL IT TO the world
through our "Letters to the
Editor" column.
Recipe for a
Happy Life
Take a large quantity of
cheerfulness and let :t
simmer without stopping.
Put with it a brimming
basinful of kindness, then
sdd a full measure of
thoughtfulness for other
People. Mix Into these a
heaping tablespoonful of
*ympathy. Flavor with the
essence of charity. Stir well
together, and then carefully
•train off any particles of
selfishness. Put i n smiles
as thick as raisins in plum
pudding, and bake by the
warmth which streams
from a loving heart —A
recipe for a happy life on
the back cover of St. Jo
•eph's Cook Book printed
by the Sisters of St. Jo-
seph of Newark.
I Was Thinking ...
God's Love Awesome
In Greatness, Yet Tender
By RUTH W. REILLY
New Year's Day is a civic
holiday. It is also a Holy Day
of Obligation.
In most homes and lives the
week after Christmas is a
quiet time, sharply contrasting
with the rush of the preceding
weeks. The joy of giving and
receiving on the day itself,
and visiting with family and
friends seems to open the
mind to reflection.
We ponder the tremendous
gift of Christmas, the good
ness and generosity of others,
and ultimately our own high
yearnings and shortcomings,
and what we can do about It.
RESOLUTIONS come al-
most naturally. “I will rise
when the alarm goes off each
morning." "1 will keep the
ironing up to date." "I will
use a nicely modulated voice
at all times." "1 will try to
be a more understanding wife
and mother."
Wc need these resolutions,
each geared to our own spe-
cial life and temperament
They arc stepping stones to
our own special life and Urn-
perament. They are stepping
stones to the one great resolu-
tion to which we arc being
drawn by grace: to learn to
look for and live God’s will
for us each moment of our
life. This is how we find the
"Happy New Year" wished ail
around us as 1964 is ushered in.
For me this has been a very
special Christmas season. My
high school son served Mid-
night Mass. With four of the
older children I participated
in that "wondrous exchange"
giving ourselves to God In the
Offertory and receiving Him
into our very bloodstream tn
Holy Communion.
We opened special gifts be-
fore our early morning break-
fast. and carols still sang with-
in me when wc finally went
up to bed about 3 a.m.
The two younger boys
served 6 and 6:30 Masse* ami
1 rose to go with them. In con-
trast to the exultant song and
throng that filled the church
at Midnight, it was hushed and
quiet for the morning Masses
•s the Cave of Bethlehem
must have been when the
night grew st.il after the last
echo of the angel's song.
Christmas Day Itself was
wonderful. Thirteen of us
gathered for a festive dinner.
and one burst of excitement
after another as friend* and
relatives dropped in to visit all
through the afternoon and
evening, and then the peace
of a day's end—prayer at our
fireplace creche
TllßOl (,|| ~\ personal
heartache visited on me this
Christmastide. I have been
privileged to see visibly mani-
fested through friends'and re
latives and many whom I
never met until now. the tre-
mendous goodness and great-
ness of God's love working in
•he actions of men.
This love is as awesome in
•Is greatness as it is tender
in its concern with the small-
est detail of each life.
The only way we can ade-
quately respond to this good-
ness in others which touches'
*'* so poignantly is by open-
ing our own hearts wide so
that this love, now humbly, and
gratefully received by us. may
be pumped through us and out
again to others.
Wc don't need to do great
Hungs. The JilUe everyday
things wc do arc great when
they are recognized as God'*
will and offered to Him as
our prayer. If we try to give
God our all. he will gradually
open our eyes to the all that
He gives to us.
Here is peace Here is sec-
urity Here is what we most
ardently wish each one of our
readers: A Happy New Year!
Rise in Clergy
Noted in Peru
LIMA, Peru (RNS) The
number of priests in Peru hat
grown appreciably over the
last four years, according to
statistics just published in the
Annuario of Peru, 1964.
Since the publication of the
last Issue, the number of
priests has risen JS'l-from
1,802 to 2.204. The number of
secular priests grew from 761
to 806. More than 53% of the
tits] clergy is foreign, with
the majority coming from
Spain.
Thefe is now one priest for
every 4 700 Cal m:: * ,n Peru.
while there was one for every
5,100 in 1960.
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SOMETHING NEW AS A
♦V BIRTHDAY party |
SUGGESTION!
a RPUER. SK3TING
TSRTY.,
wm
NO UUUI NO SUSSI LiAVt IVtUTTHINO TO USI
CHHOMW «T-*
UI. • I« Crt«<"
• **r h ;
».
fo/ a 6n«P ®* r »*
M4Kf KISIKVATIONS NOW
TWIN CITY ROLLER R1NK....,,™, (l MJM
°* ,w on ti M m•»
BOULEVARD ROLLER RINK on, „
INMt IwNwi hf«m, It 1
HACKENSACK ROLLER RINK..*™,
WIW h.lMinnit It t
FOR THE ONE TIME WHEN
ONLY THE BEST WILL DO-
A/eAy Special!
WEDDING
PARTY PACKAGE
Planned and priced with the
FATHER OF THE BRIDE in mind
s£7s p*r parson—complete—no extra’s
r 1 specie! tor Saturday afternoons (not
Saturday nights) and all day Sunday
Planned wtth a masterful touch to capture the magnificence
ot the most memorable day of her life. Gleaming silver.
Sparkling crystal and candlelight, accent the romantic
mood of the occasion make her wedding an event to
be long remembered by femtty and friends. Nothing Is
omitted. You get everything that every bride traditionally
wants, and more—et this new one low price!
3
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
CHAMPAOMC TOAST— «r tmeT e* rour mm (homing ft COMPLETE
suu course noast turkey on chicken dinner <»»• menu)
* DECORATED WEEDING CAMS WITM ORNAMENT ft I BOTTLE
OS BY* WHISKEY POR EACH TABLE Of 10 PCKSONS (INCLUDING
MIXERS) ft WAITEBS GRATUITIES ft SILVEB CANOCLARRA
ft TABU DECORATIONS TO INCIUOE CANDLES ANO ONUNS ON
EVEBT GUEST TABU • - PLOWERS ON BRIDAL TABIC ft COLOREO
t2J2SLSf YOU " CM «'« * LACE OVERUV ft PERSONALLYENGRAVED SOUVENIR HATCH BOOKS TOR EACH GUEST ft
COMPLIMENTARY BRIDAL SUITE ANO A BOTTLE Of CHAMPAGNE
JO* ■» ,DC ANO OROOSTB WEOOtNG PARTY NIGHT (If
DESIRED) ft DRESSING ROOMS fOR BBIOAL PARTY
1# BEAUTIFUL BANQUET ROOMS TO CHOOSE FROM
> MENU*
PBCSH PBUrr SUPREME LUCULLUS
HEABTS Of CELEKY RIPE * GREEN OLIVES BOSE RADISHES
CHOICE Of NUT MEATS
PETITE MARMITE HENRY IV
BOAST TOUHO TOM TURKEY
CHESTNUT STUEYING CBANBEMBY SAUCE OIBLCT QRAVY
er
BOAST HALT YOUHO PLYMOUTH BOCK CHICKEN
DERBY DRESSING
STRINQ BEANS AMANDINE RttOUE POTATO
MtUD OREEN SALAD WITH CHETS SPECIAL DRESSING
Rainbow pare ait melsa petits pours
corn*
MINTS TINTED TO DECOR
Other attractively priced 'Wedding Party Pack-
ages' are available. Please accept our invita-
tion to visit our Banquet Office or call Jerry
‘
et MA 3-4080 for details.
STEADY PROGRESS
.. .
DURING
53
YEARS!
mmmmw
MORE PROGRESS AHEAD
There was no Oritani Savings 300 ye;
ago ... but Chief Oratam, who’s na
we bear, was providing his people w
the same service we provide today to build
security.
wmtiiT?, »**& availability .nd ccr*.
Or 'taru* °° s® of ro * <l 0 * #cun *Y when you save at
(Current Annual Dividend 4%)
r.
Chitwi Sailings
AHO LO*n ahOcution 7
(Sat Mara Mamet And Addrettei Of Your Paper)
• CliMtide Park • Hackensack* • Ho-Mo-Kus • Palisade* Park
• Paramo* • Ridgefield • Teanack • Washington Township
"WberiYou Save Does Make A niff,rr*s*l»
<r
s?
1
I
<s
<z
1
8
<z
<z
<s
mipsmmm
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Department of Special Education
ANNOUNCES
Remedial Reading for Elementary School Children
Remedial and Developmental Reading for Secondary
School Child ran
Reading Improvement Coureet for College Students
and Adulte
WINTER SESSION 1964
Cla Met wM b. M .1 A. •*#«»• Center located on (tie South Orange
«imeu. tdweery 3. 1*44 to. and wo „ dory
Khool tiudenit o*4 ending oppreeimately March 20, 1*64.
ieo4*« •‘"W*™-** do*!** etaor twice a »«t during the e*rty
hoar*. beginning Mrrua.y 3, 1*44 and ending May 12, I**4.
Application* mutt be received by January 24, 1964
»*» an epaiicaeion end /«, the, lntaem,H,„,
Mr. Joseph f. Zubko
The Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
SOuth Orange 2*9000, Extension 449
COMTVMKKTAL FOOD
Shomnik
•O FARM AVKNUK
nkwark
HU *-7100
LADIES* CATHOLIC
BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION
A l*Qol Rcurti
lniuronc* Sox*i,
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
(itoblithx! In 1190
Opj»rtvnl(i*i In Twanty>«t|lif
*»«*•• on«l Canada lor
FULL TIME and
■ PART TIME
Field
Representatives
Applicant! Catholic man 4 MW
">«» t««Hl poflonot falama toi
Mrs. Dorothy laik o y
Svpramp «a<o<da(
JOS Wait SM lwa.l
witA SAFETY
W PROFIT
«|fpP
C
Ifl\ 0
up
Vl'V
ftp*
osttt \*Vf»o*uv6*o*oi^ t>v"
e
lO
v \H'
V
IMP
SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street. Newark 7, N. J. Mitchell 3-0260
" Doily. > K ’ ! ;. !> , : • ■-
Xii hiking *1 kinniv omot eciott nu mm
Book for Youth
‘Bepi’ Was All Boy
ST. PIUB X. THE FARM
BOY WHO BECAME POPE
by Walter Dlethelm, 0.8.8.
Illustrations by Charles
Dolesch. Guild Press. 7S pages.
KM.
This Junior Vision Book has
been condensed for vary young
readers from the original Vi-
sion Book. From the beginning
of the itory when 11-year-old
Giuseppe Ssrio runs down the
church steps after Mass one
morning. . , to his canoniza-
tion by Pope Plus XII In ISM.
Young Advocates will learn to
know and love their friend
Pius X.
Bepi, as Giuseppe was al-
ways called, wit the oldest of
eight children and walked four
miles barefoot to school each
day. Of all the students he
was the poorest, had the least
time to study but slways got
the highest marks. One of his
classmates said he was loved
by si).
BEPI WAS all boy when
•t the age of 15 his parish
priest told him be had been
accepted at the Padua Sem-
inary free of charge, he did
a cartwheel right in_ the rec-
tory.
Don Sarto, as he wss called
after his ordination, especially
loved children in Tombolo
he taught children not to gam-
ble their parents' hard-earned
money; in Salzano he realized
that children understood the
meaning of the Holy Eucharist
at an age much earlier than
15 when they normally re-
ceived their First Communion:
•s Pope be kept sll the letters
children wrote him. He was
responsible for bringing Holy
Communion to 7-year-olds.
He spoke simply and beau-
tifully and slways with humil-
ity. In a sermon he once said,
"The man who wants to be a
ruler must first learn to obey."
ONE MAY THINK of him
as the reluctant Pope when he
tells the other Cardinals he is
unworthy to hold the high of-
fice. He accepts the Papacy
with the words, "Msy the Will
of God be done.”
Almost every other page has
a beautiful child-like Illustra-
tion.
Author and illustrator make
this book a must for very
young readers, especially those
about to receive their First
Holy Communion. Susan
Diner
NEW SUIT FOR HENRY,
by Mable Watts. Illustrations
by Paul Seckel. Guild Press.
30 pages. 75 cents.
Lucky Henry his" grand-
mother sent him anew suit.
Henry was so happy he wanted
to wear it right away to the
playground, but his mother
told him it would probably get
soiled. So, Henry wore his play
clothes.
Very Young Advocates will
enjoy knowing Henry, visiting
the zoo, going on a picnic
and doing other things with
him while his suit has to hang
In the closet. Finally, he does
wear his new suit on just the
right occasion.
This book like the others in
the Reader for Young Cath-
olics scries has delightful ll-
lustrations. The very young
will find the reading very-
much to their liking. Susan
Diner
Pius XII to Children
Children Have Place in Gospels
Tbit it the tittlb in 4
ttriet of excerpt! of aJdrettet
Popt Pint XII fit to chil-
dren tb» world oxer. Tbe
ttritt It bring prtitMttd to
you to you msy bur your rolt
iu ibt Church in ibt uordi
of ibt Popt.
(Port 6 of ibt tddrtu given
by Popt Pint XII on May 2,
1954, to 0 group of 20,000
tltmtultry ttbool tbildrtn
ttbo wort Intugurtting Mtr-
im Yttr obttrvtuttt.)
Oh. bow much it moves our
heart whenever wa meditate on
Hia encounter! with chUdreo tn
Uie Ootpeli! Whan Harod
so'igbt to kill Him. the children
of Bethlehem laved Hla life
with their own deathi. When tt
was necessary to satisfy the
multitude with a miracle. Jesus
took from a boy the barley
loaves and fishes to multiply
and distribute to all (see John
vi, 9-11); and when Jesus made
His triumphal entry into Jeru-
salem and tU the city was
moved. It may well have been
that the children were among
the first to go to Him rejoic-
ing with palm-branches (John
xii, 21) and to acclaim Him
in the temple with a cry
"Hosannah to the son of
David" (see Matth. xxl, IS). At
the same time, the eoemies of
the Redeemer kept raging Irrit-
ably and tried to alienee the
disciple* and the crowd (ibid
14).
Today too. dear children,
they want to fight with Jqsus.
for they want to destroy Hi*
Church. Certainly —and you
know It well the gates of
hell shall not prevail against
It, snd the enemies of God will
be defeated again thla lime.
4 Clubs
Get Charter
The Commission 00 Ameri-
can Citisenihlp la Washington.
D.C., has granted official char-
ters to 61. Pater's Ctvka Club
of St. Peter the Apostle
School, Troy Hllla, and the
Junior Patriots of America
Civics Club of St. Paula
School. Jersey City
Newly elected pre«id#ois are
Margaret Fiore of St. Peter's
and Pater Lamparello of the
Junior Patriots.
OTHER OFriCIRS ere: St.
Peter's Carolyn Boyd. Deb-
ra Kelly, Kevin Dtihoits and
VaUean Pescbertae; Junior
Patriots Jeanne Danerl,
Julie Aon Wagoer sod Sll-
veno Franco
Julie Wagner says the pur-
pose of civics dubs Is to make
members aware "of the chat*
lenges of tomorrow with a
sense of responsibility of
young clUssai, to dissent
right from wrong and to be
helpful in developing e better
future for our community U>
regard to works of merry."
As their December project,
the Junior Patriots filled two
food baskets for St. Anne's
Home for the Aged
CWV Announce
Essay Contest
NEWARK—An essay contest
for eighth graders has beeo
* enounced by the Catholic
War Veterans The assay of
not more than M words must
be In the contestant • own
hand writing and develop the
theme "KdueaUoa la Prepare
Loo for Life—Whet U Mean*
to Me "
The deadline for entries la
March 1. Ooe boy ami ooe
gir' will *e rhoeen to repre-
sent Naw Jersey in national
competition
Have You
Read...?
Tbt following quest iont art
baud on articlel which tpptor
in tbit ittut of Tbt Advocate.
Tba auiwers are printed at the
bottom of the column with
the page on which the antwer-
ing article can be found.
L Lorotta Bujas, who won
the top award in The Advo-
cate's School Crusade, had
subscribers from ss far away
as
(•) Rome and tbe Phil-
lipines
(b) Detroit snd Denver
(c) Bayonne and Mont-
vale
*• In his Christmss
mes-
sages. Pope Paul repeatedly-
stressed the theme of
(1) Tbe Vatican Coun-
cil
(b) Peace
tc) Christian Unity
* The supply of altar boys
is never abort because of the
system used by St. Domin-
ic’s Church
(■) Paterson
tb) New Orleans
Id Jersey City
4. 1963 brought anew
Bishop to
<ai Paterson
(b) Camden
(c) Pcquannock
ANSWUSil-(e>,pageIoi
2-<c>.P»gc1;3(b),page«>;
4-(e),page7.
PRECAUTION PAYS OFF-An award for achievement
above and beyond the normal fire prevention standards
was recently presented by fire director John P. Caufield
to Sister Francis Eugenie, principal of Sacred Heart Gram-
mar School, This was the first award presented to any
grammar school in the city. The small fire helmet was
given as a token of appreciation for the extraordinary
precautions taken.
Altar Boy Career
Begins as ‘Postulant’
NEW ORLEANS - A sen-
iority system for altar boys
at St Dominic’s Church here
has assured a steady supply of
servers for the Dominican
parish
A boy enters the ranks as
s "postulant." which qualifies
him to serve low Mass in the
Dominican rite on week days
and to assist at the distribu-
tion of Communion on Sundays.
Afters year, those who meet
certain requirements are ad-
vanced to the order of "nov-
ice" snd may assist at fun-
erals, Benediction snd holy
hours.
THE NEXT STEPS are those
of acolyte, wjiieh permits a
boy to serve at High Mats,
weddings and processions, and
friar, which allows a boy to
serve the Dominican Solemn
Mass.
Friars are also permitted to
assist at low Mass in the Ro-
man rite, the one used In the
majority of American churches
not staffed by Dominicans. The
final step of friar general per-
mits a boy to assist at Roman
High Mass and Pontifical low
Mass.
The boys of St. Dominic's
are so enthusiastic that they
give many hours of their sum-
mer to prepare for the annual
fall ceremony at which they
advance from one rank to the
next.
Boys spend one to two hours
daily for six to eight weeks re-
ceiving Instructions. Their In-
structors are the older altar
boys, the friars general.
Entries Mirror Talent, Win Dollars
By SUSAN DINER
It looks as If the senior di-
vision of the Young Advocate
Club has a tremendous amount
of talent.
When Judging the entries
(and there were about 1,000 in
this division), I couldn’t help
but think about all the won-
derful tables you must set
when having parlies. Each en-
try was like a mirror; it re-
flected the thought, care and
work that went Into it. When
we narrowed the entries to the
finalists the judging came up
with a close vole.
CONGRATULATION'S to our
three prize winners
First prize of 55 goes to a
Young Advoealc who showed
tremendous ingenuity Rrian
Smith of 300 North 11th St..
Newark, a fifth grader at St
Francis School.
Brian's winning entry was a
locomotive with a coal car.
The body of the locomotive
was made of an empty frozen
juice can painted' black -A
toothpaste cap made the head-
light, a spray can cap became
the smokestack and cotton
gave the Illusion of smoke.
The adjoining car was made
of a box. Buttons were trans-
formed into wheel* carrying
the train along pipe cleaner
tracks. Another pipe cleaner
became the guard rain in
front Paint and a brush gave
the added touch.
AS JOYCE DUFF of Mait-
land Place, Garfield, can tcii
you, no garden is complete
without a scarecrow. Joyce
who attends sixth grade at Mt.
Virgin School, is the winner
of the $3 second prize. Her
sturdy scarecrow has kelly-
green trousers and hat, or-
ange jacket with a brown belt
and yellow arms and hair.
Two black sequin* and .a
wedge from another form the
eyes and nose. Her entry is
stuffed with strips of crepe-
paper straw in green, yellow,
brown and orange. A yellow
pipe cleaner is the handle of
a broom.
Third prize and a check for
52 goes to Maria Valvans of
304 Carteret Ter., Orange, a
sixth grader at Mt. Carmel
School.
Her winning entry is a well,
(he base of which is a can
covered in alumnlum foil. Tree
bark covers the outside of the
well and the roof. A bucket is
suspended from the roof and
can be raised and lowered by
a special crank.
Congratulations also to the
25 receiving honorable men-
tion. Certificates will be given
to them. Their grade is in
parenthesis.
Rouli* Buck. US Lincoln St. Ur-
•cy air I7i
.
hotwrt B cri, 1»S Baldwin SI . Bloom-
(Inld IS)
DUnn Butler. 41 Sttrmeoa PL. Kear-
ny (SI
Patricia Canncva. SI So. Fifth
Park Rtdia (SI
Robert Cappareltl, ITS Dtvlalon An.
Bellavilln (Si
Dehra Caatro. SIS Haywood Art.,
Oranfe (Si
_
Ann Clancy. IS Walton Aim, New
Province tsi
Janet Connolly, 4d Jatfaraon Are.,
New Brunswick ISI
Dtlrdra Daly, S3 Chestnut Ato.. Park
Rldf# tsi
Jo Ann ralflano and SonnuM Dldle.
Si. Peter'* School. New Braaswlck <SI
Barbara Oallafher, St. Peter's School.
New Bruntwick (Si
Sheila Orallam. SS Craatmont. Uttla
Fall* IS)
M*rl* Kutrkl*. 454 Fourth Acs.. Nsw.
srk t?)
Und* Lendotca and Phyllis Checks-
whli. 4U Frankfort St. Orange (S)
tathleen Uwrenre. St Ackeraon
A'a.. Pequannacfc IS)
* Rlrervlew Art..
Furki Mkh.l*. SS Canal SI., Jeraay
City 17)
Mareartt Molldor. SS Old Oak Drlra,Naw Providence t|)
Ltd* Morr*. STS No. Illh SI.. New.
»>k m
Ellen Norcotl. a Mominstlda Rd..
'erona tsi
Ellen s Wejiview Ave., New
Providence (Si
( Francla Portolano. S Carden SI . Lodi
David Hodden. > Jeffereoo Av#..
Bioomileld 17)
Robert Tortiello. *77 No. Tenth SI.
Newark IS)
Barbara Tmtwckti. St. Peter'a School.New Bruntwick (Si
Savio Clubs Get Charter
Official charters from the
Supreme Council of the St.
Dominic Savio Classroom Club
in New Rochelle, New York,
have been granted to the
eighth grade of St. Michael's
School, Paterson, and the
seventh grade of St. Eliza-
beth's School, Linden.
Presidents of the clubs arc
Albert Tasso. St. Michael's,
and Charles Toth, St. Eliza-
beth's. Other officers are: St.
Michael’s Jerry Carfagno.
Anthony Cieerchia and David
Dodd; St. Elizabeth's Carol
Stuart. Albert Kiguccio, Lor-
raine Piskadio.
MEMBERS receive a club
pin. membership card and *
copy of the club’s monthly
publication, Savio Notes. Cur-
rent circulation exceeds 350.-
000. As part of their spiritual
life, members promise to re-
cite the rosary daily and to
receive Holy Communion at
least once a week.
Brother Michael, 5.D.8.,
moderator general of the Sa-
vio Club says ils purpose is
"to spread devotion to St.
Dominic Savio and to fami-
liarize both religious and lay-
teachers with the scope of our
classroom club."
St. Dominic is presented to
the modem teenager as an ex-
cellent model to follow. Hi*
famous resolution, "Death
But Not Sin" is now the motto
of Savio Clubs.
Sister Victorine. moderator
of the St. Elizabeth's group,
says the club helps to form
"good citizens of heaven."
Most of the 53 members this
year were members of the
sixth grade club last year and
bad requested they again Join.
The aeventh graders were
awarded first prize in the
December photo contest.
Contest for
Savio Clubs
NEW ROCHELLE, NY. -
The St. Dominic Savio Class-
room Club has announced Its
third national poster contest
for members.
Posters must be 9 x 12
inches snd depict one of St.
Dominic’s virtues. They will
be judged for their originality
and neatness. Jan. 31 is the
entry deadline.
Two winners will be chosen
from New Jersey to compete
with winners from other
states.
ADVOCATE want ads art
inexpensive and get results.
200 Have Party
NEWARK - Over 200 chil-
dren from St. Mary's, St.
Peter's and St. John's orphan-
ages attended a Christmas
party sponsored by the Essex
County Civic Association.
The children shared in the
*lO.OOO worth of toys donated
by Teamsters Local 79 to or-
phans in Essex County.
Story teller Marie La Sonna,
recording star Bill Upton.
Jack Clayixiurne and Charles
Mound of television headed
thg Hit of entertainers. Mayor
J. Addonizio and police direc-
tor Dominick A. Spina Joined
others In arrangements tor
the second annual party.
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Essex County CYO's 10th Snowball Is Rolling
MONTCLAIR A record 18
entries have been received for
the Essex County CYO’s 10th
anniversary Snowball Dance
Jan. 18 at Seton Hall.
The Teenage Council will
meet at St. John's (Orange)
Jan. 5 at 7 p.m. to discuss
decorating plans for the for-
mal dance.
The 1964 Snowball Queen will
be crowned at the dance,
which attracts more than 1,200
teenagers each year to the uni-
versity gymnasium.
Spelling, Oratorical
Deadlines Established
NEWARK Deadlines and
dates for both spelling-bee and
oratorical contests have been
established by the four county
units of the Newark Archdioc-
esan CYO.
In the spelling bee, both
Union and Hudson counties
have set Jan. 27 as a deadline
for entries. Bergen and Essex
counties require entries to be
submitted by Jan. 31.
FINALS IN EACH county
will be Feb. 8. Hudson County
will hold its finals at Holy
Family, Union City, and Ber-
gen County will have its at
Sacred Heart (Lyndhurst).
Sites are to be announced in
the other two counties.
Each school may enter two
students—a boy and a girl—in
its respective county competi-
tion. A champion and 10 arch-
diocesan finalists will be cho-
sen In each county. The arch-
diocesan finals will be Feb. 15
at Holy Family.
Union County has the earli-
est deadline for oratorical en-
tries—Jan. 20. It is followed by
Bergen, Jan 22; Hudson, Jan.
27, and Essex, Feb. 3.
BERGEN COUNTY plans
eliminations the week of Feb.
2-9 with the finals in each
county the week of Feb. 10;
Hudson County will hold its
final Feb. 10 at the CYO Cen-
ter, Jersey City. The archdioc-
tsan final will be Feb. 21 at
a Bergen County site to be
selected.
Unlike past years, each par-
ish will be allowed to enter
two boys and two girls instead
of one of each. The statement
of the American Bishops on
"Bonds of Unity” will be the
topic for the contest.
LOUNGE BLESSING-Rev. Sylvester McVeigh, pastor of St. Theresa's (Kenilworth), blesses
a lounge completed by the parish's Catholic Youth Club as an activities center for young
adults. Participating in the ceremony are, left to right, MaryAnn Birkner, Robert Bodnar,
CYC president, and Bernard Dubroski
CORPS SAYS THANKS -Rev. Vincent P. Sprouls, pastor of Blessed Sacrament (Newark),
congratulates (left to right) Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boyle and James Paul on award, which
they were presented at a recent Communion breakfast for their many years of service to
CYO Golden Knights, the parish's championship drum and bugle corps.
Essex Schedules
Teen Retreats
MONTCLAIR Teenage re-
treats are planned by the Es-
sex County CYO for the week-
end of Feb. 7. A boys' retreat
will be at St. Bonavcnture Re-
treat House, Mendham, and a
girls’ retreat at St. Joseph's
Villa, Peapack.
Participants will be limited
to the first 50 boys and 50
girls to make reservations, the
deadline for which is Feb. 3.
Foul Shooting
Honors Taken
By 3 Parishes
RIVER EDGE Three par-
ishes dominated the third an-
nual Bergen County CYO foul
shooting contest here at St.
Peter’s last week. Seventy-five
boys participated.
In each of three divisions
grammar, junior and in-
termediate —one parish took
at least the top two spots.
Each contestant was given 10
shots, with playoffs used to set-
tle ties. Both the junior and
intermediate competitions
were held for the first time.
IN THE GRAMMAR group.
Phil DePasquale and Phil Bog-
gia, both of St. John's
(Leonia), were first and sec-
ond, respectively. Dan Fay of
St. John's (Hillsdale) was
third.
St. Mary's (Dumont) swept
the juniors with Ed McNam-
ara taking the crown. He
was followed by Pete Ron-
dinaro and Rich Altari.
Leading the intermediates
were champion Dave Lefedure
and Bruce Cleary, both of
Corpus Christi (Hasbrouck
Heights) with Ken Korndorfer
of Sacred Heart (Rochelle
Park) in third.
Training Institute
Planned in Hudson
JERSEY CITY - A training
institute for parish advisory
board members of the Hudson
County CYO has been set for
Jan. 13 at 8 p.m. at the CYO
Center here. It was postponed
Nov. 25 because of President
Kennedy’s death.
The program will Include an
outline for new board mem-
bers ami a panel for advisors
of past years.
In Youths' Corner
They Come From Miles Around
By ED WOODWARD
Subscribers from Rome to
the Philliplnes helped Loretta
Bujas of Wallington. a senior
at Immaculate Conception
High School (Lodi), to the top
prlxe in The Advocate's an-
nual School Crusade this year.
"I wrote to many Sisters
and priests," she said, "ask-
ing them if they would like to
subscribe or renew subscrip-
tions to The Advocate. I got
one subscription from Rome
and another from the Phil-
lipines.”
LORETTA BROUGHT in a
total of 136 subscriptions,
mainly through these letters,
a figure which was greater
than any reached by any of
the students in the 11 divisions
high school and grammar
in the Newark Archdiocese.
For her efforts. Loretta re-
ceived 187 in prise money and
the honor of receiving her
award from Archbishop Bo-
land. Her reaction to meeting
the Archbishop? "I was excit-
ed and very pleased to have
the opportunity,” Loretta re-
called.
Loretta la just one of several
girts from Immaculate Con-
ception who did well In the
crusade. She and her school-
mate* again brought the arch-
diocesan school to the top rank
In its division, an honor which
It held in 1963 as well.
The Advocate has an Impor-
tant role In classrooms at Im-
maculate Conception, inciden-
tally. "We use it in our his-
tory class each Monday.” Lor-
etta pointed out. "We read the
editorials and other important
stories over the weekend end
report on and discuss what we
have read each Monday.”
• • •
THE LEARNING process is
going on two ways in a pro-
gram conducted at Christ
the King parish in Jersey
City.
Girls from St Dominic Aca-
demy are helping young par-
ishioners with regular classes
in the rudiments of arthmctlc,
English and reading. The St.
Dominic girls, in turn, are
learning more about the joys
and values of helping others
and growing in charity in the
process.
"ALL THIS work results in
mutual feelings of generosity
on both sides.” Gail Cum-
mings. a St. Dominic junior,
explained. "The boys and
girls surprise their young in-
structors with little gifts of
their own making."
"We are all familiar with
the background of these Ne-
gro children, so that we may
center our work around their
problems,” added Elaine
D'Auria, also a junior.
Sophomore Adelcanne Pile-
wicz remarked; "Most of the
children are at an elementary
school level ranging from
grades two through eight. The
young boys and girls attend
very promptly, bringing their
own books and enthusiasm.”
IT ISN'T JUST in giving In-
struction that the girls arc
helping these youngsters.
They teach by their good ex-
ample in dress, deportment
and politeness.
"These children need all the
encouragement we can give
them,” chimed in freshman
Peggy Ann Murphy. "For
every one word of praise that
we utter, we get In return
volumes of improvement.”
The feelings of the 50 girls
involved In the program are
fairly well summarized by se-
nior Peggy Keenan, who said:
"None of us Is fully aware
of the effects we may work on
these needy children. But we
ourselves have truly been con-
vinced (hat 'there arc faith,
hope and charity and the
greatest of these is charity.' ”
Nuns Write
New Lyrics
For Students
CINCINNATI (NC)—Two
nuns are top winners In a
nationwide song contest spon-
sored by the Catholic Students'
Mission Crusade.
The winners are Sister
Mary' Jean Kevin of the Sl*.
!cr» of the Preciou* Blood.
Dayton, 0., who wrote new
lyrics for the ancient Latin
student song. “Gaudcamus,
Igitur,” and Sister John
Michael. Dominican Sister.
Louisville, who composed a
mission version of the old
Dutch folk hymn, "We Gather
Together to Ask the Lord'*
Belssing.”
Both will be sung by some
4.000 delegates to the 21st na-
tional convention of Uw CSMC,
Aug. 27-30 at Notre Dame.
A second phase of the con-
test. ending Jan. 24. calls hr
new words to the Hallelujah
Chorus of Handel's Messiah
and to the triumphal march
from Verdi's Aida.
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Figure* don't lie-but they can be mis-
leading.
Suppose, for example, you are re-
quired to keep your money in an ac-
count an entire year to earn the full
4% rate—obviously, you'll earn less
on any funds you may need to with-
draw before the year it up.
Not 90 at the Irving! Whether your account is new or old you'll
start dollars ahead and stay dollars ahead because you'll earn
dividends at the maximum 4% rote this month and every month—-
no waiting period/ Start with SI or more—add as much as you wish,
secure in the knowledge that your account is insured by an agency
of the U.S. Government. So, bring in or mail your savings to the
frying and ..,
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For Pirates, Peacocks
Extra Incentives Spice Contest
JERSEY CITY—In addition
to their usual desire (or vic-
tory in their annual meeting,
both Scion Hail University and
St. Peter's College will bring
added Incentives Into their
clash at Jersey City Armory
Jan. 4.
Each has lost its last two
games and ts looking (or a
triumph in this highlight game
oi the local collegiate basket-
ball season with which to halt
the slide.
BESIDES THOSE two losses
—suite red last weekend In the
Staten Island Jaycees Tourna-
ment—St. Peter’s carries a
(our game toting streak in this
annual rivalry. The Peacocks
haven't won since they
stopped the Pirates, 76-66, in
the lass J 9 season.
Since that year, Scton Hall
has piled up at least 90 points
per game in building e solid
streak against their local foes.
The Pirates’ latest victory
was a 9241 triumph registered
last year.
Seton Hall broke from the
•eason'i starting gate with
three straight victories, but
the Pirates then stumbled be-
fore St John'* and Boston
University to lower their rec-
ord to 3-2. They haven't played
since the Boston University set-
back Dec. 19.
ST. PETER'S HAD con-
structed a S t record and
went into the Staten Island
event with high hopes. But.
Massachusetts—(he eventual
champion spilled St. Peter's,
11666.
Tim Kehoe. St. Peter's scor-
ing mainstay all season, went
into the Massachusetts game
with an Injured right shoulder,
but he played well enough to
score 21 points before he In-
jured his ankle with about 10
minutes remaining in the
game.
Kehoe sat out the consola-
tion round game io which St.
Peter's lost. 106-96. to Wagner.
More Importantly (or the Pea-
cocks, he was scheduled (or an
X-rey o(the ankle Dec. M and
his status for the Setoo llatl
game Is doubtful.
WITH KEHOE out of the
lineup, the scoring burden
might (all on soph Bill Singer,
who tossed in 26 points against
Wagner sod has been aver-
aging just below 20 points per
game (or the past five games.
Captain Lou Triverio has been
averaging about H points per
game au season, second to
Kehoe's average of <1.7 end
Singer's US.
Joe Bonner, the Peacocks'
key rebound er, end Prank
Heaney, a consistent senring
backcoun man, will start with
Singer end Triverio. If Kehoe
is sidelined. Joe Hypka or
Rick Young may get the start-
ing rail.
St .ON HALE’S all veteran
team >s led In point-making by
Nick Werkman. wboee aver-
age las solid 26.4 points per
gemr. end Richie Dec. who Is
hitting somewhat below Use ap-
point level.
Although Workman's aver
ago Is an outstanding ooa, U
lished a school scoring record
with 49 points Another such
performance would strengthen
his bid to retain the national
scoring title which he won last
season.
Besides Werkman and Dec,
the Pirate front court is
manned by Harry' Slaton—who
will be the tallest regular on
the court at 67. Backcourt
men Sonny Sunkctt and Randy
Chave give Seton Hall the bal-
ance which may be enough to
offset any St. Peter’s upset
hopes.
Switch Interests
School Fives Pack Trophies
is the lowest of his career. In
his first game against St.
Peter’s at the JC Armory two
years ago. Workman estab-
NEWARK With holiday
tournament trophies tucked in-
to cases for another year,
North Jersey's schoolboy
cagers are now turning their
attentions to other interests.
Intercet, for example, is be-
ing focused upon league cham-
pionships and building strong
records to earn berths in post-
season tournaments.
IN THE ONLY league In
which any amount of battling
has taken place the Big
Eight Conference —one of the
most crucial carly-scason con-
tests is on tap Jan. 5.
Immaculate Conception,
which is threatening to run
sway with one division, has
compiled a 3 0 record, a mark
which will be on the line
against DePaul at Wayne. The
Spartans, who are 3-1 with no
conference games included,
rated as cofsvorite with the
Lions before the start of Use
season.
Our Lady of the Valley,
which la running in front >n
the Big Eight's other division
with a 2-0 standard, can bol-
ster IU title bid with a victory
against St. Luke's at Hohokus
Jan. 3. Valley also has a top
independent haasie with SL
Benedict’s Prep scheduled Jan.
6.
IN THE TRI COUNTY Cath-
olic Conference, St. Cecilia’s
(E) will visit Queen of Peace
Jan. S to the lid-lifter. Neither
Is expected to become a ser-
ious challenger for the crown
which Don Boeco wore last
year.
Don Bosco will open de-
fense of that honor at Pope
Piua Jan. 7.
Since juit one league game
haa been played end woo
by St. Joeeph't (P) - the Irish
stand atop the Paterson Calls,
olic Conference. St. John's,
which may battle Don Boeco
lech for the tHle. will debut
at home with St. Mary’s Jan.
The opening shots in the new
Hudson County Catholic Con-
ference will be fired by St.
Cecilia's (K) and SI. Anthony’s
at the letter's court Jan. 3.
AMONG Indepen-
ent attractions, Don Boeco
Tech which upset DePaul
In the DBT tournament will
be out to repeat that success
when the two teams collide el
Wayne Jen. 3.
Highlighting a busy Jan. 3
agenda. Essex Catholic will
visit Bergen Catholic in a
match of two members of the
top to St. Patrick's, which
sports a 6 0 record to date, will
face a severe challenge that
evening when it entertains
New Providence at the Thomas
Jefferson court.
St. Peter's Prep has an op-
portunity to annex an "unof-
ficial" Jesuit championship
when it meets Fordham Prep,
which won a Jesuit Christmas
tournament last week, Jan. 3.
Track Squads
Eye Weather
For Warm-Up
SOUTH ORANGE
- New
Jersey Catholic Track Confer-
ence teams are hoping for a
break from the weather Jan.
4 when their third weekly de-
velopment meet is scheduled
for the Seton Hall University
outdoor board track.
After running in seven-de-
gree weather at Mctuchen Dee.
21 and being iced out of the
Dec. 28 meet at Rutgers, the
coaches figure they have one
nice Saturday coming to them
before the conference relay
championships are held at the
Newark Armory Jan. LI.
IF THE HEATHER does
turn out bad this weekend, the
teams at least will have a
safety valve to let off the com-
petitive steam their athletes
have built up by this point.
The New Jersey AAU Is run-
ning the first of four develop-
ment meets the same day
•t the Paterson Armory, start-
ing at i p.m.
Off the Dec. 21 results, Seton
Hall, Christian Brothera
Academy and Essex Catholic
are the teams to watch for the
relay meet, but Bergen
Catholic, absent that day. Im-
pressed in a solo workout on
the snowcovered Rutgers
track the next week.
SETON HALL won two
events and was third in an-
other at the St. Joseph's track
in Meiuchen. clocking 8:42.5 in
the distance medley and 1:43 9
in the two-mile. Essex Catholic
took a six lap relay in 1:54.1.
placed second in the medley
•oil third In the two-mile,
while CBA had two seconds
and a third.
Roselle Catholic won the
mile relay In 3:46.9 and also
took the shot put relay, not
on the championship program,
with a collective distance of
U 1 (set 10Vk inches.
Cage Tournament Champions Crowned; UnbeatenList Sliced
NEWARK As they seem
to do every season, the holi-
day basketball tournaments
trimmed a large slice out of
the undefeated ranks among
North Jersey schoolboy squads.
St. Patrick's (6-0) and Se-
ton Hall (3-0) stayed out of
the tournament rush and
stayed in the unbeaten class.
St Peter’s Prep went into the
final of the St. Peter’s Col-
lege Invitation Tournament
Dec. 30 with a 6-0 mark, mak-
ing the Petreans the only tour-
ney entrant to go that far un-
scathed.
AFTER SWEEPING four
North Jersey foes. St.
Patrick’s made a jaunt to
Maryland which provided the
Celts with two more triumphs.
They topped St. Joseph's of
Emmitsburg and St. John’s
Prep of Westminster.
So far, there has been no
place like home for Seton Hall.
The Pony Pirates have swept
three opponents on their home
boards with Bill Langheid
leading the scoring depart-
ment. East Side and Newark
Tech were the latest victims
of the Pony Pirates.
Showing a stingy defense and
a balanced scoring attack, St.
Peter's ousted All Hallows, 72-
48. and St. Francis Prep of
Brooklyn. 63-44, in gaining the
final of the St. Peter’s tour-
ney with Erasmus Hall of
Brooklyn. The 48 points by
All Hallows, incidentally, was
the highest total by a St. Pet-
er's opponent this season.
TWO CATHOLIC squads
brought home championships
in the tournaments St. Al-
oyslus in the Jersey City tour-
nament and Delbarton in the
Boonton Christmas Tourna-
ment.
While St. Aioysius was ex-
pected to sweep the field. Del-
barton was considered some-
what of an underdog. Howev-
er, the Green Wave cagers
are apparently preparing to
take up where the gridders
left off with another fine sea-
son for the Morristown school.
Besides St. Peter's in the
St. Peter's event, two other
Catholic clubs were involved
in a title battle Dec. 30 in
the Don Bosco Tech Holiday
Tournament. Host Don Bosco
Tech was trying to halt Arch-
bishop Walsh’s bid for a third
straight crown in the tourna-
ment finale.
INDIVIDUALLY, the spot-
light fell upon two players
whose teams didn’t pass the
semi-finals. Bicki Brower of
St. Michael's (JC) had the top
total of the season thus far
38 points in the Irish open-
ing round victory against Fer-
ris.
He added a two-game high of
inson for a two-game high of
57 points.
Rich Corsetto of St. Bona-
venture, the defending scor-
ing champion, had 34 points in
an Indian victory against East-
ern Christian. He was held to
his lowest total ever with St
Bonaventure, 12, by Walsh in
the semi-final.
A rundown .of the tourna-
ments is as follows:
ST. PETER’S - With Keith
Hochstein supplying the scor-
ing punch, St. Peter’s ripped
its first two foes and went into
the final as a favorite to ad-
vance one rank from the run-
ner-up spot it held in this tour-
ney last year. St. Joseph’s
(WNY) was eliminated in the
opening round by Dwight
School of New York.
DON BOSCO TECH TOUR-
NAMENT Defending cham-
pion Walsh showed surprising
power in routing St. Bonaven-
ture, 75-37, in the semi-final
alter topping Queen of Peace,
44-35, in the opening round. In
the other bracket, pre-tourna-
ment favorite De Paul was
bounced from the undefeated,
62 48. by Don Bosco Tech. The
Rams toppled Bayley-Ellard,
86-40, in their first game.
ESSEX COUNTY TOUR-
NAMENT Immaculate Con-
ception was the only Catholic
school to advance to the semi-
finals and the Lions did it, 50-
49, in an overtime triumph
against Essex Catholic. How-
ever. Immaculate left the un-
beaten class in a 20-point loss
to Weequahic in the semi-
finals. Our Lady of the Valley
bowed from the unbeaten also,
but not before giving favorite
Central a stiff struggle. St.
Benedict’s Prep suffered an
opening defeat at the hands of
Weequahic.
BERGEN COUNTY FESTI-
VAL Only host Don Bosco
carried the Catholic colors into
the semi-finals by a 61-58 win
against Demurast But the
Dons fell before a strong
Hackensack quintet, 71-53. to
leave it an all-public school
final Hackensack and Ridge-
wood Dec. 30. St. Cecilia's (E)
also fell victim to Hacken-
sack. 62-44.
JERSEY CITY TOURNA-
MENT Living up to its ad-
vance hilling, St. Aioysius built
a five-game victory streak in
cruising past three tournament
foes. The Aloysians, led by
Ray Fisher (53 points). Bob
Gleason (52) and Boh Trudeil
(41). beat Snyder. 71-63; St.
Mary’s (JC), 60-53. and Dick-
inson, 73-51. en route to the
title.
NORTH BERGEN FESTI-
VAL St. Luke's raised its
record to 4-1 with 1 first-
round 57-55 victory against
Pascack Valley, but the Lu-
cans couldn't make the next
step successfully. They bowed
to Ramsey, 59 39. in the semi-
final.
MARIST BROTHERS TOUR-
NAMENT - Roselle Catholic,
the defending champion in the
B Division of this event, had
a bye into the semi-final, hut
it lost to St. Agnes of Man-
hattan. Marist, the 1961 cham-
pion, routed Saiesian in the
quarterfinals, but it suffered
its second loss in five games
to St. Msry’s of Manhassct,
L.1., in the semi-finals.
BOONTON TOURNAMENT
Delbarton dashed Ml.
Lakes' hopes of retaining ita
championship ss the Green
Wave posted s 5# 56 victory
in the Final after stopping
Boonton. 6341, In the first
game. DennU Williamson hat
37 pointa and A! FkleQow 94
to pace Delbarton in the two
games. Morris Catholic lost
27-25. to ML Lakes to the op-
ening round.
The Top Ten
St. Peter’s Prep 6-0
Seton Hall 3.0
St. Aioysius 5-t
Immaculate 5.1
Bergen Catholic l-t
Delbarton 3.1
Marist 3.2
O. 1.. Valley 4.1
Essex Catholic 2-2
St. Benedict's Prep 2-2
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HELP WANTED FEMALE
Wt HAVE OPENING* FOB
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE . SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHERS”
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
* Market MA Him '
NEWARK
COOK
Tor rectory In Ellraheth. 1 private la r»tl.
I 4 *I**1*- Mature woman detlred. alert, in.
: reference* required. Reply Hoe Ml. The
Advocate. >■ Clinton gL. Newark. N. }.
HOUSEKEEPER, ateep In. food Catholic
home In Clifton, near all buaea. One day
a week off plua every other Hoadny.
Phone 7«k«oo5. mornlnca.
COOK
Prefer middle afed lady, without depend
ante, live In for rectory In Moerta County.
Reoly Bex 177. The Advocate, ft Clinton
St-. Newate. N. J. aridj.
FOR SALE
BARNEY'S WAREHOUSE
LIQUIDATES OUTFITS
Complete Home* of fine
v
quality rvßNmnu
'or the t’npeld fUUneee
S Room* . 3Vi Room* • 4 Rmtn*
BARNEY'S SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
W Frrtlnshvroon An,
o*l Route a. NEWARK
Ow Mon., R od*. Prl NU.
Pork ob our Prtmiaot
PATERSON DRIVE-IN OUTLET
*T Rlxor *. | R|. from Mote
Opoo Mob., Tfeurt. A Krt. Nto.
AUTO DEALERS NEW CARS
CADILLAC
SAI.ES * SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC
Obo Solmion of Urad Cut
ISO Control An Newark
Phono MA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
Now Jorer's Lorstit Cadillac
Distributor
Author!tod CADILLAC - OLD*
SALES * SERVICE
TSS Poooale Avo. Clifton. N. t.
OR s noo
MOORE CHEVROLET
Katobluhod Mara IKS
SALES . SERVICE - PART*
OK USED CARS
Dial EL 4-3700
MS N. Brood St Etiobott
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
Authorised
•ALES A SERVICE
m Rldjo Ed. N. Arttoftoo WY ISM*
CHEVROLETS
SAVE HUNDRED#
t**on tram ■ tors* sotactte* of
AH Wodoto - Drootirolir Rodoradl
L & S
CHEVROLET ,
"OUR REPUTATION
IS YOUR PROTECTION"
trn Monts An . Ihdss MU S-SSBS
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"Otto ot Amortco'o Lorsoot
(hovrolot Hooters"
HI Rloomflold Avo Coldw*U
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Aothorlood Solos Sorvlra
CHEVROLET - CHEVY 0
CORVAIR - CORVETTE
Com plots Lins of Qaod Uood Col*
IM Aodortos An. Cliftoids Port
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH . VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Dtnd Posier? Poster
Sols# Porto - Sorvlra
Und Cora - Rods She*
lIS §1 Poors# An.. W. Mods*. N. J.Phono HUnttr 6-1400
AUTO DEALERS
- NEW CARS
ZRAICK FORD
PATERSON'S NEWEST *
FRIENDLIEST FORD DEALER
Factory Authorlird
SALE* - SERVICE - PART*
Compl»t* Lin* of Fin* Card Cara
MU 4-4400
Mfl Market SI., Pataraotl
EDWARDS FORD ;
Authorized SALES A SERVICE
FORD CARS * TRUCKS
FALCONS - FAIRLANES
TIIUNDERBIRDS
A-l USED CARS
TE 5-3200
HAMBURG TTK. WAYNE. N. 1.
PATERSON
lINCOIN-MERCURY
"L*r»* Enough lo Know You"
Small Enough to Sarvc You
Authorized Factory D*al*r
LINCOLN - MERCURY . COMET
• SALES - SERVICE • PART*
AR 1-2700
McLean Blvd.. Paterson
FLETCHER
LINCOLN . MERCURY CORP.
• CnnUaaaUi • Mercury • Comet
Bale* A Service Pari a 4 A roe«acriee
Wl Ray feed Can
n FRANKLIN PL. SUMMIT. N. i.
CR 7-0940
For Tha Beet Deal la
OLDSMOBILE
a** JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Author! lad Salas * Harr Ira *
• Guarant.ad Ua*d Cara
PI 4-7500
|TI Gian Rldaa A»a. Montclair
PLYMOUTH . VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Authorttad Daalar
PLYMOUTH A VALIANT
SALES * SERVICE
1M Hudaoa Blvd. Unloa City. N. J.
UNion 6-6300
PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
VALIANT - IMPERIAL
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
SALES A SERVICE
IM* Guar anted Ua*d Cara
ELlzabath 5-5600
JM N. Broad St. Etiaabath. N. 1.
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS . PLYMOUTH!
CHRYSLER! • IMPERIALS
Guaranta«d I’aad Can
PARTS . SERVICE . BODY SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
t» ItloomOald Atm. Nr*ark
PONTIAC
N*w Car Salat • Sarvlca • Part.
Ouar.nttad Ua*d Can
rtnaal Body War* 4 It.p.lr Sarvlr*
TROPHY PONTIAC
St *‘»ar. Car. wtk »t Bar*an*. NJ.
HE 7-4900
SMYTHE RAMBLER, INC
AaUMrtnd RAMBLER D*ai*.
SALES . SERVICE - PARTS
Ouanntwd fed Can
CRsstvisw 3-4200
m Manta Art . Summit N. J.
1964 PONTIAC • TEMPEST
AD Modal* aad Cal an ArallaMa
Par InowdUU D*Uv*ry
BEET DEAL IN STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
MTT H. Bnad St. Hldatd*
PHONE. WA 3-6900
RAMBLER
“••rvte* Un*tc*B»d la all If* Pkaaaa"
WOLF RAMBLER INC.
•alaa. »arvlr*. Part*. Towta*
Saad Sarvlr* • Body Wart
NOrth 7-2233
■ WiMlisln Atm. WaOay. H. i,
RAMBLER
S*« -dar.y Btaaor*
ELM AUTO SALES
SALE* BEBVICE PABTTB
WYtnon 1-7311
IS Etarnjr Av*. Edaray. M. i.
AUTO DEALERS
- NEW CARS
C. J. DILLON INC.
Authoring VOUtYWACEJt
SALES • SERVICE • PARTI
Common Won • spooutty
CA 6-8620
511 BloomtiaM Art., CakUta
VOLKSWAGEN
TAVLOR MOTOR SALER WC
Author trad poaltr
SALES . SERVICE • LEASING . PARTS
Phons 489 • 1300
150 W. riwK SA,
BERGEN COL’WrV
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
j G. M. Transmission Strvlc*
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COMPLETE LINE or RVtUrt.NO
materials a svppues
For Prompt botnwy Cnß
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, ISO Wuhtneton Art. SatSay. X t
FUEL OIL- OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
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Sine. IWI-
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Pope John Cited Duty to Share
NCI VC Newt Service
Following it a translation of an address given by Pope
John XXIII March If, 1963, to delegate t In the special as-
sembly for Men's Right to Freedom Irons Hunger.
In our concern with being
faithful to the doctrine of
Christ and in accordance with
the purest tradition of the
Church, we have been plcasrrl
to encourage, since its inau-
guration in 19G0, the Freedom-
From-llungcr Campaign so
laudably launched and pursued
by the Food
and Agricul-
ture Organi-
zation of the
United Na-
tions.
At a time
when, within
the frame-
work of this
vast cam-
paign. the
World Freedom From-Hunger
Week la about to begin, and
when the World Food Congress
is approaching, wo want to
aay how opportune are these
new initiatives, in our opinion,
and how much we wish that
they may benefit from univer-
sal collaboration.
THE PROBLEM is really to
put human energies to work
on a very grand scale. In the
minds of its originators, this
noble undertaking has only-
one aim—which wotdd of it-
self be meritorious and would
command respect—to allevi-
ate temporarily the defi-
ciencies of peoples who arc in
the process of development. It
aims primarily at provoking
the unanimous effort, of all
these In a position to make it,
to teach mankind how to use
fully the superabundant gifts
which the Creator has placed
at the disposal of humanity.
How many are the expres-
sions nf admiration, in the
Holy Scripture, at the marvels
of creation and the bounty of
<sod. Who has bestowed upon
man "dominion over the works
of (His) hands" and "dost
crown him with glory and hon-
or" (Psalm 8:5 and 6).
THIS CONTROL of man
over nature, in the words of
the inspired author, is every-
day revealed to be more wide-
spread. Modern means of in-
vestigation provide a glimpse
of the still almost unexploited
treasures hidden in the bowels
of the earth and the depths of
the ocean. It is man's duty
to use the gifts of intelligence
and will which he has re-
ceives! in striving to develop
these immense riches.
But it is also the immediate
duty of society, with the re-
source* at its disposal, to
bring concrete assistance to
those of its members who are
deprived of the minimum es-
sential to the normal flower-
ing of their personality. St.
Paul's warning to the Gala-
tians is still valid, and now-
more timely lhan ever: "Bear
one another's burdens, and so
fulfil) the law of Christ" (Gal.
6. 2).
Considering the prodigious
increase of transportation and
travel facilities in the modern
world, one can no longer say
that the hunger and malnutri-
tion prevalent in certain re-
gion* of the globe are due
solely to the insufficiency of
natural resources presently
available, since those are su-
perabundant in other regions.
What ts missing is the organ-
izing and coordinated intelli-
gence and will capable of en-
suring a fair distribution. Also
lacking, among developing
peoples. Is the adequate ex-
ploitatinn of their own re-
sources.
MAY Tills WORLD week
for the fight against hunger—-
and the approaching World
Food Congress in Washington
be a call and a stimulant
to all men of good will: May
they strive hard to speed up
projects of agricultural devel-
opment. to hasten—in line with
the findings of the Geneva
conference—the application of
science and technology for the
benefit of the less developed
regions. In brief, may they
strive to promote everywhere
a better utilization and a bet-
ter sharing out of human and
material resources.
In so doing, they will be sure
to win the praise and gratitude
of all righteous men. and to
merit divine blessings in all
their fullness. These we per-
sonally. wholeheartedly. In-
voke upon the organizers of
these meritorious initiatives,
and upon all those persons
and organizations that will
participate in them or benefit
from them.
THE ADVOCATE makes an
ideal wedding gift for the
Catholic couple.
HOW TO JUNK A JALOPY-Eighty children in Taiwan will have a brand-new kin-
dergarten classroom because of the "car-smash" devised by students at Brophy Col-
lege Preparatory School, Phoenix. Ariz. They dredged up a tired old car that was
fodder for a junkyard and then charged students, parents and visitors a fee to help
smash the jalopy. For a dime one could swing the sledge-hammer once-three for a
quarter. The students raised $1,600.
Protestants Ask
Talks on Mary
TORONTO. Ont (RNS)
The United Church Observer
urged its clergymen read-
ers to preach some Christmas
sermons on Mary this year.
The official publication cf
tjie United Church of Canada
noted that Protestants are ask-
ing Catholics to "face up'* to
problems involving religious
liberty and mixed marriage*.
"We expect that Catholics
feel Protestants have been
neglectful of the mother of cur
Ixird. and superficial in criti-
cism of Catholic emphasis on
the Virgin Mary," the editorial
said. The Observer added that
Protestants had to be just as
honest in searching out and
acknowledging their own
shortcomings "as we are forth-
right in reminding Catholics
of theirs."
Missions’ Great Need Is Priests
Even under the crust of pa-
gan fancies and the over
growth of pagan customs,
there appears the idea of God
stamped upon tlie human soul.
The missionary beholds a peo-
ple estranged from God and
i'- is his duty to bring them
hack to the Creator of every-
thing.
The work of converting pa-
gans and the care of youth,
the family and the communi-
ty are beset with many dif-
ficulties.
More missionaries! This is
the crying reed of the time
and the great want of the
mission fields, the most press-
ing need of the entire aposto-
late.
Help to send out mission-
aries. You who cannot your-
selves go to the missions can
help to send out missionaries.
This you can do by giving of
your means foe the support nf
mission houses and schools
for the training of mission-
aries.
If you have not made a res-
olution for the New Year,
please consider helping with
the education and support of
would-be missionaries. The
Society for the Propagation ot
the Faith will gladly accept
>our contributions for this
purpose.
Lack of Catechists
Proving Costly
The importance of catechists
is not always understood, and
so a missionary in the Congo
tries to explain the great
reed for these dedicated work-
er*
“Tlie work of the Church
in the Congo Is in danger "
he writes, adding "Our ..I-
lages are reverting to pagan-
i.m because they lack cate-
chists
With only too priests
for the million inhabitants of
this diocese the missionary
can at best visit his villag-s
once or twice a year. Thus,
the catechist, tile prayer
man,’ must keep the Chris-
tian way of life active in each
place.
"This man of God is no
longer found in all the vil-
lages: Instead of the 2.0C0
ci tcchisU we had counted on,
we can keep only 459—be-
cause the Bithop has no way
of paying more.
"Do you Americans rcabte
the importance of catechists?
With your prayers and $2l we
can maintain a native cate-
chist for on» month. Who will
help us in this way?”
Mission Appeal
In Garfield
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Jan 5 at
Our Lady of Mt. Virgin.
Garfield, Rev. Charles P
Casscrly, pastor.
Rishop Stanton thanks
Father Casscrly and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone fi23 8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p in.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. lands
21 DcGrasse St.. Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARraory 4-0100
Ilnurs: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donation, to the Socsely for the Propagatson of the
lailh are income tax deductible.
Capuchins Labor
In Nicaraqua
In the mining areas of N'lca-
ipgua the story of the Church
has been a building story
The Capuchins have labored
there for 23 years but they
have much more to do
Rev, Wilfrid Bleberstein,
O F.M Cap., established a
parish in Rosita when the La-
Lux Mines, Ltd., opened a
copper mine in 1957.
Like many mining towns,
the pcop!> went there to work
from all over Nicaragua The
opening of the copper mine at
Rnsita opened also anew
rhase of mission work Small
churches are being bui»t for
the convenience of scattered
families
New schools are a neces-
sity for betnr instructed Cath-
olics and the missionaries
find that even the theaters
exercise a good influence
The Capuchins call on Cath
olics at home for their pray-
ers in behalf of spiritual prog-
ress, and financial aid to sup
)iort their w-ck.
White Fathers'
African Efforts
The White Fathers of Africa
have made a special effort to
huihl a strong African clergy
in helping to develop the
Catholic Church in Africa
Their eight major seminaries
there have educated more
than 1.000 African diocesan
priests.
Seventeen of these priests
have been made Bishops, in-
cluding Laiiroan Cardinal Ru-
ga mhwa. Bishop of Bukoha
the first African Cardinal.
The White Fathers have
handed over two archdioceses
and 12 dioceses to African dio-
cesan clergy since 1939. Many
White Fathers still servo in
these sees under African Bish-
ops. In addition, two arch
dioceses and a diocese. still
in the care of the White Fa-
ther*. are headed by Africn
White Father Bishops
In all of Africa there are
5l major seminaries and I'd
minor seminaries The While
Fathers teach in 41 of the i n j
nor seminaries In all of the
gicat amount of work the
White Fathers hav e been able
to accomplish, they are grate-
fid for the part played by
Catholics at home in tucir
generous gifts which have
supported their endeavors.
They ask that you Catholics
al home continue your part in
God's work for souls
Rosary Crusade
Draws 500,000
PnRTO ALEGRE, Brazil
(N'C) The Family Rosary
month long mission ended hero
with a public rally that attract-
ed half a million people
Archbishop Alfredo Scherer
of Porlo Alegre presided. Rev.
Patrick Peyton. CSC . direc-
tor of the Family Rosary Cru-
sade. also spoke, urging fam-
ilies to pray together each
day
Porto Alegre Is the fifth
Brazilian city where Father
Peyton has organized a mis-
sion Others have been Reeife,
Rio de Janeiro. Salvador and
Relo Horizonte
BIRTH FIGURES prove the
Catholic market in North Jer-
sey is an expanding market.
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DEPENDABLE
GOOD INCOME
Invest yt*ir eat
| You also skat
treat Hork at U
ami help la educatm*
' priests and Brethren lac
lha Missions
• Certain Us ad«anU(««
• A l-sitinr Memorial and
i remembrances in many
, Maasea and prayers.
WRITE TOR TREE INFORMATION
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
'Annuity l>rpt. GIRARD, PA
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
MeiMl and Sotromenf* Avoiloble
lee J. Palmar, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. AnocUlt Dirrdon
Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure o* Request
Help Students toBecome Priests
$l.OO WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY •
*
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divine Word Seminaries in India, Philippines
and Japan, we have a number of students preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR ond need
financial help to continue their studies.
for sponsoring • student
deys. A
TI A « OFF
Enclosed find $
to the priesthood for
]y* MAIL TO
\\
HELP HIM TO REACH HIS GOAL
REV. FATHER RALPH, hah.on.
S.V.D. Catholic Universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
• LAIRIOIM. rEAPACK. M. J.
Ovtal Hwm far Warn** tM
h»vh
Amalie Frawch a# bvaatfc
laAln# beaut? in tha lti!U
t*WA nwWfti IlKilltrf* IDath/ul
climate. KLaraiiaet nwait Op*«
round to CnnulfirtnU. V*r aO'mlaia
•«xl lVrmii»n<
ftatraata fremt **ep<rmb»r is June
rarapl iNe nutaimu
A»d Nr» Yaara WaekamSa Data
•ad KvmMlga o 4
Otraetad h IN Kitaat H tl. J«M
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WILL THE POPE STOP AT RENEH?
WHETHER
WILL SOT
asi
HE STOPS OK NOT. THE HUt.l I A TIIKK
BE EAR FROM RENEII WHEN lIE VISITS
NAZARETH THIS MEEK. KI.NEII.
you'll remember, in Ihr village now
on the site where Our Kord played
games whrn lie «u a child. Llk*
moot Arab villages, II baa narrow,
crooked streets, alum housing. none
•f Ike American convenience*. The
Catholic* la RENEH, very lew In
number, are extremely poor ... II
he atop* la RENEII. the Pope will
aee a little church. haU-coaalructed
and practically abandoned. II ha* no
Tie Mofy Parier’r Afunoe AU roof, aa unfinished floor, not even
/or lie Oraeoref Ciorri aldewalla. The former church la a
heap of rubble; II was destroyed by earthquake In 1927 ... Some
of our reader* aenl money two year* ago to construe! a charts
In RENEH. The men la RENEII donated their service*, dug
a foundation, mixed and laid cement. The money, however,
was far from safftctenl, and the church remala* unfinished . . .
We'd like to do somethin* about It this week, aa a token recog-
nition of the unique Importance of Iha Holy Father's visit. We’d
Ilk* to finish tho church!
.. .
Will you help? 13.700 will bo
enough, we think, to buy the rest of the material*. 11.*00 will
pay for the roof and part of the superstructure. Even 11. 11.
•2d. 175 will boa Godsend! . . . Can you Imagine what a small,
neat, attractive church wUI mean to the Faith In RENEH?
RENEH was the playground of Our l-ord. Pleas# send some-
thing now -and mark II -RENEH.'
WHAT THE AVERAGE SMOKER SPENDS FOR CIGARETTES
112 • week) 18 ENOUGH TO EDUCATE A POOR ROY FOR
THE PRIESTHOOD. WRITE TO U 8 WE'LL SEND YOU
THE NAME OF A BOY WHO NEEDS A SPONSOR.
NOT SINCE THE TIME OK ST. PETER
has a Pope set fool In the Holy land Pep# Paul'* visit thla
week la. therefore, uniquely meaningful. It's meaningful, too
t# the people who read thin column—because, through the
yeora. your donations and prayers have helped keep Ik# f'hurek
In the Holy land alive . . . Thdre's scarcely a native priest or
Sister In the Holy l.and who ta del Indebted to you. For yean
uaw you have generously "sdopted " semlnsrtans t|]M a yeerl
and SUlers-10-be t|isd a year), enabling them lo reach their
goal. These priest* and Stater* still write to you. and they pray
for you. You share In all the good they do
... By member
ship In our 11-a-month <Sllsyear) mission clubs, you rare fm
tho aged poor tour PALACE OP GOLD club), give medicine u
•wrrs tour DAMIEN club), keep ehapela and churrheo In repah
low MONICA GUILD), feed erpkane aad elothr them toot
ORPHANS BREAD club). We thank you! just Imagine the
goed your 11-a month ha* dona! . . . Perhaps this week new
reader* will make a New Year's Resolution—Monlh by month is
'** to help the helpless help themselves.
lIOW CAN I lIKIJ**
Educate a seminarian <M 35 a month! or a SUter to-b.
*•1150 a month’
Join a mission elub t|l a month—ill a yean
Enroll yourself and others in this Association (Individual
tl a year, or $2O for life) . ’Family (3 a year. $lOO fo
life)
A stringiest gift in any amount for -where its need*
. moat “
Feed a Refugee family for • month t|IO).
Dear Moo*liner Ryan:
Enclosed please find for
Name
Street
Ctty Stale
fML^Rear&stOlissioiisjM)
PIANOS CARDINAL SHUMAN. President j
Mtgy. Josef* ». Iywo. »*T We*
CATHOLIC NIAR lAST WSIFARI ASSOCIATION
4RO lexirvgton Avo. oi 40th Sf. N«w York 17, N. Y.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
JPIND A WEEKEND WITH OOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
CondwcUrf by »H« rnonkt of
S«tmf Poult Abboy
H H II
-d
W'** Nlnit
TANARUS»»II X 1* M»n'i R,!,,,,
n»*«* m»k» ttrly
* fnr tntnrmation In
OlR*ctor or retreats
f. "•"••i Moum• l E»C| Ablxv. NtwXn. N J
dolly mount
SiHft 1955
A mining home in a beautiful letting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Dcsoted Personalized nursing service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
Tel. LA S-7fi?7
20 Valley Road
Clifton, N. J.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2766-67
(Oppa.it. Mol, Cro..) No A.1m,i.0
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
A tiptop. wh, Alb... M Hope., h lb. lo. a «i
piantifoOu.i. of Momoiiol. ip Now Jono,
poll M fO Our (VllßMin •
of up »• 30** by lotting
*e lb# pure ho 10*.
• All work .« don* by tocol •»
4 (arvtn Kara o» our
alluring you of lmmad»*
ofo dalitOry.
• You CBR Mt|N(l the memorial
SI work prognttil.
• Wo hove of our plant « largo
••♦fb of row malarial enabling
oa to complete your choice on
•be** notice
Ini itneof Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
U hose cat eful and understandingservice is in accord with
the traditionsof Holy Mother Church
ij, ifci'at at JETaL'ifi'iL ac’ac;
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME{ BERGEN COUNTY
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEotler 9 0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
Allot 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Wlnd.or 4-1202
ISSIX COUNTY
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
Andrew W Flood, Mgr,
112 So. Munn Ave.
Ea»» Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArkel 2 2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
COOEYS FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
OEORGE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
RE2EM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Slreel
Irvington. N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrih 7-3131
COOEY S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArkel 3-0514
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jertey City, N. J.
Chariot A. Stevent,
Manager
OElawore 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UN lon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pomplon Tpk.
Pompton Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICI
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
ORACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
1. V. MULLIN 4 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArkel 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN j. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOMS
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
HUDSON COUNTY
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVO.
UNION CITY. N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAOER
UNIon 7-1000
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
MILLER-BAN NWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVI,
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
Far lUHng In thlt eectlen call The Advocate. MArket 4-0700
Pray for Them
Fr. Sweeney Dies in Florida
UNION CITY Rev. Hubert
Sweeney. CP. 65, stationed
In Florida for the past 13
years, died at Sarasota Me-
morial Hospital there Dec. 28.
A Solemn Requiem Mass was
held at St. Michael's Monas-
tery here Dec. 31.
Father Sweeney, a native of
Bayonne, attended St. Mary's
School there and St. Joseph's
Minor Seminary. Baltimore.
He was professed in 1918 at
Pittsburgh and was ordained
in 1924 at St. Michael's Mon-
astery.
He had served as director of
seminarians here and also at
the Passionist Monastery in
West Springfield. Mass, From
1926 to 1951, he preached mis-
sions and retreats in parishes
along the eastern seaboard.
Very Rev. Gerard Rooney,
C.P.. provincial, offered the
Requiem Mass, assisted by
Very Rev. John C. Ryan, C.P..
tlie monastery rector, and
Very Rev. Flavian Dougherty,
C.P., rector of St. Joseph's
Monastery, Baltimore.
Father Sweeney is survived
by a brother, Louis G. Swee-
ney of Brooklyn.
Sister Mary Fidelia
SUMMIT - Sister Mary Fi-
dolis Cassidy, 0.P., an extern
nun at the Rosary Shrine
here, died Dec. 28. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered at
the shrine chapel Dec. 31.
Born In Michigan City, Ind .
Sister Mary Fidelis had en-
tered the Dominican Nuns of
Perpetual Adoration and Per-
petual Rosary in 1946 ami had
been stationed here ever since.
She is survived by three
brothers and four sisters, in-
cluding Very Rev. William S.
Cassidy, O P., novice master
at St. Joseph’s Priory, Somer-
set, Ohio.
I)r. \\ illiam Kdlv
NUTLEY Dr. William A.
Kelly, 63, director of graduate
studies at Fordham University,
died Dec. 27 at St. Francis
Hospital in The Bronx. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was of-
fered Dec. 31 at St. Mary's
Church here.
Dr, Kelly was a native of
Harrison and attended Scion
Hall College. He later received
a law degree from Fordham
University and a doctorate in
psychology from New York
University.
In 1929 he left a teaching
post at Harrison High School
to join the faculty of Creighton
University, Omaha, Neb. Ten
years later he came to Ford-
ham as chairman of the divi-
sion of educational psychology,
measurements and guidance.
He was named director of
graduate studies in 1958.
Dr. Kelly authored two text
books on educational psy-
chology one with his wife, Mrs.
Margaret R. Kelly. He was
a charter member and past
president of the National Cath-
olic Psychological Association
and a fellow of the American
Psychological Association.
Surviving are his wife, a son.
Dr. William G. Kelly of Tena-
fly, and a daughter, Mrs.
Bruno B. Wolff of Milwaukee.
Other Death*
. . .
Edward V. English. 71. of
Hasbrnuck Heights, brother of
Rev. Francis A English, pas-
tor of St. Boniface's Paterson,
died Dec. 28.
John J. itrrunig of Point
Pleasant, who died Dec 12.
was the father of Sister Cath-
erine John of Our Lady of
Grace, Hoboken, and not her
brother, as was incorrectly re-
ported Dec 19.
In ynnr prayen also rtmtru-
ber thru, your de seated
pr trill:
fieu'ark
...
Rev. J. Manuch Bstirganian,
Jan 4. 1923
Rev. John N. Tarrant, C.S.P.,
Jan. 5, 1963
Most. Rev. Winand M. Wig-
ger, Jan. 1901
Rev. Gerard Funcke, Jan. 5,
1908
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph M.
Flynn. Jan. 5, 1910
Rev John A. Farrell, Jan. 6,
1963
Rev. Umberto Donati, Jan. 7
1943
Rev. Joseph Zablochi, Jan. 8,
1922
Rev. William F. Burke, Jan. 9,
1954
Rt. Rev. Msgr. George H.
Doane. PA, Jan. 9, 1908
Rev. John A. Banks, Jan. 9
1951
Rev. James A. Keough, Jan
10, 1932
Rev. Perry G. DeWitt, Jan.
10, 1957
I*a ter son
. . .
Rev. Joseph J. Spielman, Jan.
9, 1943
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Dauen-
haucr, Jan. 9. 1954
Rev. John J. Duggan, Jan. 10,
1945
Shopping Spree
For Cardinal
CHICAGO (RNS) - Ronald
Borta, 10, was putting his
books in his desk at Holy In-
nocents School when his day
suddenly became unbelievable.
Within the next few hours,
the boy was fully outfitted
with clothes; had his picture
taken with Albert Cardinal
Meyer, and met Dave Nichol-
son, Chicago White Sox out-
fielder.
The events took place in the
Cardinal's annual shopping
spree for boys from poor par-
ishes. The boys 102 of them
were told to pick whatever
they wanted from a downtown
clothing store.
“I haven't had anew suit
since my Communion two
years ago,” Ronald said as he
draped anew suit over his
arm He went home outfitted
completely like ail the other
boys.
Ronald didn't know he was
one of the lucky 102 until he
was called out of class and
given carfare to go to Holy-
Name Cathedral, where the
group gathered before going
downtown.
Brother Griffin
Off to Missions
ROCHESTER. NY. _
Brother Joseph J. Griffin. S J.,
of Jersey City received his
mission assignment to the
Caroline Islands at a depar-
ture ceremony at St. Anne's
Church here.
Brother Griffin entered the
Society of Jesus at St. An-
drew-on-Hudson in 1953. He
has been assigned to McQuaid
High School here since com-
pleting his tertianshlp.
He will leave from New York
City for Koror in the Palau
group of Islands In the Western
Carolines Jan. 6.
Msgr. Beck to Talk
At Newark Temple
NEWARK Msgr. Henry
G J Beck of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary wiU take
part m a panel dlacuasioo on
religion in America Jan. 9 as
part of the Temple B'Nai
Abraham Community Forum
series. v
Other members of the panel
will be Dr. Joachim Prior of
Temple M'nai Abraham, presi-
dent of the American Jewish
Congress, and the Rev. Dean
M Kelly of the National Coun-
cil of Churches.
Cerebration Set
CEBU. The Philippines (NC)
The Philippines will cele-
brate the 400th anniversary of
its ChrtstlraUoa in IMS.
AT ST. FRANCIS-Santa Claus paid a visit to the children's wards of St. Francis Hospital,Jersey City; St M ary'sHospital, Hoboken, and the Jersey City Medical Center, through
toe auspice, of Paulus Hook Council, K. of C. Above, Santa George E. Davis (grand knight)distributes gifts to Donna Gentile and Mark Tomil with the help of Sister Cecilio Marie,
S.F.P., at St. Francis.
News of Education
Allow ‘Public’ Tutoring for Pupil
MINEOLA. N Y (RNS)
-
The State Supreme Court ruled
here that a public schdol dis-
trict must provide home tutor-
ing service for a physically
handicapped child enrolled in
a parochial school.
Justice Manuel W. Levine
ordered the Union Free School
District 12 (Malveme) to oro-
vide the home instruction for
Kathleen Scale*, a sixth-grade
pupil at Our Lady of Lourdes
School In Malveme.
THE SUIT WAS instituted
by the child's father, Rirhard
Scales, who said hi* daughter
must remain in bed as long
a* six month* for treatment
ot a heart condition.
In hi* decision, Justice Lo
vine referred to a section of
the State Education I-aw re-
quiring that every union free
school district provide "trans-
portation. home teaching or
special classes. . . for phy-
sically or mentally handi-
capped and delinquent chi 1 -
dren. . . irrespective ot the
school they legally attend."
Thomas L. Driscoll, school
board counsel, said the dis-
trict had rejected Scalea re
quest on grounds it would vio-
late the slate constitution pro-
vision prohibiting direct or in-
direct aid to a church-rc-
latcd school
•
Prayer Ruling
BALTIMORE (NC) - Mary-
land Atty. Gen. Thomas B.
Fman has ruled that "truly
voluntary" student prayer pro-
grams are permissible in pub-
lic schools.
Fman held at the same time,
however, that religious exercis-
es which are part of the re-
quired school program and are
supervised by teachers are not
allowed.
The Attorney General made
the ruling* in deciding against
a program in Fort Hill High
School. Cumberland, where stu-
dents read from the Bible and
recited the I-nrd't Prayer over
the public address system. He
held that the program was
"part of the regular school act-
ivity" and hence not permitted.
•
Dangerous Trend
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
The Supreme Court's decision
against prayer In , public
schools has severely hampered
the education process, the
Stale Superintendent of Public
Instruction said here
Max Rafferty said "no one
would sanction the teaching
of a scclarian doctrine" in
public schools, but "it is im-
possible to keep God out of
school We would have to
scrap our entire Judaeo-Cbris-
lian tradition."
"Recently San Diego
County's school board was
asked to ban certain songs tn
the schools including the
‘Battle Ilynin of the Republic*
because of the word, 'Lord.'
"Los Angeles teachers arc
no longer required to lead the
pledge of allegiance to the flag
because God Is mentioned.
"This is a very dangerous
trend "
Apostleship of Prayer
Intention
Is Reunion
Our Holy Father’s general
intention this month is "that
all Christians may continue to
pray and work for reunion.”
Under the impulse of truly
Christian charity, John XXII!
inaugurated and Pope Paul
has continued anew era of col-
laboration among Christians
of every denomination.
Their approach to non-Cath-
olic Christians has prompted a
response notable for its friend-
liness and understanding of
immediate and ultimate pur-
poses.
THERE HAS BEEN no ar
rogance. no antagonism, no
resentment, no excessive re-
serve on either side. There
has been an earnest presump-
tion of good faith on both
sides.
Unless we talk to one an-
other we cannot work to-
gether, we cannot be at one;
and we must all be one in
Christ through the working of
His grace in the hearts of each
one of us.
Again and again Pope John
and Pope Paul have reminded
us of the necessity of our
prayer for reunion. Our
prayer must be constant, gen-
erous, confident, persevering.
Above all it must be a prayer
of love, inspired by the love
of Our Lord for the salvation
of His people, v
• * • •
Mission Intention:
Preaching of the Gospel
Among Buddhists
*• • •
Morning Offering
0 Jesus, through the Imma-
culate Heart of Mary, I offer
Thee my prayers, works, joys
anti sufferings of this day for
all the Intentions of Thy
Sacred Heart, in union with
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
througout the world, in rep-
aration for my sins, for the
intentions of all our Asso-
ciates, for the reunion of
Christendom, and in particular
for: United effort toward
Christian unity.
• • • •
for information about Ihr
Apoitlesbip of Prayer, write
to the Arcbdiocesan Director,
Apoillethip of Prayer, Set on
Hall University, South Or-
ange.
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Pope Paul Discusses Needs of World, Trip to Holy Land
NCWC News Service
Following is an English text of Pope Paul Vi's 1963 Christ-
mas message given Dec. 23-
Beloved brethren and chil-
dren: We extend to all of you
our best wishes for a blessed
Christmas!
We wish this blessing to en-
ter into the hearts of each
one of you
and to im-
plant there
that sense
of hapiness,
of peace, of
serenity and
of trust
which is
born, in such
a special
manner, of
this holy feast and which
forms one of the most consol-
ing experiences of life.
May each one of you who
receives our affectionate
greeting experience internally
the sweetness, the comfort and
the happiness we wish you.
Today people who possess
so many objects of so-called
exterior happiness often stand
in need of interior happiness,
the only kind which is gen-
uine, personal, profound ami
sincere. And it is this kind of
happiness that we desire each
of you to enjoy.
Blessings to All
We send our blessing above
all to you who arc suffering,
because you stand in greater
need of it, and to you who
arc sick, to you who are aged,
to you who are sad, to you
who arc? weeping, to you v/ho
hunger for forgiveness and
thirst for justice. We would
like to stand beside each one
of you to bring you the sweet,
sincere and consoling words of
Christ.
Next, we send our blessing
to our dear children, you who
see in Christmas your special
feast, the feast of new life, the
feast of wholesome affection.
, the feast of the joy of living.
In the years that lie ahead
for us, may the I/ird preserve
and increase your happiness
and teach you the secret
which is contained in your in-
nocence.
WE EXTEND our greetings
to your famil’es who arc re-
united around your tahl*s,
around your guests, around
your crib filled with home-
spun and life-giving beauty.
We extend our best wishes
to 'yhu.'ihe members of so-
cial groups, who on tlus an-
nual occasion balance the ac-
counts of your capabilities and
your needs, in order that your
sense of justice may tic ac-
companied by that of orderli-
ness and love.
We send our blessings to
those of you who arc exiled
and fugitives, whose anxieties
and sufferings arc well known
to us, to those of you faithful
children who aro .deprived of
the freedom that is due to
you, to those of you who are
suffering for Christ and for
His Church and who today
more than ever arc close to
our heart.
We send our greetings to
all the peoples and nations on
this earth, to which the mes-
sage of peace descends today
from heaven fills the world
with trust and good will.
A blessed Christmas to Ml!
can communicate our best
wishes because Christmas U a
religious and a Christian
feast; and we know very well
the honored place it holds
admidst the varying conditions
of human life.
Afeeds of World
But then another considera-
tion comes to mind, in our
desire to extend to all our
wishes, our eyes try to per-
ceive Iho view of the whole
world. We might call it the
watchtowcr over the world,
the lofty position in which our
responsibility has placed us.
And then we arc reminded
that our good wishes ought
to be related not only to the
humble longings that are so
common on a happy popular
feast, as Christmas ordinarily
is, but particularly to the real
and pressing needs of people.
Our affection cannot ignore
the great sufferings, the deep
longings the painful neceasttics
which concern great sections
of society or even entire peo-
ples. In our intention of realis-
tic observation of the human
scene, our moor! changes from
Joyful to penatve because we
•re pointedly asked this ques-
tion: What aro the great needs
of the world today to which
our desires must be related, if
they are to be helpful and
wise?
THE NEEDS of thp world!
The very question makes one
dirty because these needs are
•o vast, so manifold, so im-
measurable. But some of
them are so evident and im-
pelling that all of ua under-
stand them, at least to aorao
degree.
The first Is hunger. We
knew that It existed, but to-
day it has been recognised. It
has now been scientifically
proven to us that more than
half the human race has not
enough food. Entire genera-
tions of children, even today,
arc dying or suffering bccauso
of indescribable poverty. Hun-
ger produces sickness and
wretchedness: this in turn in-
creases hunger. It is not mere-
ly prosperity that is wanting
to vast numbers of people, it
is mere sufficiency
And unless this heart-rend-
ing situation is relieved by op-
portune remedies, we must
foresee that it will grow
worse, not better. The demo-
graphic increase of starving
areas has not yet been bai-
-ffneed by the economic in-
crease of the means of susten-
ance, although it has been ac-
companied by the spread of
such means of information
and such types of development
as impart an uneasy and re-
bcllious consciousness to such
a state of suffering.
Hunger can become a sub-
versive force with incalculable
results.
Population Control
One who studies this unfor-
gettable and threatening prob-
lem is sometimes tempted to
have recourse to remedies
which must be regarded as
worse than the problem itself,
if they consist in attacking the
very fecundity of life by
means which human and
Christian ethics must con-
demn as illicit.
Instead of increasing the
supply of bread on the dining
table of tliis hunger-ridden
world, as modern techniques
of production can do today,
some arc thinking of terms of
diminishing by illicit means
the number of those who eat
with them. This is unworthy
of civilization.
We know that the problem
ef demographic growth when
unaccompanied by sufficient
means of sustenance is very
grave and complex. But it
cannot be admitted that the
solution to this problem con-
sists in the use of meth-
ods contrary to divine law and
to the sacred respect that is
due to both marriage and to
newborn life.
THIS GIVES added motiva-
tion for us to look with pro-
found sympathy at the mul-
titudes of men who suffer
hunger and to observe with
anxious attention the manner
in which men study and han-
dle the enormous problems
connected with this trngic
situation.
Even though we are not
given Christ's miraculous
power of materially multiply-
ing bread for the world’s hun-
ger, still we can take to heart
the plea that rises from the
masses, still oppressed and
languishing with misery, and
to feel it vibrate in us with
the very pity which was felt
by the heart of Christ which
is both divine and completely
human, Miscreor super tur-
bam, “I have compassion on
the multitude . . . They have
nothing to eat” (Mark 8,2).
We make our own the suf-
ferings of the poor! And wo
hope Uiat this our sympathy
may itself become capable
of enkindling that new love
which by means of especially
planned economy will multip-
ly the bread needed to feed
Uic world.
WE ARE therefore openly in
favor of everything that is be-
ing done today to help those
who arc devoid of the goods
required for the elementary
means of life. We sec with ad-
miration that" in the years fol-
lowing the destruction of war
great projects of internation-
al aid havo been launched to
give witness to a fresh flow-
ertng of human nobility and
to offer generously to entire
masses of unknown peoples
the spontaneous and well or-
ganized gifts of indisponsablo
food.
We should like to encourage
and bless this magnificent en
deavor. at once manifold and
providential. We are happy to
rote that Christian principles
give rise to pervade and pro-
mote these praiseworthy and
beneficial undertakings.
It Is also gratifying to ob-
serve that some of these ini-
tiatives come from Catholics
owing to (he merits of per-
son* endowed with Christian
genius, of worthy pastors who
sustain these noble undertak-
ings, and of so many of the
laity who gave heart and
money to the cause. Praise
must also be given to the able
directors who organize these
works and to the courageous
executives whe render admir-
able service. We pay a spe-
cial tribute to these valiant
men.
Tills, then, la our first
Christmas wish: That charity
may reign in the world, that
the lovo brought forth by
Christ, born as a child in this
world, and kindled by Him
•moog men, may blaze forth
ever more widely until it can
wipe away from our civilisa-
tion the dishonor of misery
weighing upon men like our-
selves and our brothers in
Christ.
The New Nations
This greeting reminds us of
another, not unlike it in Its
humanitarian scope, but dif-
ferent in the methods by
which it is to lie realized. It
is the greeting for nations on
their way to development.
Our universal mission as
shepherd of the world makes
us look with great sympathy
and with loving interest on
those new nations which arc
now reaching that sense of
identity, that dignity, that ab-
ility to function which arc
peculiar to free civil states
We look especially to those of
Africa and Asia, and it
pleases us to salute, on this
birthday of Christ, their own
birth to inedpendence and to
the harmony of international
life.
WE WISH TO recall with
them, the high origin of their
vocation to liberty and to hu-
man receptivity to the Chris-
tian message, and we pray
that they may always know
where to discover the sources
of true humanism and where
to find that reserve of moral
energy with which a people
acquire the exact concept of
common life and find the wis-
dom and strength to express
:n its laws ant! in its customs
l)Oth the great principles of
civilization and the peculiar
forms of their native genius.
We know that these new
nations arc justly proud of
their sovereign liberty and
that they can no longer admit
the domination of another
■state over them But we
know also that these nations
have not yet reached that de-
gree of self-sufficiency which
is required to enjoy all the
cultural and economic bene-
fits of a complete modern
state.
IT IS CLEAR, then, that our
rharity this Christmas. in
its search lo discover the
great needs of the world,
egnizes the necessity of help
ing th«s» emerging nations,
not with humiliating and self
seeking beneficence, hut with
scientific and technical assis-
tance and the friendly solidari-
ty of the international world-
in brotherhood in place of pa-
ternalism.
This is what we desire for,
these new nations that they
may enter as brothers into the
family of nations, bringing
with them their own original
civilization as well as their re-
cent cultural and social prog-
ress. in the spirit of solidari
ty, harmony and peace May
they find in the same family
of nations the respect due to
them and the help of which
they arc still in need.
We cannot pass over the
fact that the Catholic Church
herself, by means of the mis-
sion* among these peoples
has always striven, without
thought of temporal gain to
develop them to their utmost
capacity, always holding in
honor all their human and up-
right qualities, while pro-
claiming to them their voca-
tion to the true and supreme
destiny of redeemed man. and
offering them at great sacri-
fice and out of pure love the
benefits of education, of health
services and of social forma-
tion.
In all of these activities the
aim is not to establish a re
lationship between superior
and inferior, or between
strangers, but to educate them
to attain Christian brotherhood
and civil automony. Wc.
therefore, wish that Catholic
missioners
may always find a
friendly welcome among the
new nations and may always
know how to render devoted
l°yal service to promote
their spiritual, moral and ma-
terial development.
Need for Peace
While we view the entire
panorama of nation*, we can-
not but mention again another
pressing need of mankind
peace.
This is suggested by Christ-
mas itself, since, as we all
know, this feast U presented
to us as a message of peace
bestowed from heaven upon
all men of good will
THIS is treated in the great
encyclical ot our venerated
predecessor. John XIII. who
addressed himself to the fun-
damental question of peace in
our modern world. The devel-
opment of controversies in our
times force us continually to
consider the nature of peace,
its forms and weaknesses, its
needs and progress. This en-
cyclical has shown us, if wc
may so put it. new problems
of peace and (he dynamism
of the elements from which
peace must develop.
St. Augustine's classic de-
finition of peace as the ''tran-
quillity of order” seems to be
applicable today in the sense
that the tranquility and secur-
ity of peace are the products
of the well-ordered movement
of component parts, rather
than being something static
ami fixed. Peace is well-bal-
anced motion.
THERE ARE other reasons
for mentioning peace in our
Christmas message.
First it is necessary to heed
the yearnings of the new gen-
eration. Youth desires peace.
Secondly, we see that peace
is still weak, fragile and
threatened, and that in not a
few. fortunately limited, re-
gions of the earth, peace b
violated.
We observe with some ap-
prehension other obvious
facts. Peace in the present
time is based more on fear
than on friendship. It is main-
tained more by the terror of
deadly weapons than by mu-
tual harmony and faith among
peoples. And if tomorrow
peace were to be broken
which God forbid all hu-
manity could he destroyed.
HOW CAN WE celebrate
Christmas with serenity when
such a threat hangs over the
world? And. therefore, wc ur-
gently beseech all men of good
will, yes all men who hold
responsible positions in the
field of culture and politics, to
consider as fundamental thg
problem of peace.
True peace is not that hypo-
cr.tical propaganda aimed at
lulling the adversary to sleep
and concealing one's own
preparation foi war. Peace
docs not consist in pacifist
rhetoric which refuses the in-
dispensable. patient and tire-
some negotiations, which are
the only efficacious means. It
is not based merely on the
precarious balance of oppos-
ing economic interests, nor on
the dream of proud supre-
macy. But true peace is based
on the abolition or at least on
the mitigation of the causes
which endanger its security,
as nationalistic or ideological
pride, the arms race, lack of
confidence in the methods or
in the organizations that have
hern constituted to render the
relations among nations order-
ly and friendly. Peace in
truth, tn justice, in freedom,
in love. This is the peace we
pray for!
Christian Unity
At this point our Christmas
wishes touch upon another
need related to that of peace.
And it is the answer to this
elementary question: Why are
men not at peace with one an-
other? Because their minds
are not united.
UNION OF mind* is the
great need of contemporary
man. Culture, which awakens
and in great part fills this
want, in the end does not sat-
isfy it. On the contrary cul-
ture exacerbates the minds of
men by putting into circula-
tion an indiscriminate plural-
ism of ideas. Men lack unity
in their principles, in their
ideas and in their view of life
and of the world. As long as
they are divided, they will
continue to be ignorant of one
another, to hate and to fight
ngainst one another.
From tliis it is easy to see the
importance of Die doctrinal
clement in the fate of human-
ity. We clearly see how bless-
ed wc are by the coming of
Jesus Christ into the world.
He came to forge a unique
link between all mankind and
God, the heavenly Father.
This religious link, respecting
and ennobling each man’* per
son as It doea, la the most
solid and hopeful basis for
unity between men.
The true sociology of human
peace takes its rise from
Christian religious unity. It is
this unitv. introduced by
Christ into human thought and
history, that we earnestly de-
sire for the peace, concord,
mutual understanding and
happiness of all men of good
will.
Tilts IS HIE greeting we
send out with the pealing of the
Christmas bells.
We direct it especially to
those whom we believe to be
most ready to receive it: to
Christians still separated from
us and to Catholics happily
may be united: That was
united.
Ut unum sint, that all
Christ's sublime and final
prayer before His Passion. We
make it our own on this day
which commemorates His com
ing into the world.
Holy I.unit Trip
Sons and brothers and all
men of good will, these aro
the desires with which Christ-
mas fills our heart They have
been so profound and so insis-
tent during these first days of
our pontificate and during the
Second Vatican Council that
we have decided, as you
know, to go very soon to Pal-
estine. the land in which
Christ, the Son of God, came
down from heaven, lived,
taught, suffered, died, rose
from the dead, and from
which He ascended again Into
heaven. We have been moved
to do this berause we wishes!
to express anew our faith and
love for Him and also because
we feel that, by uniting our
selves with Him in the Gospel
.‘citing, w* shall he able to
carry out with greater perfec-
tion and success the mission
entrusted to u* for the world's
salvation.
ONCE AGAIN we declare
clearly that the nature and
purposes nf our pilgrimage
are solely religious.
Our journey will be that of
Peter's witness; we wish to In
elude in our own faith that
of the whole Church and with
Peter at Caesarea Philippi,
say to Jesus "Yes. laird, you
are the Christ, the Son of the
I ivloe G<v! "
It will be a journey of offer-
ing. As the Magi from the
East, the symbols and pre-
rursurs of all peoples of the
earth, so we from the West
wish to bring to Jesus the of-
fering nf His Churrh and to
acknowledge in Him its
Founder' and its Master, its
1-ord and its Saviour.
It will also he a journey ot
search and of hope search for
all those who arc for us sons
and brothers in Christ: in the
atmosphere of the Gospels
and as evoked by this land
of benediction, how can wc
not ask ourselves: Where
is the full flock of Christ’’
W'here are the lambs and the
sheep of His fold? Arc they
all here? Which ones are miss-
ing’
And so we rannot but
implore Jesus the Good Shep-
herd, using His own words:
May there be one fold and one
shepherd!
AND OCR HEART will
reach out also to those out-
side the fold of Christ ami our
good intentions will embrace
nil the peoples of the world,
those far and near, with senti-
ments of respect and of love,
wishing them happiness and
peace.
We shall greet respect-
fully and cordially ail. what-
ever be their origin, whom we
shall meet on our way. es-
pecially those in authority, the
people, the pilgrims, and the
ieurists. hut without stopping
in our hurried pilgrim's jour-
ney. and without allowing our-
selves to he distracted from
the sole religious purpose of
our trip.
It will thus be a journey of
rraycr, made with humility
and with love. In our heart
will be present the whole
world, no one will be forgot-
ten.
In asking pardon from Our
Lord, the Merciful One, for all
our faults, for all our weak-
nesses. we will n-'< hesi'ste to
beg tor all men mercy and
peace and salvation.
And the wishes which on
this holy Christmas day we
have expressed in behalf of
the Church and of all men of
good will, in the Holy Land
will he more intense and more
efficacious. But even now we
look to their realization as we
invoke the intercession of the
Blessed Virgin and of the holy
Apostles Trier and Paul, and
os wc impart to you our apos-
tolic benediction.
Bishop to Say
Mass at Schools
PATERSON
- Bishop Na
vagh will celebrate the first
of a series of Pontifical low
Masses at the hig't schools in
the Paterson Diocese on Jan.
•1 at St. John's Cjtbedral High
School.
All of the Misses will he of-
fered facing the congregation.
The Bishop will be at Bene-
dictine Academy Jan 9. St
Joseph's High School. Jan 10.
St. Bonaventure High School
J»n 16. St Miry's High
Jan 1? and Don Bosco Tech
Jan. ?C.
Says Adult-Cenlered Parish
Answer to Community Needs
ST. PAUL, Minn (NC) _
Parish education efforts should
be reoriented to develop adult-
ccnlcred instead of child-cen-
tered communities
This is the view of Rev Den-
nis Geaney. O S A . of Fort
Wayne, lnd . who has written
that tlie major portion of par-
ish finances, time and
energy is too oftrn spent on
the parish school, resulting in
too great an emphasis "on the
group which has the least in-
fluence on the community.”
He said the mission of thc>
parish is to serve the entire
community, and lesser goals
should be subordinated to their
proper role within that frame-
work.
THE CHAPLAIN of several
Catholic Action groups and au-
thor of the book "You Shall
Be Witnesses." Father
Geaney was here to conduct
retreats, meetings and sem-
inar* for Catholic youth
groups.
The parish school, he said,
"can be a psychological hamli
cap to pastor* and assistants”
trying to serve the whole par-
ish.
The parish ”U a missionary
unit of the total Church in a
certain geographical area," he
sail, amt purpose is "to
witness the totil Christian
message in this area "
Worship, he slid. Is the
greatest witness a Christian
can vive. but today s Christian
also should be involved in
fields like urban renewal ami
interfaith relations.
The home must tie primarily
responsible for the education
of children, he said, and Cath-
olic education must be geared
to forming all for Christian
living rather than limited to
teaching children religion mor-
alislically. "as a science "
The newly-reemphasized lit-
urgy ”|* a tool for teaching
and involvrmrat we didn’t
have before.” be said, and it
ts ' one of the great areas
through which the parish
should mobilize "
However, a complete sense
of belonging in the parish can-
not be developed solely
through the liturgy, he said,
so "everything the parish un-
dertake* should be concerned
with fraternity, with Christian
brotherhood.”
ADI'LT CENTERED Cath-
olic education, he said, wouk)
mean that Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine school* of
religion "would have to have
greater imagination a* they
play a greater roll "
More money would have to
be spent for fulltime parish
education of adults and chil-
dren. he said, and more teach-
ing communities would have
«t> specialize in the teaching of
parent* as well as children.
To achieve the Christian for-
mation of the whole parish,
school* of religion and Cath-
olic schools need an "aggiorna-
mrnto.'* an "updating." he
said, to make religion more
than a "childhood experience"
that is "routine and boring”
because It "hasn't been related
to living ”
Regional
or city-wide cen-
ter*. be said, could place more
emphasis on adult concerns.
The scope of such centers
could extend to buxines ethics,
war and peace, birth control,
Bible studies, liturgical stud-
ies. psychology and social prin-
ciples. he suggested.
Plan New Church
For Newark Parish
NEWARK Ground will be
l token tn May for anew
church to serve Immaculate
Conception parish here. Rev.
Joseph J Cestaro. administra-
tor, has announced.
The churrh will be built on
the former site of a commer-
cial laundry which was torn
down last spring It will re-
place the present churrh. a
converted inratrr. which w*,!|
he used as a parish hall.
THE NEW CHURCH, of
modem design, will seat SSO
In the nave end 50 in the chair
loft. It will have an all-purpose
room in the basement. The
plan includes anew schoil
ving and rectory, which -sill
he constructed at a future
date.
A largo sl.iir rd-glass window
will feature the front at the
church across the entire choir
loft the exterior will he of
face brick. The interior wUI
have the nave, sanctuary, nar-
thex baptistry, priest and at-
tar boy sacristies, ambula-
tory. choir loft and ushers'
closet.
Father Cestaro said that the
church should be ready for
Christmas service* in 1965
NEW CHURCH-This is the architect's conception of the new church to be built for Im-
maculate Conception parish, Nework where Rev. Joseph J. Cestaro is administrator.Also shown is the parish school (at right) planned for a later date. The architect is Peter
F. Terrafranca of River Edge.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
FIRDAY, JAN. 3
II noon. Guest speaker *1
luncheon of Newark First Fri-
day Club, Downtown Dub,
Newark.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. I
•:» pm.. Meeting of Es-
sex West Hudson Federation
of Holy Name Societies.- S«.
Thomas Aquinas, Newark.
SUNDAY. JAN. 11
11 noon. Solemn Pontifical
Mass, 75th anniversary of St,
Rose of Lima Church, New-
ark.
S:M p.m . Adult Confirma-
tion. Sacred Heart CatlsedraL
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